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IN THE MATTER OF

GREAT LAKES CHEMICAL CORPORATION , ET AL.
DISMISSAL ORDER ETC. IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket

9155.

Complaint. June

1981-Decision and Order May

, 1984.

The Federal Trade Commission has dismissed the proceedings against Northwest In
dustries, Inc. and Velsicol Chemical Corp.

Appearances
For the Commission:

John V. Lacci.

William Fifield, Christian L. Campbell, Sidley
Austin
G.
Schaefer, Jr. , Sidley
Chicago , Ill. and William
Washington , D.C. for Northwest , Industries , Inc. and Velsicol Chemical Corporation.
For the respondent:

& Austin

DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging
respondents , Great Lakes Chemical Corporation , Northwest Industries, Inc. , and Velsicol Chemical Corporation , with violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended , and the respondents having been
served with a copy of that complaint , together with a notice of con templated relief; and
Respondents Northwest Industries , Inc. and Velsicol Chemical Corporation (" respondents ), their attorneys , and counsel for the Com-

mission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a
consent order ,

an admission by respondents of all the jurisdictional
facts set forth in the complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreements is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in

such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Secretary of'he Commission having thereafter withdrawn this

matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25(c) of its
Rules; and
The Commission having considered the matter and having thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such
. Complaint previously published at 103 F-

c. 167.
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agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , and
having duly considered the comments fied thereafter by interested
persons pursuant to Section 3. 25 ofits Rules, now in further conformi25(0
of its Rules , the
Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional findings and
ty with the procedure prescribed in Section

enters the following order:

1. Respondent Northwest Industries, Inc. is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business
located at 6300 Sears Tower , in the City of Chicago , State of Ilinois.
2. Respondent Velsicol Chemical Corporation is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business
located at 341 East Ohio Street , in the City of Chicago , State of Ilinois.

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and ofthe respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That all proceedings in Docket No. 9155 against NorthInc. and Velsicol Chemical Corporation shall be dismissed.
west Industries ,
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IN THE MATTER OF

KAISER ALUMINUM & CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Doket 9080. Interlocutory Order,
ORDER GRANTING EXTENSION OF

, 1984

May

TREATMENT

IN CAMERA

in camera

Various exhibits in this proceeding have been subject to

treatment , pursuant to order of Administrative Law Judge James P.
Timony. This order has now expired.
Third parties to this proceeding, Basic Incorporated ("Basic ), and
J. E. Baker Company and Dolomite Brick Corporation ("Baker ), have
treatment, by motions dated
requested a continuation of
in camera
October 13 ,

1981 and October 15 , 1981 , respectively.

In Commission proceedings , requests for
show

in camera

treatment must

that the public disclosure ufthe documentary evidence wil result in a clearly defined
serious injury to the person or corporation whose records are involved. The showing
may consist of extrinsic evidence or , in certain instances , may be inferred from the
nature of the documents themselves.!

That showing can be made by establishing that the documentary
evidence is " suffciently secret and suffciently material to (the applicant' s) business that disclosure would result in serious competitive
injury, " and then balancing that factor against " the importance of'he
information in explaining the rationale of(CommissionJ decisions.
in camera

The Commission agrees that an extension of

treatment

for these documents is justified. These are documents detailng sales
of specific lines ofrefractories and related products , data regarded as
extremely sensitive by both firms. Even though the statistics in question are over five years old, the companies argue a serious injury
would be done them by release of this information , which they have
never made available to the public.

The countervailing interest in public disclosure ofthe information
does not outweigh the likelihood of serious competitive injury. A
public understanding of this proceeding does not depend on access to
these data submitted by these third party firms. Moreover , as third

parties , the requests of'hese companies deserve special solicitude. As
a policy matter , extensions of confidential or

in camera

treatment in

appropriate cases involving third party bystanders encourages cooperation with future adjudicative discovery requests.
H P. Hood

Sons, Inc. 58 F.

General Fouth Corp.

95 F.

C. 1184, 1188 (1961);
see

C. 352 ,

355 (1980);
see

16 C.FR 3.45(b) 1983).

Bristol Myers Co. 9U F. C. 455 , 456 (1977)
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For the reasons stated above and in the referenced motions ,

the

treatment to documents submitted
by these third parties , until December 31 1985. This extension applies
to CX 139E and 139H , and RX 499D and 499H.
Commission will extend

in camera
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IN THE MATTER OF

KAISER ALUMINUM & CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Docket 9080. Interlocutory Order,

May

, 1984

ORDER DEFINING THE SCOPE OF PROCEEDINGS ON REMAND

The Commission issued its complaint in this matter on April 27
1974 , acquisition of the
Lavino Division ofInternational Minerals and Chemicals Corporation
was in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , 15 U. C. 18 , and
1976 , alleging that Kaiser s February 28 ,

Section 5 of'he FTC Act , 15 U. C. 45. An Initial Decision concluding
that a violation had occurred issued October 12 , 1978 , and , on May 17
1979 , the Commission issued its Opinion and Order affrming a viola-

tion and ordering divestiture of the acquired assets.
v.
FTC,
652 F. 2d 1324 (7th
Chemical Corp.
In
Kaiser Aluminum
Cir. 1981), the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
vacated and set aside the Commission s order and remanded the case

to the Commission for further proceedings consistent with the Court'
main conclusion that the Commission had improperly applied the
doctrine of

United States

v.

General Dynamics Corp. 415 U. S.

486

(1974) to the facts of this case.

On December 21 , 1981 , the Commission directed the parties to fie
briefs as to what factual and legal issues should be determined and
what further proceedings ,

if any, would be appropriate , following the

remand of this matter to the Commission for further proceedings
consistent with the Court of Appeals ' opinion.!
Complaint counsel take the position that only one issue need be
addressed by the Commission on remand: whether upon the application of'he legal principles of

United Statesv. General Dynamics Corp.

supra , as interpreted by the Court of Appeals , the acquisition in question may substantially lessen competition in the relevant markets
sustained upon judicial review. Complaint counsel argue that this
single issue can be decided without reopening the record , and that the
only further proceeding required is briefing of this issue.
Respondent Kaiser agrees that the principal issue on remand is
complaint counsel met
whether , under the rule of
General Dynamics,
their burden of proving that the acquisition may substantially lessen
competition in the relevant markets. Kaiser believes that the com-

plaint should be dismissed now without further briefing. However , in
1 Briefs were fied by Kaiser Aluminum & Cherrc,,) Corporation (" Kaiser ) and complaint counsel on February
1982. Answering briefs by both parties were fled M..rch 19 , 19R , Kaiscr moved to fie a reply briefoD March
1982 , ..mi complaint counsel fied an opposition to this motion on April 7 , 1982
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the event that such a dismissal is regarded by the Commission as
inappropriate , Kaiser argues that certain additional issues should be
addressed , and that the Commission should receive limited evidence

in the form of stipulation or affdavit , about industry developments
subsequent to the closing of the record in 1978.
The Commission agrees that the principal issue to be determined
General Dynamics the
on remand is whether , under the principles of
acquisition may substantially lessen competition in the relevant markets sustained by the Court of Appeals. Specifically, the issue is
whether statistics establishing a

prima facie

case of violation based

upon past market shares can be rebutted by other evidence casting

doubt on the ability of the statistics accurately to predict future anticompetitive consequences. Among the factors to which such evidence might pertain are ease of entry into the market , the trend of
the market either toward or away from concentration , and the extent
of active price competition. 2 The Commission agrees with Kaiser that
given the time elapsed since the acquisition was consummated in 1974
and the closing of'he record in 1978 , it would be in the public interest

to permit the parties to supplement the record with limited evidence
concerning industry developments since the closing of the record,
insofar as those developments pertain to the nonstatistical factors
The evidence is to be submitted on an
identified in
General Dynamics.
expedited schedule and in the form of stipulations and affdavits. See
United Statesv. General Dynamics Corp.
United Statesv. E.I. duPont deNemours

415 U.s. 486 , 504416 (1974);

Co. 353 U. S. 586 ,

597- 598

(1957).

issue , the
General Dynamics
Kaiser argues that , in addition to the
Commission should also consider: (1) whether complaint counsel's
prima facie
case of violation in the marmarket shares established a
kets sustained by the Court of Appeals; (2) whether the acquisition

resulted in effciencies and other benefits that made it on balance
pro-competitive; and (3) whether ordering divestiture would offer a

reasonable prospect of significantly increasing competition in the in2 AJthough thesc factors are specifically mentioned by the Court of Appeals , they are !Jot IJeces.sarily the unJy
relevant ones. Other f"cLOTS that may apply here could be any ofthase mentioned in Parts IIl. B and IILC of the
1982 Justice Department Merg"'T Guidelines and Part HI of the 1982 FTC Statement on Horizontal Mergen;.
J The Commission retains the option to order evidentiary hearings ifnecessary to resolve disputed issues offac!
arising from tl1P affdavits of the parties
4 Evidence of industry developments subsequent to the closing oft, he record will be accepted on remand in this

uch
case because nearly six years have passed since the record was closed and hecause

evidence may he relevant

issue remanded hy the Court of Appeal for detennination by the Commission. Although
S 592
post-acquisition evidence should not be given " too much weight, FTCv. Consolidated FnnrL Corp. 380
to the

General Dynamics

59A (1965), there is OIuthority for relying on " the best information available " in assessing a merger as old as this
C"rp. 380 U. S. at 605 06 (Stewart , J. , concurring in the judgment). Moreover , aR the
Supreme Court noted in United Statesv. r;enera/Dynamics 415 U.S. at 504- 506 , the preference to avoid postacqui ition evidence iR based on the recognition that. merger partners might temper their competitive conduct in
the face of antitrust litigation, In this case , the passage of time and the emphasis that has been pJaced throughout
this lit.igation on the iRsU!" of industry conditions rather than the post-merger conduct of the parties , justify the
receipt of some form of post. acquisition evidence
one. See Consolidated Foo(L
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dustry and be in the public interest. In this regard , the Commission
has a particular concern regarding the effect on all the issues in this
proceeding of the reported termination of production ,

on August 31

1982 , of refractory brick at the Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania , and
on suspension of operations at Gary, Indiana, at the end of 1983.

Further , Kaiser has stated that it is seeking to sell both of these
facilities, which may bear on relief issues in this proceeding. The
Commission wil permit the parties to address all the issues raised by

Kaiser in their briefs , and to submit the evidence relating to those
issues as discussed in the briefs. - Submission of such evidence shall
be limited to each party s initial fiing. The parties may direct challenge to the acceptance by the Commission of any such evidence
submitted , consistent with the definition of the scope of remand set
out in this order and in the opinion of the Court of Appeals. The

Commission reserves the power to accept or reject any such additional
evidence.

Kaiser proposes a procedure whereby the parties would fie briefs
together with limited evidence about industry developments since the
record was closed, in the form of affdavits and stipulations ,

to be

followed by oral argument. With some modification , the Commission
accepts Kaiser s basic suggestion , and directs the parties to fie briefs
together with any stipulations and affdavits , as set forth below. Accordingly,

It is hereby ordered That within 40 days of Kaiser s receipt of this
Order , Kaiser shall fie with the Commission and serve upon com-

plaint counsel a brief,

not to exceed 60 pages ,

together with any

stipulations or affdavits regarding industry developments occurring
afler the close of the record;

It is further ordered

That within 40 days of complaint counsel's

receipt of Kaiser s brief and any evidentiary submissions , complaint

counsel shall fie with the Commission and serve upon Kaiser a brief
not to exceed 60 pages , together with any stipulations or affdavits
regarding industry developments occurring after the close of the
record; and
It is further ordered That within 20 days of Kaiser s receipt of

complaint counsel' s brief and any evidentiary submissions , Kaiser
may fie with the Commission and serve on complaint counsel a reply
brief, not to exceed 30 pages , limited to matters discussed in complaint
5 Letters of Kaiser s counsel to the Commission , dated July 26 , 1982 , January 11 , 1983 , and October 11 , 198.
6 Kai:or states that it would nut now plan to brief whether the two ftJlevant markets sustained by the Court of
Appeals were supported by substantial evidence , although it would expect to raise this issue in any future review
petition it might fie in the Court of Appeals. Accordingly, the Commission wilJ not receive evidentiary submissions
on that i8. ue. However , the Commission wil permit thp. part.ies to brief the issuc of whether recellt developments
in legal and economic theory, as reflected in Part II, B.l of tile 1982 Justice Department Merger Guidelines , make
it appropriate for the Commission to consider production substitution in identifying the relevant market(s) in this
case.
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evidentiary submissions may be
fied by either party, and oral argument is not contemplated as necescounsel's brieI' No further briefs or

sary to supplement the briefs.
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Complaint
IN THE MATTER OF

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL MUSIC DEALERS, INC.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3134. Complaint,

May

1984-Decision,

, 1984

May

This consent order requires a Coralville , Iowa trade association comprised of dealers
specializing in the sale and servicing of school band instruments, among other

things , to cease taking any action or encouraging its members to take any action
which would interfere with how , or to whom a manufacturer distributes its products.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondent:

Thomas J. Keary

and

Robert

Ronald J. Dolan, Peabody, Lambert

G.

Day
Meyers

Washington , D.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
as amended (15 U.

C. 41 et seq.

), and by virtue of the authority vested

in it by said Act , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to
Music Dealers, Inc.
has violated the provisions of said Act and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
believe that the National Association of School

interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:
1. Respondent , National Association of School Music Dealers , Inc.
NASMD" ) is a non- profit corporation , organized and existing under

the laws of'he State of West Virginia , with its principal offce located
at 1212 5th Street , Coralvile , Iowa.
2. NASMD is composed of both voting members , who conduct retail
businesses for the promotion and sale of band musical instruments to
school music departments , and non-voting members , who may be
manufacturers or wholesale distributors of school musical instruments or related equipment. Respondent has approximately 200 reinter
tail dealers. NASMD was organized for , and serves its members,

alia

as an instrumentality that facilitates the exchange of ideas con-

cerning improved methods for conducting business in the sale and

Complaint
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distribution of musical instruments. Except to the extent that competition has been restrained as herein alleged ,

voting members of
NASMD have been and now are in competition among themselves
and with other sellers of band instruments.
3. Respondent is engaged in representing the pecuniary interests of
its members. By virtue of such activities , respondent is a corporation
organized to carryon business for the profit of it members within the
meaning of Section 4 of'he Federal Trade Commission Act , as amend, 15 U.

C. 44.

4. In the course and conduct of'heir business , members ofrespond-

ent , among other things , purchase musical instruments which are
shipped to them in interstate commerce. Members of respondent sell
at retail , musical instruments which they ship in interstate commerce. As a result of which the acts and practices hereinbelow alleged
are in or affecting commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. c. 44 , and respondent is subject

to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission.
5. Respondent's members predominantly sell new brass and wood-

wind instruments to individual consumers and to institutions , such as
school systems. In 1980 , total retail sales of brass and woodwind instruments in the United States were approximately $192 millon.
6. Individuals and institutions typically purchase new musical instruments from retail dealers. Individual consumers normally purchase from a dealer in their local area, which they select on the basis
of the dealer s price and service and the quality of the instruments
offered. Institutional purchasers , such as schools , generally solicit
bids from local and distant retail dealers and select the retail dealer
offering the desired instruments of the desired quality at the lowest
cost.

Many retail music dealers concentrate their selling eflorts within
their local areas. Other retail dealers , sometimes referred to as mail
order dealers , both solicit business in their local areas and seek to
make sales to purchasers , particularly institutional purchasers , in a
broader area. When a mail order dealer makes a sale to a distant
customer , the manufacturer may ship the instrument directly to the
dealer s customer , rather than to the dealer s place of business.
7. Respondent' s members are retail dealers who generally concentrate their sellng efforts in their local areas.

They face competition

from mail order retail dealers , particularly for institutional purchasers. For some time past , respondent and its members have acted in
concert to restrict the competition they face from mail order dealers.
In furtherance of this plan , respondent and its members have acted
to prevent manufacturers of musical instruments from shipping

musical instruments directly to a retail dealer s customers , thereby
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impeding the abilty of mail order dealers to sell musical instruments
to distant customers. Furthermore , respondent and its members
adopted and distributed to manufacturers of musical instruments a
resolution urging manufacturers to eliminate direct shipment to dealers ' customers. Respondent and its members also directly or impliedly
threatened to refuse to deal with manufacturers who did not comply

with the resolution.
Respondent and its members have also acted to restrict competition
from manufacturers selling musical instruments at retail. In furtherance of this plan , they have required as a condition of membership in
the association that manufacturers agree not to engage in competi-

tion with retail dealers.
8. The acts, practices , and methods of competition alleged in paragraph seven have had , or have the tendency or capacity to have , the
following effects:

(A) Restraining competition among respondent' s members;
(B) Restraining competition between respondent' s members and
other retail dealers of musical instruments;
(C) Restraining the ability of musical instrument customers , such
as school systems , to receive direct shipments from manufacturers
which restraint may tend to increase the cost of musical instruments;

(0) Restraining the ability of manufacturers of musical instruments to ship musical instruments directly to the musical instrument
customers , such as school systems , which restraint , as alleged in subparagraph (C) above, may tend to increase the cost of musical instruments; and
(E) Restraining the ability of manufacturers of musical instruments
to distribute musical instruments in any manner that would place the

manufacturer in competition with respondent' s members and other
retail dealers of musical instruments.
9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent constitute unfair
methods of competition in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended , 15
C. 45.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption

hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Competition
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

"fi "vm\L AS::OCIATION OF SCHOOL MUSIC DEALERS , INC.
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The respondent ,

its attorney, and counsel for the Commission hav-

ing thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and hav-

ing determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days ,

now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34

of its Rules ,

the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent National Association of School Music Dealers , Inc.
sometimes hereinafter referred to as NASMD, is a non- profit corporation , organized and existing under the laws of the state of West Vir-

ginia, with its principal offce located at 1212 5th Street , Coralvile,
Iowa.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORnER

It is ordered That NASMD, its offcers , directors , representatives,
agents, employees , successors and assigns , and any subsidiary, committee, division or other device shall cease and desist from:
A. Taking any action , directly or indirectly, on behalf of its members, including but not limited to any actual or threatened boycott or
refusal to deal , which has the purpose or effect of interfering with any
musical instrument manufacturer s decision as to how or to whom it
distributes its product(s).

B. Requesting, urging, recommending or suggesting that NASMD
members take any action , directly or indirectly, including but not
limited to any actual or threatened boycott or refusal to deal , which

has the purpose or effect of interfering with any musical instrument

..... ~~~ - --
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anmacturer s decision as to how or to whom it distributes its
coduct(s).

II.
It is further ordered That this Order shall not be construed to

'revent NASML from merely providing information or its members
'iews to musical instrument manufacturers concerning the effects on
..ASMD members of the ways in which the manufacturers distribute

;heir products , so long as the information or views are not provided
n a manner constituting an actual or threatened boycott or refusal
lo deal.
III.

It is further ordered That:
A. NASMD shall mail to each of its members and to each person to
whom it sent written notification of the NASMD resolution ofFebruary 9, 1982 , a copy of the Commission s Order in this matter and a
letter in the form shown as " Appendix A" to this Order.

B. For a period of'wo (2) years after the date of service of'his Order
NASMD shall also provide each new NASMD member with a copy of

this Order at the time the member is accepted into membership.
IV.

That , for a period of'hree (3) years following
It is further ordered,
the effective date of'he Order , NASMD shall maintain in its fies a
copy of the minutes of each meeting of its membership and of each

meeting of its board of directors and a copy of all correspondence
received from , or sent to, any mail order dealer , any manufacturers
of musical instruments or any association representing manufactur-

ers of musical instruments and that such copies of minutes and correspondence be made available for inspection by representatives of the
Federal Trade Commission upon written request.

It is further ordered That , within sixty (60) days after service of'his
Order , respondent shall fie with the Commission a report , in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied
with this Order. Thereafter , additional reports shall be fied at such

- -
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other times as the Commission may, by written notice to respondent
require.
VI.

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in it , such as
dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a

successor corporation or association , or any other change in the corporation or association which may affect compliance obligations arising
out of this Order.
APPENDIX A

(Respondent' s Letterhead)
Dear -

As you may be aware , the Federal Trade Commission CFTC) has been investigating
certain activities of the National Association of School Music Dealers CNASMD) and

NASMD has voluntarily entered into an agreement with the FTC which resulted in the

issuance by the Commission on (date) of a complaint and the entry of a consent order.
The order requires that you be sent a copy of the order and this letter.
In accordance with the terms of the FTC' s order , you are hereby notified that
NASMD
wil
cease and desist from taking any action on behalf of its members, such
as an actual or threatened boycott or refusal to deal , which has the purpose or effect

of interfering with any musical instrument manufacturer s decision as to how or to
whom it distributes its producL". Further , NASMD will not urge , recommend or suggest

that its members take such action.
A copy of the order is enclosed.

Sincerely,

President
Enclosures
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IN THE MATTER OF

ADRIA LABORATORIES , INC.
CONSENT ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEGS. 5 AND 12
OF 'l' HE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3135. Complaint,

June

1984-Decision, June

, 1984

This consent order requires a Dublin , Ohio manufacturer and seller
of over- the --ounter
drugs , among other things , to cease promoting " Effcin " or any other over- thecounter internal analgesic containing magnesium salicylate , by representing that
the product contains no aspirin , or by comparing the product' s safety to any
product containing aspirin , unless representations are accompanied by prescribed
disclosure warnings and substantiated by reliable and competent scientific evidence.

Appearances
For the Commission:

T. Bringier McConnell,

Alan A. Kaplan, Kleinfeld, Kaplan

For the respondent:

Washington , D.

Washington , D.

, and

Bethany A. Beck

in- house

counsel ,

Becker
Columbus

Ohio.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Adria Laboratories
Inc. a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has violated
the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware with its offce and principal place of business located in Dublin

Ohio.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now and for some time in the past has been

engaged in the manufacture , offering for sale , and sale of over-thecounter drugs , including EfEcin.
PAR. 3. Respondent has caused to be prepared and placed for publication and has caused the dissemination of advertising and promo-

Complaint
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tional material , including, but not limited to , the advertising and
labeling referred to herein, to promote the sale of Effcin.
PAR. 4. Respondent operates in various States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. Respondent's manufacture , offering
sale, and distribution of over- the-counter drugs , including
Effcin , mentioned herein, constitutes maintenance of a substantial
course
in or affecting commerce, as " commerce " is defined in
of trade
the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business , and at all times
mentioned herein , respondent has been , and is now , in substantial
for sale ,

competition in or affecting commerce with firms and corporations
engaged in the sale of merchandise of the same general kind and
nature as merchandise sold by respondent.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent has
disseminated and caused the dissemination of advertisements for
over- the-counter drugs, including Effcin , by various means in or affecting commerce, including,

zines ,

product labels ,

inter alia,
broadcast , national magapoint-of-saJes brochures, and other means,

distributed by mail and across sLoe lines , for the purpose of inducing
and which were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase
of said products.
PAR. 7. Typical advertisements and promotional materials , disseminated as previously described , are attached hereto as Exhibits A
through L Included

inter alia

in those advertisements and promotion-

al materials is the statement " Contains No Aspirin. . . .
PAR. 8. Through the use inter alia of the advertisements referred
to in Paragraph Seven , and other advertisements or promotional

materials not specifically set forth herein , respondent has represent, and now represents , to consumers directly or by implication , one
or more of the following:
(a) Effcin is not associated with most of the side effects and con-

traindications with which aspirin is associated.
(b) Use of Effcin poses a lesser risk of suffering the side effects
associated with aspirin than does use of aspirin.
(c) The side effects associated with both aspirin and Effcin are less
severe with Effcin than with aspirin.
PAR. 9. The representation in Paragraph Eight (a) is false , for the
reason that Effcin is similar to aspirin , and that the ingredient in
Effcin has been associated with most of the same side effects and
contraindications as aspirin.
PAR. 10. Through the use of the advertisements referred to in Paragraph Seven ,

and other advertisements not specifically set forth here-

, respondent has represented, directly or by implication

, that it

, .
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possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for the representations

set forth in Paragraph Eight (b) and (c) at the time of the initial
dissemination of the representations and each subsequent dissemination. In truth and in fact , respondent did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis for making such representations. Therefore , respondent' s making and dissemination of said representations , as alleged , constituted and now constitute unfair and deceptive acts or
practices.

PAR. 11. Respondent has failed to disclose in the advertisements
referred to in Paragraph Seven that Effcin is similar to aspirin , and
that the ingredient in Effcin has been associated with

many of the

same side effects and contraindications as aspirin. In light of the
statements and representations referred to in Paragraph Eight , such
failure is an omission of material fact , and the advertisements referred to above are false within the meaning of Section 12 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 12. The use by respondent of'he aforesaid statements ,

repre-

sentations , acts , and practices, directly or by implication, and the
placement in the hands of others of the means and instrumentalities
by and through which others may have used the aforesaid statements
representations, acts and practices , have had and now have the
capacity and tendency to mislead consumers into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that said statements and representations were and
are true and complete and to induce such persons to purchase Effcin
by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts or practices of respondent , herein al-

leged as deceptive , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the
public and constituted and now constitute unfair or deceptive acts and
practices in or affecting commerce and false advertisements in violation of Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as

amended.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption

hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy ofa draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission hav-

ing thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an
admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and hav-

ing determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed

consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of' its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Adria Laboratories, Inc. is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware , with its offce and principal place of business located at 5000 Post Road , in the City of Dublin , State of Ohio.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter ofthis proceeding and of the respondent ,

and the proceeding

is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Adria Laboratories , Inc. a corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers , agents , representatives , and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary,
division or other device , in connection with the advertising, labeling,
offering for sale , sale , or distribution of Effcin or any other over- the-

-------- ----
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counter internal analgesic containing magnesium salicylate affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or
by implication , that the product contains no aspirin , or any other
representation , directly or by implication , comparing the product'
safety to any product containing aspirin , unless the following statement is clearly and prominently disclosed:
A. " Effcin (or other product's name) has side effects similar to
aspirin.
B. If Eflcin s (or other product' s) label discloses that consumers
should not take the product if they have stomach distress, ulcers or
bleeding problems except under the direction and supervision of a
physician , respondent may substitute the following statement for the
disclosure required in Part I(A): " Effcin

(or other product' s

name) is

similar to aspirin. Read label including warnings
C. If Effcin s (or other product' s) package insert discloses that consumers should not take the product if they have stomach distress
ulcers or bleeding problems except under the direction and supervision of a physician , respondent may substitute the following state-

ment for the disclosure required in Part l(A): " Effcin (or other
product' s name) is similar to aspirin. Read and save package insert

including warnings.
D. Such other statement approved by the Federal Trade Commission in advance , or
E. Such other statement as respondent can demonstrate (based on

consumer surveys whose design is adequate and previously approved
by the Federal Trade Commission) wil convey the same messages as
conveyed by the statement in Parts l(A), I(B), or I(C) as applicable.
That it shall not violate this Part to distribute packages
Provided,
of Effe in that were fully packaged as of October 18 , 1983 , that do not
contain a disclosure statement required by this Part.

A.

It is further ordered

That respondent , its successors and assigns

and its offcers, agents, representatives and employees, directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with the advertising, labeling, packaging, ofIering for sale,
sale ,

or distribution of any over- the-counter

drug product afIecting

commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act , do forthwith cease and desist from making any representation , directly or by implication , concerning the safety of such product
or from comparing any such product to any product or products of one
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or more competitors concerning safety, unless , at the time of such
representation , respondent possesses and relies upon a reasonable
basis for such representation , consisting of reliable and competent
scientific evidence that substantiates each such representation.
B. To the extent the evidence of a reasonable basis consists ofscien-

tific or professional tests , analyses , research , studies or any other
evidence based on expertise
of professionals
in the relevant area , such
evidence sball be " reliable and competent" for purposes of Part II(A)
only if those tests , analyses , research , studies , or other evidence are
conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified
to do so , using procedures generally accepted in the profession or
science to yield accurate and reliable results.

It is further ordered,

That respondent notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in respondent such
as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a
successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of its operating divisions involved in the
marketing of over- the- counter drugs.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after this order becomes final , fie with the Commission a report , in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.

It
further ordered That , for the period ofthree years after it last
disseminated the advertisements of the products covered by this or-

der , respondent shall maintain accurate records:

1. Of all materials that were relied upon by respondent in disseminating any representation covered by this order.
2. Of all test reports, studies, survevs, or

demonstrations in its
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possession or control or of which it has knowledge that contradict any
representation made by respondent that is covered by this order.
These records may be inspected by the staff of'he Commission upon
reasonable notice.

Commissioner Pertschuk dissented from failure to include an unfairness allegation in the complaint.
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IN THE MATTER OF

AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORPORATION
MODIFYING ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

918.

Final Order,

September

1981-Modifying Order June

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies the Commission s

, 1984
order issued on

modified
1984 003 F. G 57) so that its basic provisions are in parity with
Bristol- Myers Company,
the Commission order in
(102
C. 21 (1983)) and
Sterling
Drug, Inc. (102 F. C. 395 (1983)). Under the modified order , the company must

September 9 1981 , (98 F.
further

136),

modified

April 8 ,

1983 (101 F.

C. 698),

Feb.

have a reasonable basis consisting

of reliable

scientific evidence for all therapeutic

if they

performance or safety claims. The previous order covered such claims only

compared one product to another.
ORDER REOPENING THE PROCEEDING AND MODIFYING
CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

Respondent American Home Products Corporation in a !! renewed

request" fied on January 27 , 1984 , petitioned to reopen these proceedings and modify the Order. This request was placed on the public
record for comment , with no comments fied.
On April 5 , 1984 , pursuant to discussion with Commission staff
respondent fied a proposed Order which was agreed to by staff. This

proposed Order suggests changes in the Modified Order to Cease and
Desist of April 8 , 1983 , as modified by Order of February 7 1984. The

proposed Order adds a new paragraph l(A)(4) and substitutes new
language for paragraphs l(B), III, and IV. With these modifications
the basic provisions of this Order wil be in general parity with the
Bristol- Myers Company,

Commission s Orders in
C. 21 (1983)) and

Docket No. 8917 (102

Sterling Drug, Inc. Docket No. 8919. (102 F.

395 (1983))

The Commission being of the opinion that the public interest would

be served by such reopening of the proceedings;
That the proceedings
. Now, therefore, it is ordered,
8918 be , and they hereby are , reopened; and

It is further ordered

in Docket No.

That the Order in Docket No. 8918 be sub-

stituted as to respondent American Home Products Corporation by a
modified Order as follows:

""

AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP.
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ORDER

It is ordered That respondent American Home Products Corporation , its successors and assigns and respondent' s offcers , agents , rep-

resentatives and employees; directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division or other device, in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of " Anacin Arthritis Pain
Formula " or any other non- prescription internal analgesic product
in or affecting commerce , as commerce is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

A. Making any representation , directly or by implication , that a
claim concerning the superior effectiveness or superior freedom from
side effects of such product has been established or proven unless such

representation has been established by two or more adequate and
well-controlled clinical investigations , conducted by independent experts qualified by training and experience to evaluate the compara-

tive effectiveness or comparative freedom from side effects of the
drugs involved , on the basis of which it could fairly and responsibly
be concluded by such experts (1) that the drug will have the comparative effectiveness or freedom from side effects that it is represented
to have , and (2) that such comparative effectiveness or freedom from

side effects is demonstrated by methods of statistical analysis, and
with levels of confidence, that are generally recognized by such experts. The investigations shall be conducted in accordance with the
procedures set forth below:

At least one of the adequate and well-controlled clinical investigations to evaluate the comparative effectiveness of the drug shall be
conducted on any disease or condition referred to , directly or by implication; or, ifno specific disease or condition is referred to , then the
adequate and well-controlled clinical investigations shall be conducted on at least two conditions or diseases for which the drug is effective.
The clinical investigation shall be conducted as follows:

1. The subjects must be selected by a method that:

a. Provides adequate assurance that they are suitable for the purand diagnostic criteria of the condition to

poses of'he investigation ,

be treated (if any);

b. Assigns the subjects to the test groups in such a way as to minimize bias; and

c. Assures comparability in test and control groups of pertinent

" "
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,riables , such as age , sex , severity or duration of disease or condition
f any), and use of drugs other than the test drugs.

2. The investigations must be conducted double- blind , and methods
f double-blinding must be documented. In addition , the investiga-

Ions shall contain a placebo control to permit comparison of the
esults of use of'he test drugs with an inactive preparation designed
o resemble the test drugs as far as possible.
3. The plan or protocol for the investigations and the report of the
esults include the following:

a. A clear statement of the objective of the investigation;

b. An explanation of the methods of observation and recording of
results , including the variables measured, quantitation , assessment of
any subject' s response and steps taken to minimize bias on the part
of subject and observer;
c. A comparison of the results of treatments or diagnosis with a

control in such a fashion as to permit quantitative evaluation. The
precise nature of the control must be stated and an explanation given
of'he methods used to minimize bias on the part of'he observers and
the analysts of the data.
d. A summary of the methods of analysis and an evaluation of data

derived from the study, including any appropriate statistical methods.
4. A test or investigation which is not conducted in accordance with

these procedures may be used to establish a claim only if respondent

can show that , notwithstanding the failure to satisfy these procedures , the test or investigation would stil be generally accepted
the relevant scientific community as suffcient to establish the truth
of the claim.
B. Making any therapeutic performance or freedom from side effects claim for such product unless respondent possesses a reasonable

basis for making that claim. A reasonable basis for such a claim shall
consist of competent and reliable scientific evidence supporting that
claim. Well-controlled clinical tests conducted in accordance with the
criteria set forth in Order Paragraph IA shall be deemed to constitute
a reasonable basis for a claim.

It is further ordered That respondent American Home Products
Corporation , its successors and assigns and respondent' s offcers
agents , representatives and employees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the
advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of " Anacin Arw
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thritis Pain Formula " or any other non- prescription drug product , in
or affecting commerce , as H commerce " and H drug " are defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
A. Making any representation , directly or by implication , that such
product contains any unusual or special ingredient when such ingredient is commonly used in other non- prescription drug products
intended for the same use or uses as the product advertised by re-

spondent.
B. Making any false representation that such product has more of
an active ingredient than any class of competing products.

C. Misrepresenting in any manner any test , study or surveyor any

of the results thereof, concerning the comparative effectiveness or
freedom from side effects of such product.

It is further ordered,

That respondent American Home Products

Corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers, agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale , sale or distribution of !' Anacin " or H Arthritis Pain
Formula, " or any other nonprescription internal analgesic in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from falsely representing that the analgesic ingredient in an aspirin- containing

product is

different from aspirin or otherwise misrepresenting the identity of
any analgesic ingredient. It shall be a violation of this paragraph to
contrast the analgesic ingredient of a product which contains aspirin
with the analgesic ingredient of another product if that product also
contains aspirin ,

unless respondent discloses clearly and conspicuously that the analgesic ingredient in its product is aspirin. This provision shall not become effective until Orders in Dockets 8917 and 8919
have become final. (102 F. C. 21 , 395 (1983))

If the Commission makes any changes in the Orders entered
Dockets 8917 and 8919 , respondent American Home Products Corpo-

ration may petition the Commission to make similar changes in the
corresponding provisions, if any, of this Order. This paragraph shall
not be deemed to limit respondent' s right to petition for modification
pursuant to any applicable statute or regulation.
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It is further ordered That respondent American Home Products
Corporation , shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any proposed change in the respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergency of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change
in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations under this

Order.
It is further ordered That the respondent herein shall within sixty
(60) days after service of this Order , and at such other times as the
Commission may require , fie with the Commission a written report
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied

or intends to comply with this Order.

Interlocutory Order
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IN THE MATTER OF

!. DUPONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY
Docket 9108. Interlocutory Order,
ORDER EXTENDING

June

, 1984

TREATMENT

IN CAMERA

By Order of'he Commission , dated January 21 , 1981 , certain exhib-

status
in camera
for a three year period. The Order has now expired and respondent
!. DuPont de Nemours and Company (" DuPont" ) has moved the
its in the record of Docket No. 9108 were accorded

Commission , pursuant to a January 20 , 1984 motion , for return of all
exhibits in Docket No. 9108 which are part of the record
in camera
in that proceeding. In the alternative ,

respondent has asked the Com-

treatment for certain exhibits
indefinitely, or at least for three additional years with a provision for
treatment upon a showing of good cause therefor.
further
in camera
After consideration of DuPont' s motion , the Commission denies
in camera
exhibits in the record
respondent' s request for return of all
proceeding. The Federal Trade Commission Act (" FTC
of the
DuPont
Act" ) and the Commission s Rules of Practice allow for return of
those
except
documentary materials submitted to the Commission
materials offered and received in evidence in a Commission proceeding. ! The Commission s Rules reflect its desire to maintain a full and
accurate record of Commission deliberative considerations , as well as
mission for an extension of

in camera

to preserve records of Commission activities which have legitimate
informational value to its law enforcement functions.
The Commission also denies respondent' s request for indefinite
camera
in camera

treatment for certain specified exhibits. That request , seeking
protection in perpetuity, fails to meet the Commission

standard for

result in "

treatment
disclosure of documents must
in camera
clearly defined serious injury to the person or corporation

j Specifically, under S ction 21(b)(5) ofthtJ FTC Act , when materials are producedin tbe course of an investigation and any proceeding arising out of the investigation is complete,
then the custodian shall , upon written request ofthc person who produced the material , retUrD to the person
of any such proceeding
any such malerial which has nol been received into the record
(emphasis added). See

also Commission rule 4. 12(a) which states

Any person who has submitted documentary material to the Commission may obtain, on request, the return
of material submitted to the Commission which has not been received intu evidence. .
Because the FTC Act and the Commission s Rules de nut provide for the return of the " originals " ofthe dommenll
in quest.ion it is unnecessary to determine whet.her Dupont has met the " extraordinary circumstances" showing
required by Rule 4. 12(b) for the return of copies of documents made by the Commission.
2 The Commission is required by Federal law to preserve records received by the agency in connection with the

transaction of public business " as evidence of the organization, functions , policies , decisions , procedures , operations , or other activitiesofthe Government or because of the informational value of data in them. " Federa! Records
Act , 44 U. SC 3301; See uls" Commission s Rules of Practice , Rule 4. 12(c)
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HP. Hood
Sons, Inc. 58 F. C. 1184
1188 (1958); Commission Rule 3.45. At some point in the future , Du-

whose records are involved.

Pont's confidential information may well lose its competitive sensitivity and have little value to its competitors. Given the importance
of keeping the Commission s activities open to public review and
DuPont

scrutiny, it is appropriate to make the record in the

matter

publicly available at some point in time, provided sensitive and confi-

dential business information is not disclosed.
Finally, the Commission finds suffcient grounds for extending
camera

protection for certain DuPont exhibits based upon the stan-

dard reflected by Commission Rule 3.45(b) and explained in

& Sons, Inc. , supra.

An applicant for

in camera

HP. Hood
status is required to

show that the information in the documents is " suffciently secret"
and " suffciently material" to its business that disclosure would result
General Foods Corporation 95 F.
352 355 (1980). The Commission places a greater burden on a respond-

in serious competitive injury.

ent to demonstrate that disclosure would result in competitive injury
General Foods, supra 95 F.
for information over three years old.
353.

Although respondent' s confidential data is over three years old
respondent has made a convincing showing that it remains possible
through sophisticated extrapolation techniques , that DuPont' s current cost information could be computed by its competitors from the
data presently in the record. Given the limited number of documents
involved in respondent's request , the finite time period of continued
protection requested , and the clear possibility that disclosure wil
result in !! clearly defined serious injury " if such information is dis-

treatment for an
closed , it is not unreasonable to extend
in camera
additional three years. At the conclusion of another three year period
both DuPont and the Commission wil be better situated to evaluate
the necessity of further

in camera

treatment for the documents in

question. 3 Therefore
It is ordered That the following exhibits presently in the
record of Docket No. 9108 shall remain

in camerafor

in camera
three years from

the date of'his Order , at which time respondent may show cause why
those documents should not be made public:
cx 21N
CX 29M
CX 321

ex 1730
ex 178T

CX 211 Z(40)

ex 1 S2G-

CX 241A-D

CX 50N

CX 182J

cx 54H
CX 640-

CX 1830
CX 1960

CX 255ACX 255Hex 264A-

CX 219A-

3 As the underlying data become older , aoy ",xlrapolation techniques wiH likely become less accurale , and wil

pose less risk nfcornpetitive harm
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ex 68X

CX 196F

RX 15

CX 68Z(1)

CX 1961
ex 196K-

RX 6E
RX 17B-

CX 196Y- Z(1)

RX
RX
RX
RX
RX

CX 81A-

CX 82A
CX 83A

CX117ACX 129C
CX 132GCX 146C
CX 146E
CX 149D

CX 149F
CX 149H-J
CX 149T
CX 149V

CX 133R
ex 158M-

CX 158Z(32)-Z(33)
CX 169A
CX 1701

CX 173B

CX
CX
CX
CX

198H
200C
206A209K-

18A
19A
32A34A35A-

CX 209LL
CX 210C-E
CX 210GCX 211F-J

RX 35D-Q

CX211L-

RX
RX
RX
RX

CX 211RCX 211 X- Z(2)

CX 211Z(4)- Z(8)
CX 211Z(11)- Z(15)
CX 211Z(17)- Z(21)
CX 211 Z(23)- Z(27)
CX 211 Z(29)- Z(33)
CX 211 Z(35)- Z(38A)

RX 36A-

RX 37 ARX 37H-Q
38A38E38S
39A-

RX 39H-Q
RX 40A-

RX 401RX 40S
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IN THE MATTER OF

VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA , INC. , ET AL.
Docket

9154.

Interlocutory Order,

June

, 1984

This order requires respondents to establish a depository arrangement , on terms to be

negotiated , whereby Complaint Counsel may examine relevant documents and
information without the Commission taking custody of the material.
ORDER

Administrative Law Judge John J. Mathias has certified to
the Commission complaint counsel's motion requesting

treatment for all documents and

in camera
information to be submitted by

Volkswagenwerk AG ("VW AG" ) for purposes of discovery in Volkswagen of America, Inc. , D. 9154. The relevant materials are located
in Germany and in the possession of'he German government because
the ALJ ordered the parties to transmit the documents through diplo-

matic channels as an alternative to ruling on VW AG' s motion to
quash the discovery subpoena. Although a protective order was issued
to maintain the confidentiality of materials submitted during the
pretrial stage of the proceedings and to allow VW AG to move for

introduced into evidence , the German
in camera
order is issued covering all of the documents regardless of their sencamera

treatment

of materials

government has refused to transmit the documents until an

sitivity. The German government has requested assurances that
VW AG' s

materials wil be afforded the same protections they would

have in a German administrative proceeding: namely, that they wil

be kept confidential throughout the proceeding and returned to
VW AG when the proceedings are complete.

The Commission has considered the certified motion and order
complaint counsel's arguments in favor of its motion and order , and
the ALJ' s recommendations for granting it , and it has determined
that issuance of the certified order would be inconsistent with the
Commission s rules in several important ways: First , it would not be
based on the legal standard for issuance of

in camera

orders estab-

lished in Commission decisions and reflected in its rules. Second , it
seeks permanent and total protection , which is inconsistent with the
public interest in making available as much as may be disclosed of'he
factual bases for Commission action. Third , certain provisions in the
certified order are inconsistent with the Commission s obligation to

disclose information to Congress. Fourth , the certified order includes

no provision for discretionary information-sharing with state and
other federal law enforcement agencies authorized by statute. Fifth

,VLl\bWAGEN OF AMERICA , INC., ET AL.
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the certified order is inconsistent with certain requirements of thE
FTC Act , the FTC' s rules and the Federal Records Act regarding
return of materials submitted in FTC investigations. And last, the
certified order requires destruction of documents in a manner that is
unnecessary. The Commission has determined at this time not to
issue an order modified to conform to what the Commission believes
are the applicable statutes and rules , or to direct the parties to show
cause why the certified order should not be modified. Instead , the
Commission has determined to order the parties to establish a depository arrangement, on terms to be negotiated , whereby complaint

counsel may examine the documents and information in question
without the Commission s taking custody of the material. This procedure would enable staff to proceed expeditiously with the discovery

portion of this case without the immediate need for issuance of an
in camera
order. After complaint counsel have examined the
documents and determined which , if any, they plan to use in connecadvance

tion with their case or to introduce as evidence ,
reassess the need for

in camera

the parties should

treatment and seek an appropriate

camera
order from the ALJ, if warranted. The Commission s action
here should not be considered a bar to renewal of the instant motion

whether or not in modified form , after completion of efforts in compli-

ance with this order.
The Commission has carefully considered some of the issues this
motion raises. The following discussion is intended to provide an
explanation of the Commission s view of these issues that wil guide

the parties in the negotiations directed by this order. Any further
in camera
protection , whether addressed to the ALJ or the
Commission , should address the issues discussed below to the extent
motion for

that they are relevant to the treatment sought.
A.

Advance In Camera Treatment

At the outset , the Commission is troubled that the present motion
seeks

in camera

treatment in advance of production of any docu-

ments, making virtually impossible adherence to the usual standard
in Commission Rule 3.45. Rule 3.45 provides for
in camera
treatment
of materials offered in evidence in ajudicative proceedings in " unusual and exceptional circumstances upon a showing of good cause. " The
rule provides in relevant part:
Administrative law judges shall have authority but only in those unusual and exceptional circumstances where good cause is found on the record

58 F.

lciting H.P. Hood

Sons

C. 1154 (1953)) to order documents or oral testimony offered in evidence. whether

admitted or rejected ,

to be placed

in camera'!

1 The rule further pr()vidclI that the
ill camera

order shalJ jDc!ude: " (1) II descriptjon of the documenw and
(footnote cont'd)

---
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Rule 3.45 has been construed to protect confidential documents
hich , if released , would cause a submitter clearly defined serious
ljury.
HP. Hood
Sons, Inc. 58 F. C. 1184 , 1188 (1961). In decisions
ollowing
Hood the Commission has held that an applicant for
'amera
treatment must make a clear showing that " the information
,oncerned is suffciently secret and suffciently material to (its) busi,ess that disclosure would result in serious competitive injury. General Foods Corp. 95 F. C. 352 , 355 (1980). It has also construed the
in camera
standard strictly, taking into account the countervailing
public interest favoring the disclosure of all information relevant to
Commission decisions to permit both improved evaluation of the fairness and wisdom of a given decision and to provide clearer guidance
to affected parties.
Tenneco, Inc. D. 9097 (September 10 , 1981); RSR

Corp. 88 F.

C. 206 (1976).

in camera
order
should be issued under Rule 3.45 for reasons other than a showing of
clearly defined serious business injury : namely, to comply with the
legal standards of a foreign government which that government has
imposed as conditions for its transmitting through diplomatic channels documents responsive to discovery. In certain limited circumstances, good cause to issue an
in camera
order may be found under
The first issue presented here was whether an

Rule 3.45 for reasons other than " clearly defined serious business

injury (see e. g. Koscot Interplanetary,
that

in camera

D. 8888). We believe, however

treatment must be predicated on a finding that the

submitter is likely to suffer harm from the absence of the protection.
Moreover , if'he projected harm does not meet the commercial injury
standard reflected in the Commission s decisions in
HP. Hoodand
its
progeny, it becomes doubly incumbent upon the parties to justify the
need for the protection. Second , issuance of an
in camera
order before
identifying the materials subject to the order would also be inconsist-

ent with Rule 3.45(b)(1), which requires that an
in camera
order include a description of the documents and testimony to be excluded
from the public record.
Permanent In Camera Status
The motion also seeks an order ) in effect , making the
B.

in camera

protection permanent. Specifically, paragraph 9 of'he order attached
to Complaint Counsel' s motion provides that the
in camera
order may
be modified , but only if the Government of Germany approves less
restrictive treatment. This provision does not recognize that , at some

point , materials placed
in camera
may no longer be sensitive and
should be made available to the public if they form part of the basis
teflt.imooy; (2) . . . the

asons for granting in camera treatment and (3) . . . the reasons
for
See Commission Ru.!, 3.45(b).

in camera treatment expire

t.he date on which

* .. *

'"

.. ..
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order

in camera

for agency action. Finally, issuance of a permanent

would also be inconsistent with Rule 3.45(b)(3), which requires
camera
order to include a full statement of the reasons for the date
the

in camera

on which the

C.

treatment wil expire.

The Certified Order is Inconsistent With the FTC Act
and Other Provisions of the Commission s Rules

As already suggested, in addition to the legal problems posed under
procedure , the Commission bein camera

Rule 3.45 by an advance

lieves that the certified order presents several other dificulties.
(1) Requirements of the FTC Act Regarding

Disclosure of Information to Congress
The motion seeks an order specifying that VW AG documents be
kept

in camera

throughout the entire proceeding and any related

proceeding including an action brought to obtain consumer redress
under Section 19 of'he FTC Act. The Commission has no authority,
however , to refuse to respond to offcial requests from Congress for
See, e.g. Ashland Oil, Inc. v. FTC,
access to information or documents.
aff'd 548 F. 2d 977 (D. C. Cir. 1976). Its
409 F.supp. 297 (D. C. 1976),
duties with respect to such requests are not altered by the confidenSee

tiality provisions of Section 21 of the FTC Act.

2(b)(3)(C) and 57b-2(d)(1)(A)) or the Freedom of

(15 D. C. 57b-

Information Act (5

C. 552(c)). Section 21(b)(3)(C), provides:
Nothing in jSection 21) is intended to prevent disclosure to either House ofthe Congress

or to any committee or subcommittee of the Congress

Further , Section 21(d)(1)(A) provides that the provisions of Section
21(c) (regarding protecting the confidentiality of submitted materials)
shall not be construed to prohibit
the disclosure of information to either House of the Congress or to any committee or
subcommittee

These statutory provisions are reflected in Section 4. 11(b) of'he Commission s rules.
Paragraph two of complaint counsel' s proposed order , which specimaterials
fies the limited circumstances in which VW AG' in camera
may be disclosed ,

fails to take account

of the Commission s legal

obligation to disclose information upon offcial request of Congress.
order to
in camera
Thus, even if the Commission were to issue an
protect VW AG' s
Commission from disclosing

materials, that order could not legally prohibit the
in camera

materials to Congress upon
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receipt of an offcial request. Under both the statute and the rules, the

Commission must notify a submitter of its receipt of such a request.
(2) Disclosure of Information to Federal and

State Law Enforcement Agencies
The certified order also does not take account of the Commission
authority, at its discretion and under strict conditions of confidentiality, to share company-submitted materials with state and federal law

enforcement agencies for offcial law enforcement purposes. Specifcally, under Sections 6(D and 21(b)(6) of the FTC Act , 57 U. C. 46(0
and 57b-2(b)(6), the Commission has discretion to respond to requests
from state and federal agencies and to provide them access to confi-

dential , company-submitted information
upon the prior certification + * * that such information wil

be maintained in confidence

and wil be used only for offcial law enforcement purposes.

The Commission s procedures for responding to offcial requests from
state and federal agencies are contained in Section 4. 11(c) of the
Commission s rules. The certified order does not address the issue

materials may be shared with federal and state
agencies under the authority of Sections 6(1) and 21 , and , therefore
it must be construed to preclude such action. Although the statute
does not require the Commission to provide information to state and
federal agencies as it does with respect to Congress , the Commission
whether

in camera

has engaged in such information-sharing routinely, and Section 4. 6 of
the Rules declares the practice to be a matter of Commission policy.
While the Commission may waive its discretion to share informa-

tion with state and federal law enforcement agencies in particular
instances , it is reluctant to issue a general waiver. A general waiver
could place the Commission in the position of having to deny, without
exception , all requests from such agencies as, for example , the Inter-

nal Revenue Service and the Department of Justice , or to deny state
attorneys general access to information not readily obtainable in this
country but not having any peculiarly sensitive financial or commercial significance. In addition , issuance of a general waiver based on
factors such as the interest of a foreign government could create
precedent from which departure could become increasingly diffcult.
extend
the precudent as domestic firms scek a level ofpmtcctiOIJ comparable
There m.ight also be pressure to
to that enjoyed by comprmies with foreigu connections Two decisions following the 1980 amendment. to the prc
Act resulted from company effort to curb the Commission s information- sharing activities with sUote attorneys
general:
Jaymar- Ruaylnc. v. FT, 496 F. Supp. 838 (N. D. lod. 1980), affd 651 F.2d 506 (7thCir. 1981); Flemming
v. FTC:CCH 1980- 1 Trade Cas- Ii 63642 (D. C. 1980),affd 670 F. 2d 311 (D, C. Cir. 1982), (alBO its companion cage
Milton Bradley, Inc.
v. FTC). TheBe caSCB were preceded by lnterco , lne. v. FTC, 490 F. Supp. 39 (D. C, 1979), and
475 F.supp. 338 (D.nc. 1979), affd, No, 79-1781 (D,C. Cir. May 27 , 1980)
Martin Marietta Corp.

rrc
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','
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(3) Requirements Of The FTC Act Regarding Return of
Originals and Copies Of Submitted Material
a.

Originals

The motion also seeks an order providing that

in camera

docu-

ments , presumably originals, be returned at the end of the proceedings. 3 Two statutory provisions govern the Commission s authority to
return documents obtained and used in connection with a law enforce-

ment proceeding: First , Section 21(b)(5) of the FTC Act, 15 U.
57- 2(b)(5), provides in relevant part:
Ifanydocumentary material'" .. .. (has) been produced in the course of any investigation
.. .. .. and

(A) any proceeding arising out of the investigation has been completed
then the custodian shall , upon written request of the person who produced the materi-

which has not been received into the record
. (Emphasis added),

, return to the person any such material

of" any such proceeding

Commission rule 4. 12(a). ' Second , the Federal Records Act
requires federal agencies to " make and preserve records (which reflectJ the organization , functions, policies decisions procedures and
" 44 UB. C. 3301 (emphasis
essential transactions of the agency
added). Accordingly, when a proceeding is complete, the FTC Act
requires the Commission , upon receipt of a written request , to return
See also

all original documents produced in the course of the investigation
for materials placed in evidence and received into the record
except
of the proceeding. Such materials provide the bases for Commission
decisions and may not be returned to submitting parties pursuant to

in cam44 UB. C. 3101. Material placed
pursuant to Rule 3.45(b).
in camera
era
wil be retained
The certified order provides for return ofVW AG' s documents stat-

the Federal Records Act.

See

ing that materials wil be returned " to the degree permitted by the
" As wil be discussed below , the order
documents
in camera
is too broad because it appears to cover copies of
generated by or on behalf of complaint counsel and it might also be
read as extending to internal Commission documents generated by or
information.
in camera
on behalf of complaint counsel containing
laws of'he United States

:J The motion does not distinguish between the return of originals aDd copies , but because the legal standards
are somewhat different , we make that distinction here
. Commission Rule 4. 12(a) states in part:

Any person who has submitted documentary material to the Commis ion " " " may obtain , on request , the

return of material submitted to the Commission which has not been received into evidence

' , '
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Return Of Copies Of In Camera Materials

Several provisions of the FTC Act and the Rules of Practice authorize the Commission to copy and retain copies of materials submitted

in the course of its investigations. Vnder Section 21(b)(3)(B) of the FTC
Act , 15
C.
57b-2(b)(3)(B), the custodian of submitted materials
may prepare such copies of the documentary material * * .. as may

be required for offcial use. " Similarly, under Section 21(b)(5),
C.

57b-2(b)(5), the Commission is required to return

15

materials not

received into the record of a proceeding " other than
copies
of such
" (Emphasis added. ) In addition
to these provisions of the FTC Act , certain copies of documents must
be maintained under the Federal Records Act if, as explained above,

materials made by the custodian

they are considered " appropriate

for preservation. " 44
C.
330l.
The requirements of'he Federal Records Act are reflected in Commission Rule 4. 12(c), which states that after a Commission proceeding
is complete , Commission staff will
examine an submitted documents and Commission-made copies " .. .. and will determine pursuant to the Federal Records Act , 44 D. C.
3301 , which documents are
appropriate for preservation as evidence of the organization , functions, policies , decisions , procedures , operations or other activities of the Commission because of the

information value of data in them.

Thus , the Commission has no authority under the Federal Records
Act to return all copies of documents which reflect certain decisions
procedures or transactions of the FTC.
As already explained , original documents that are made part of'he
administrative record may not be returned because of' the Federal
Records Act. If copies of the documents are introduced into evidence
perhaps to avoid permanent Commission custody of original docu-

ments such as contracts and the like , these copies must be retained.
Finally, if copies of the materials or portions of information derived
from them are incorporated into or attached to internal Commission

documents such as memoranda recommending issuance of complaints
in related matters or subsequent actions against VW AG for consumer

redress , these copies too would have to be retained. Beyond these
circumstances , however , the Federal Records Act and Rule 4. 12(c) do
not restrict the Commission s authority to return documents.
As already noted , the FTC Act provisions permit the Commission
to make and retain copies. They do not , however , require that it do
so. Nevertheless , the Commission has declared in Rule 4. 12(b) that it
wil not return to the submitter copies of documents made by the Commission

unless

upon a showinR of extraordinary circumstances, the Commission determines that return
would be required in the public interest.

(Emphasis added.

* * *
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The certified order does not address the issue of return of copies of
materials. Copies are mentioned in the certified
in camera
order only in Paragraph 5 which requires staff to " destroy personal
Presumably,
documents and information
copies of
in camera

VW AG'

this clause may be construed as prohibiting the Commission from
retaining copies of VW AG' s materials. The present case may yet
present n extraordinary circumstances " within the meaning of Rule
12(b) under which the Commission may determine that it is in the
public interest to return all copies of

documents except

in camera

those which must be maintained under the Federal Records Act. The
Commission , however , has long guarded its prerogative to retain

copies of documents for use in future activities associated with its
missions and not necessarily connected with the investigation or proceeding in which the documents were obtained.

See United States u.

Morton Salt, Co. 338 U. S. 632 (1950).

(4) Requirement for Destruction of Copies of Documents
The certified order requires complaint counsel to destroy all personal copies of

in camera

documents and information and mandates

destruction of all notes, memoranda or other papers containing informaterials. This provision is unnecesin camera
mation derived from
in camera
order , any
sary. Assuming the Commission did issue an
materials would be examined by staff
in camera
personal copies of
after this proceeding is over and any related administrative or judicial actions and appeals are complete. Materials would be retained as
required by the Federal Records Act pursuant to

Commission Rule

12(c) or returned to VW AG under Commission Rule 4. 12(b). Any
camera
materials contained in notes or memoranda would be protected against disclosure under Exemption 3 of the FOIA , pursuant to
Exemption 21(1) of'he FTC Act and Rule 4. 1O(d), as explained above.

5 Seedis

\1!1sion infra at 15 regarding destruction ofcapie!! of documents
" The certified order does not mention the protections of the Freedom of Infonnation Act 5 D. C. 552. The
of camera
parties should note that under applicable laws and the Commission s rules , any originals or copies in
documents received into the rt con! of a proceeding and any other copies required to be preserved in the Commission s custody under the Federal Records Act wil be kept confidential and protected from disclosure under the

FOlk Specifically materials would be exempt from mandatory public di!'closure under the Exemptiun 3 of lhp.
Freedom ofinformation Act , 5 U.S. C. 552(b)(3)(B), and Section 21(1) of the FTC Ad , which !'tates that materials
ponse to compulsory process, or voluntarily in lieu thereof; shall he exempt
received in an FTC investigation
in
under the FOIA. Although under the FOIA and Section 21(1), the Commission has discretion to make public
materials that are simply exmnpt from mandatory disclosure , under RuJe 4- 1O(d) of its rnles, the Commi sion has

waived this discretion for materials received in a law enforcement investigation that have heen marked confidential by their submitter.
7 Exemption 5 ofFOIA also protect. from disclosure stafTs analysis of company submitted materi.i!s contained
in notes and memoranda , but only to the extent the analysis does not reveal company-submitted information.
Although it is Commission policy to favor discretionary relea e of such portions of internal memoranda after a
fie has been closed for three years , this policy i based on a rebuttabJe presumption that these materials are no
longer sensitive , a presumption that might be inapplicablein the instant case.
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Modified Order

As discussed above , the Commission believes that complaint counsel's motion and proposed order as certified present a number
problems. The Commission considered modifying the certified order
so as to avoid inconsistencies with applicable laws and Commission

rules, but it could not determine what objections might be raised to
the modifications without affording the parties an opportunity to

show cause why the order should not be modified. Following that
procedure would further delay the proceedings in this case. Moreover
in camera
order would require the Commission to waive
the requirements of Rule 3.45. Accordingly, the Commission deter-

any advance

mined to order the parties to enter a depository arrangement , on
terms to be negotiated between them , whereby complaint counsel
may examine the documents and information without the Commission s taking custody of VW AG' s materials. The principal advantage
to this procedure is that it wil allow discovery to proceed , at least

through an initial phase , without further delay.
it
is
hereby ordered that:
Accordingly,
1. Complaint counsel and counsel for VW AG enter a depository

arrangement , on terms to be negotiated , whereby complaint counsel
may view VW AG documents in possession of the German Foreign

Offce which are responsive to discovery in D. 9154 without prejudice
in camera
order for specific
to either party s right to petition for an
documents to be copied and taken into Commission custody and/or
introduced into evidence;

2. In viewing the relevant documents , complaint counsel be permit-

ted to take whatever notes are necessary to participate fully in the
viewing of such materials and that such notes be withheld

from public

disclosure under Exemptions 3 and 5 of'he FOIA , and not otherwise
provided to persons outside the Commission except as required by the
laws of the United States;
3. Except as provided herein or by order of the ALJ or the Commission , VW AG documents will not be photocopied or at any time taken

into the custody and possession of the Commission;
4. Following the depository stage of discovery, complaint counsel
and respondent shall designate whatever documents are to be copied,

placed in the custody of the Commission and/or introduced into evidence; and
5. The documents designated pursuant to paragraph 4 , or copies
thereof; shall be delivered promptly to complaint counsel , but nothing
in this order shall be read to preclude either party from seeking from
in camera
order for these documents that is

the ALJ an appropriate

consistent with United States law. Similarly, the ALJ is not precluded
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from certifying further requests for extraordinary

in camera

protec-

tion to the Commission but is directed before doing so to require full
briefing on issues discussed herein that are presented in such future
requests.
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IN THE MATTER OF

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY
DISMISSAL ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND
SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket

9141.

In this Final Order ,

Complaint,

1980-Final Order, June 20,

July

1984

the Commission denied appeals of respondent and complaint

counsel , accepted the ALJ' s Initial Decision and Order as its own , and dismissed

the complaint charging a spark plug manufacturer with antitrust violations
through its acquisition

of The

Anderson Company, the nation s largest manufac-

turer of replacement windshield wiper products.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondent:

Robert

C.

Jones

Alan Malasky, Arent, Fox , Kintner, Plotkin
Richard Kerger, Marshall, Melhorn, Cole

and Kahn Wash. , D. C. and

Hummer and Spitzer Toledo , Ohio.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that

Champion Spark Plug Company (" Champion ); a corporation subject
to the jurisdiction of the Commission , has violated Section 7 of the
Clayton Act , as amended (15 U. C. 18), and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended (15 UB. C. 45(a)(l)), through the

acquisition of'he stock of The Anderson Company (" An co ), and that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof is in the public interest , hereby
issues its Complaint , pursuant to Section 11 of the Clayton Act (15
U.S. C. 21) and Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15
C. 45(b)), stating its charges as follows:
I. DEFINITIONS

1. For the purposes ofthis Complaint , the following definitions shall
apply:
(a)
Windshield wiper products
include all windshield wiper arms
blades and refils for application on automobiles , trucks and buses.
replacement market
consists of all sales by manufacturers
(b) The

of motor vehicle parts for use in replacement of original equipment

parts or previously replaced parts.
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II. CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

2. Respondent Champion is a corporation organized and doing busi-

ness under the laws of the State of Delaware , with its principal executive ofIce at 900 Upton Avenue , Toledo , Ohio.
3. Champion is the domestic and worldwide leader in the manufacture and distribution of automotive spark plugs for replacement use.
(2)

Champion s net sales were $569 430 356 , and its net
517. As of December 31 , 1977 , Champion had
total assets of $476 909 079.
4. In 1977 ,

income was $49 632

5. A major portion of Champion s United States automotive spark
plug replacement sales are made to warehouse distributors and jobbers.
6. In February 1977 , Champion entered into the manufacture and

sale of windshield wiper products through its acquisition of Arman
A. of Turin , Italy. In 1977 , Arman had total net sales of
$16 997 100. The major portion of such sales was from the sale of
windshield wiper products sold mostly in Europe , where Arman is a
leading producer.

7. At all times relevant hereto , Champion sold and shipped products

throughout the United States , engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Clayton Act , as amended , and engaged in or affected commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as

amended.
III. THE ANDERSON COMPANY

8. Anco is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
the State ofIndiana , with its principal executive offce at 1075 Grant
Street , Gary, Indiana.
9. Anco s business consists primarily of'he manufacture and distribution of windshield wiper products for virtually all domestic and
foreign passenger automobiles.
10. In 1977 , Anco s net sales were $54 247 130 , and its net income
977. As of December 31 , 1977 , Anco had total assets of

was $2 255

$30 088 395.
11. A major portion of Anco s United States windshield wiper

product replacement sales are made to warehouse distributors and
jobbers.
12. At all times relevant hereto , Anco sold and shipped its products
throughout the United States , engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Clayton Act , as amended , and engaged in or affected commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended.
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IV. THE ACQUISITION

13. On May 17 , 1978 , by agreement dated May 15 , 1978 , with The
John W. Anderson Foundation. Champion acquired approximately
94.4 percent of Anco s stock from the Foundation for $35 652 000 in
cash. Thereafter , Champion acquired the remaining Anco stock from
minority shareholders and all outstanding Anco stock options , bringing the total purchase

price paid by Champion for Anco to

$38 110 000. (3)
v. TRADE AND COMMERCE

14. The relevant geographic market is the United States as a whole.
15. The relevant product market is the manufacture and sale of
windshield wiper products for the United States replacement market.

16. In 1977 and 1978 , sales of windshield wiper products for the
United States replacement market totalled approximately $47 and
$62 million , respectively.
17. At the time of'he acquisition , Anco was the leading firm in the

manufacture and sale of windshield wiper products for the United
States replacement market. In 1977 and 1978 ,

Anco was the number

one firm in sales of windshield wiper products for the United States
replacement market , with approximately 43 and 40 percent, respec-

tively, of total sales for that market.
18. Concentration in the manufacture and sale of windshield wiper

products to the United States replacement market is substantial. At
the time of'he acquisition , the two largest sellers accounted for more
than 78 percent of sales in the market; the four largest sellers accounted for more than 92 percent of such sales.
19. Barriers to entry into and to effective competition in the manufacture and sale of windshield wiper products for the United States
replacement market are high.
VI. ACTUAL

POT) NTIAL

COMPETITION

20. There is a reasonable probabiljty that , but for the acquisition of
Anco , Champion would have entered into the manufacture and sale
of windshield wiper products to the United States replacement marde novo
or by acquisition of a toehold company,
company with a relatively small share of the relevant product market either

ket.
VII. EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITION

21. The effect of the acquisition of Anco by Champion may be substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a monopoly in the
manufacture or sale of windshield wiper products for the United
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States replacement market , or any submarket thereof, throughout
the United States in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as
amended (15 U.sC. 18), and constitutes an unfair method of competition in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5 ofthe Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended (15 U.s. C. 45), in the following
ways , among others: (4)

(a) Potential competition between Champion and Anco and between
Champion and other firms that manufacture and sell windshield

wiper products for the replacement market has been eliminated;
(b) The potential for substantial deconcentration of the relevant
market as a result of Champion de novo
or toehold entry has been
eliminated; and
(c) Barriers to entry into or to effective competition in the relevant

market may be raised.
VII. VIOLATIONS CHARGED

22. The acquisition of Anco by Champion constitutes a violation of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended (15 U.s. C. 18), and Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended (15 U.

C. 45).

INITIAL DECISION BY

JAMES P. TIMONY , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

MAY 10 , 1983
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The complaint in this matter , issued on July 29 , 1980 , alleged that
Champion Spark Plug Company (" Champion ) has violated Section 7

of'he Clayton Act and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
through the acquisition of The Anderson Company C'Anco ). The
theory of the complaint is that , since Champion was already producing windshield wipers in Europe , there is a reasonable probability
that , but for the acquisition of Anco, Champion would have entered
into the manufacture and sale of windshield wiper products to the
United States replacement market either

de novoor

by acquisition of

a company with a relatively small market share. The effects of the
acquisition are alleged in the following ways:

a. Potential competition between Champion and Anco and between
Champion and other firms that manufacture and sell windshield

wiper products for the replacement market has been eliminated;
b. The potential for substantial deconcentration of the relevant
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market as a result of Champion

de novo

eliminated; and
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or toehold entry has been

c. Barriers to entry into or to effective competition in the relevant

market may be raised.
Respondent generally denied the allegations of the complaint and
specifically denied that the relevant product market is the manufacture and sale of windshield wiper products for the United States
replacement market. Respondent argues that the product market

should not include the sale of arms, nor sales to car manufacturers
for resale to their dealers- known as the original equipment service
OES" ) market.
After oral argument on the record , by order of October 5 , 1981 , I
granted respondent' s motion for a cut-off date of December 31 , 1980

for discovery and record evidence.

After substantial discovery and pretrial motion practice , the ad-

ministrative trial commenced on February 8 , 1982 and , with several
interruptions , concluded on September 24 , 1982. The record includes
7419 pages of transcript containing the (2) testimony of 38 witnesses
and 1 702 exhibits , including 24 depositions consisting of about 4 500
additional pages of transcript.
The findings of fact include references to supporting evidentiary
items in the record. These references are intended to serve as guides
to the testimony and the exhibits supporting the findings of'act. They

do not necessarily represent complete summaries of the evidence
supporting each finding.

Abbreviations
(Abston 152)

- References to the transcript are designated

by the name of the witness and followed by

the page number.
(Oshei RX 4003J)

- References to depositions are designated by

the name of the witness and followed by the

exhibit number of the transcript of'he deposition and the referenced page(s).

(RX)

- Complaint counsel's exhibit , followed by its
number and the referenced page(s).
- Respondent' s exhibit , followed by its number

(DIY)

- Do It Yourself- installation

(CX)

and the referenced pagers).

of product by

consumer.
(OE)
(OES)

- Sale of wipers to car manufacturers for resale

(OEM)

- Original Equipment Manufacturer.

- Original Equipment.
to their dealers.
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- Warehouse Distributors.

(WDs)
(F.

- Finding. (3)

L FINDINGS OF FACT
A.

The Champion Spark Plug Company

1. The Champion Spark Plug Company ("Champion ) is a Delaware
corporation with its principal ofices in Toledo , Ohio. It is the leading
manufacturer of automotive spark plugs for replacement use in the
2; Answer 11 2).
United States and world- wide. (Complaint
2. In 1978 Champion had net sales of $692 611 371, net income of
$55 293 642 , and total assets of $580 133 169. (CX 979V , X).
3. The Champion Spark Plug Company was founded in Boston in
Frank D. Stranahan and Robert A. Stranahan

1907 by two brothers ,

and began manufacturing spark plugs in 1909 in a rented room above
a laundry. (CX 610).

4. Responsibility for the day- to- day operation of Champion has been
vested since 1971 in the executive committee consisting of Robert A.
Stranahan , Jr. , president and chairman of Champion , Robert J.
Brotje , Jr. , executive vice president and director of finance, and Richard E. Surface , executive vice president and director of operations.
(Brotje CX 3011- 1; Brotje 4450). However , final decisions are those of
Mr. Stranahan. (Brotje CX 3011-

P).

5. Until 1977 Champion s primary subsidiaries were the Baron
Drawn Steel Company and the DeVilbiss Company. The Baron Drawn
Steel Company was acquired by Champion in 1964. It is a supplier of
cold- drawn steel bars and coils used by Champion in the manufacture
of its spark plug shells , the portion of'he spark plug which screws into
the engine. (CX 610; Surface CX 3006Z-19). Its manufacturing facilities are located in Toledo , Ohio. (CX 985F).

6. The DeVilbiss Company was acquired by Champion in 1967.
(Brotje 4553- 54). It makes spray painting equipment (including guns

compressors , pumps , and ovens), painting robots , rubber hose for use
in connection with compressors and spray guns , and certain medical

equipment. (Surface CX 3006Z-22 - Z-23; Surface CX 3006Z-25 Z-26; CX 66B-C).

7. In February 1977 , Champion acquired Arman S. A. ("Arman
located in Durento , a suburb of Turin , Italy where it manufactures
windshield wiper blades , refills and arms , and steering locks for sale
primarily in Europe. (CX 20A- F; CX 129B). (4)
8. Shortly after the Arman acquisition , Champion began construction of a second wiper facility in Latour , Belgium (Cocchiglia 3987)
that more than doubled Champion s overall wiper capacity. (CX
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979M; CX 1337S-T). Champion broke ground for the Latour plant in
late 1977 (Senez RX 4004Z-122) and , by the beginning of 1979 , had
begun producing wipers at Latour. (CX 721). Champion established

the Latour plant as a separate corporation known as Archambel S.
(Emrick RX 4000Z-).
9. At all times relevant hereto , Champion sold and shipped products

throughout the United States , engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Clayton Act , as amended , and engaged in or aflected commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended. (Complaint n 7; Answer n 7).
B.

The Anderson Company

10. The Anderson Company ("Anco ) is a Delaware corporation
with its principal executive offces in Gary, Indiana. Its business consists primarily of manufacturing wipers for domestic and foreign passenger automobiles. (Complaint n 8-9; Answer n 8-9). The windshield
products sold by Anco includes blades , refills , arms, washers , washer
pumps , chemical windshield washer antifreeze and solvent and tubing for washer pumps. (CX 399D).

11. Anco is one ofthe two leading manufacturers of wipers both for
OE and for replacement use in the United States (CX 2509A- B; CX
236A- B), and is the leading firm in the United States wiper replacement market. (CX 2509A- B; RX 5003A). In 1977 , Anco s net sales
were $54 274 130 , its net income was $2 255 977 , and it had total
assets of $30 088 395. (Complaint n 10; Answer n 10).

12. Sales to the replacement wiper market accounted for 72% of
Anco s 1977 sales. (CX 399D).
13. In 1977 , about 80% of Anco s sales to the replacement market
were to warehouse distributors (" WDs ). Anco also made replacement
sales to oil companies, tire companies and mass merchants. (CX
399D).

14. In 1980 , Anco s net sales of wiper products to the replacement
s market
share was 34. 3% in units. (RX 5003A).
15. Prior to the acquisition , Anco s wiper products were sold to the
automotive after-market through 70 salesman and 16 manufacturers
market were $22. 3 milion and 19. 6 millon units. Anco

representatives. (CX 399D). (5)
16. Anco s main production

facility is in Gary, Indiana. It has

191 000 square feet. The other manufacturing location is in Val-

paraiso , Indiana. It has approximately 151 000 square feet for both
manufacturing and research and development. (CX 399L-N).

17. Ownership of Anco was largely in the hands of the John W.
Anderson Foundation , a trust established upon the death of'he com-

pany founder in J 967 for charitable , education and related purposes.
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The trustees were all directors of Anco. The trust owned 94% of'he
outstanding shares. (CX 3991).

18. At all times relevant hereto , Anco sold and shipped its products
throughout the United States , engaged in commerce within the meaning of the Clayton Act , as amended , and engaged in or affected commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended. (Complaint n 12; Answer n 12).
C.

The Acquisition

19. In 1972 , Mr. Surface wrote to Anco stating that Champion was
interested in the company. Nothing occurred. (Surface CX 3005Z-5

- Z-6).
20. Early in 1977 , Mr. Surface again wrote to Anco expressing

interest in buying it. Mr. Surface was invited to a meeting with The
Anderson Foundation about April or May 1977. Champion continued
to study Anco through the summer and fall 01'977. (CX 70; CX 78-0;
CX 84; CX 93 94; CX 115; Surface CX 3006Z-179 - Z-184).
21. In December 1977 , Champion was told by the trustees of The

Anderson Foundation that the foundation s stock would have to be
sold to the highest bidder and that the bid would have to exceed net
worth. (Surface CX 3005Z-165 - Z-166 , Z-170; CX 138).
22. The decision ofthe trustees to sell the company was based upon
changes in the tax laws which made a sale necessary. (CX 138A;
401A).
23. In January, 1978 , Mr. Surface prepared a memorandum to Mr.

Stranahan which compared the benefis to Champion of acquiring
Anco versus entering the United States windshield wiper market , and
urged that Champion should pay a " premium " price for Anco. He sent
a copy of the memorandum to Mr. Brotje. (CX 157). (6)
24. A team of Champion personnel went to Anco in January 01'1978.

Based on their review Champion proceeded with a more detailed
evaluation. (CX 169).

25. Champion s board of directors authorized Mr. Surface to bid $35
milion for the Anco stock. The book value of Anco s assets was about
CX 160A; Brotje CX 3011Z-103 - Z-104; CX
172A)
26. The Echlin Corporation and Neiman Industries , Inc. of France
also bid for Anco. (Surface CX 3005Z-2 - Z-3; Surface CX 3006Z-

$23 milion. (CX 157 A;

171 - Z-175).

27. In the final round of bidding, Mr. Surface obtained permission
from Champion s executive committee to exceed the board of directors ' limit on the allowable bid by 2% to defeat a competing bid. The
final bid by Champion was successful. (Brotje 4481- 82).
28. On May 17, 1978 , by agreement dated May 15 , 1978 with the
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John W. Anderson Foundation , Champion acquired approximately

94.4% of Anco s stock from the Foundation for $35 652 000 in cash.
Thereafter , Champion acquired the remaining Anco stock from
minority shareholders and all outstanding Anco stock options , bringing the total purchase price paid by Champion for Anco to $38 110

000. (Complaint TI 13; Answer TI 13).
D.

Arman s.p.

29. In late 1974 , Stefano Cocchiglia , then director of marketing for
Champion s European operations , learned that an Italian windshield
wiper company named Arman S. A. ("Arman ) might be available
for sale. (Cocchiglia 3969- 70). Mr. Cocchiglia was told to pursue the
possible acquisition. (Cocchiglia CX 3002Z-78 - Z-115).

30. Negotiations for Arman lasted off and on over a two year period.

At three difierent times , the negotiations fell apart. (Brotje 4453- 54;
Surface CX 3006Z-14 - Z-15).
31. In the early part of 1976 , Champion proposed to acquire Arman

for approximately $6. 1 million. The ofie. was refused and the negotiations broke down. (Surface CX 3006Z-93 - Z-95).
32. During 1976 Champion learned that the Paul Journee Company
of France ("
) was interested in the possibility of Champion

acquiring it. P. J. is the largest manufacturer of wipers in France.
(Senez RX 4004Z-98). Mr. Surface was interested in acquiring both

Arman and P. J. and using P. J.'s plant for export. (CX 400). (7)
33. Mr. Surface and Mr. Senez , Champion s manager of European
operations , studied the acquisition of P. J. (CX 40-2). In October of
1976 , Mr. Surface visited P.. J.'s plant in France. (CX 40A). Mr. Senez
continued to urge the acquisition of P. J. after Champion acquired
Arman , stating among other results that acquiring P. J. would eliminate a price competitor. (CX 72; CX 77). Champion continued its
interest in acquiring P. J. until Champion acquired Anco. (CX 65C;
125).

34. In September 1976 , Champion resumed negotiations with Arman. In a memorandum to Mr. Stranahan , Mr. Surface recounted the
history ofthe negotiations noting that the price previously discussed

by Champion had dropp ed

from $9

400 000 to $4 000 000 with a vari-

ety of additional terms. (CX 44).

35. On February 16 , 1977 the executive committee authorized Mr.
Surface to make the acquisition of Arman for an amount not to exceed
000 000; on March 18 , 1977 the board of directors approved the
acquisition for a final price paid 01'$4

CX 57).

500 000. (Surface CX 3006Z-107;
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E.

The Latour Plant

36. By September 1977 , Arman was faced with a large volume of
back orders and was operating at full capacity. (CX 96).
37. On May 16 , 1977 , Mr. Surface wrote to Mr. Stranahan and noted
that Arman s production would fall short of Champion s estimated
needs in Europe by 3 000 000 windshield wiper blades and that there
was no room to increase production at Arman. (CX 65B-C).
38. In September , 1977 , Mr. Surface reported to Mr. Stranahan that

incoming business was about 76% ahead of the previous year at Arman, and that there were back orders for 5 000, 000 blades and refills.
(CX 96A; Surface CX 3006Z-117 - Z-1l9).
39. Champion personnel visited Ireland , Scotland, England and
France to find potential plant sites. (CX 7lA).

40. In return for Champion s agreement to employ about 450 persons in the depressed Latour area , the Province of Luxembourg in
Belgium agreed to provide Champion with the land, the cost of the
building, and the cost of the machinery for a new windshield wiper
plant. The total amount of'he grants was approximately $14 000 000.
(Surface CX 3006Z-119 - Z-120). (8)
41. The decision to construct the windshield wiper facility at Latour
was made by Champion on September 16 , 1977. The resolution passed

by the executive committee allowed formation of a company known
as " Archambel " which would run the Belgian windshield wiper operations. (CX 99; Brotje 4466-7).
42. Ground was broken for the plant in November 01'1977. (Surface
CX 3006X - Y). The plant was constructed within the $14 000 000
subsidy provided by the Belgian government. (Surface CX 3006Z-141
to Z-144). It began production in January 1979. (CX 609D , CX 597D).
F.

Windshield Wiper System

43. A windshield wiper systemJ includes wiper blades and refils

wiper arms, the wiper motor , and the transmission and pivots ("linkage ) (Oshei RX 4003H): (9)

IOn many vehicles , the system 11150 may include a windshield washer pump. water bottle , and hose- (Wi)sterman
79596).
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(10) 44. The basic function of the windshield wiper system is to
remove water from and to clean the exterior surface of the windshield. (CX 454Z-126; Stroh 54).
45. The windshield wiper blade is composed of the metal or plastic

superstructure and the squeegee. On some blades, the squeegee is
permanently set and not refillable. (CX 454Z-57 , Z-5).
46. The " squeegee "

or " element"

is the rubber part of the wind-

shield wiper system that directly touches the windshield. (Wiliams
872).

47. A windshield wiper refill is the combination of a wiper blade
squeegee and the metal or plastic " flexor " or " vertebra " which backs

the rubber element so that it may be attached to the wiper blade links.
(Stroh 58-59).

48. The windshield wiper arm attaches the wiper blade to the drive

system of the wiper motor via the linkage and applies pressure to the
blade. (Stroh 54).

49. The windshield wiper transmission or linkage transmits the
rotary motion of the electric wiper motor into the arc motion of the
wiper arm. In 1980 ,

only Trico and General Motors manufactured
wiper linkage in the United States. (Stroh 50; Oshei RX 4003L-N;
CPX 4).
50. The windshield wiper pivots tie together the linkage and the

wiper arm. (Oshei RX 4003
51. There are three basic types of connections for the arm to attach
to the wiperblade. These are the pin- type , bayonet- type and the shepherd' s crook. The shepherd' s crook connector is commonly used on
imported automobiles. (Stroh 97-98; CX 454Z-74 , Z-78).
52. It is usually possible through use of adaptors to make the same
blade attachable to each of the varieties of arms. (Stroh 98-99).

53. A windshield wiper blade bridge is afixed directly to the connector at the bridge s center. Each end of the bridge is attached to a link.

The links attach to the flexor which holds the rubber windshield
wiping element. The arm is attached to the connector and a spring

system applies pressure downward on the blade. (Harbison 3527- 28).
54. Many WDs carry windshield wiper linkage. (Campbell 1121;
Peterson 954; Sullivan 311- 12; Abston 167). (11)
55. Almost all cars now use electric wiper motors. No domestic
windshield wiper producer manufacturers wiper motors. (Sullvan
316; CX 454Z-9 - Z-50).
56. Wiper motors and linkage seldom need repair or replacement
and generally are original equipment and crash parts. (CX 454Z-50).

57. The " universal" refill is made also to fit blades made by other
manufacturers and usually comes in only a few sizes , like 15" , 16"
and 18" .

(CX 454Z-86).
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58. A " universal" blade wil fit a variety of cars , foreign and domestic. (Sullivan 322- 24).
59. A " short line " of wipers has about three to eight sizes that will
fit most cars. (CX 1543Q).
G.

The Relevant Market

60. The relevant geographic market is the United States. (Com-

plaint n 14; Answer n 14).
61. The parties agree that the relevant product market includes the
sale of wiper blades and refills (" wipers ) to the replacement market
and does not include sales of wipers to automobile manufacturers for
installation in vehicles as OE. The parties also agree that imported
products should be included and exports should be excluded from the
market.
62. Anco and Trico make and sell arms. (CX 993; CX 1753E). In 1980

Robert Bosch started to sell arms. (CX 1495B). While it sold wipers

Gates sold arms. (Willams 878). The other companies in the windshield wiper industry have not carried arms. Nefco , Tridon , Fram and
Ideal have all sold wipers to WDs without carrying arms. (Nelson
6492- 93). In 1980 , Tridon was planning to assemble and sell arms for
two models of an OE customer. (CX 1887E).

63. In 1977 , Nefco considered distributing arms made by a Brazilian
manufacturer. (CX 373). Tridon has considered assembling arms from
parts made by other companies. (CX 1990C). AMC Jeep buys arms
from Trico and blades from Tridon. (CX 631B).

64. In 1980 Trico s sales of blades and refils to seven national oil
companies were about $2. 5 milion; its sales of arms to those companies were $715. (Nelson 6492- 95). (12)
65. Atlas, representing 25 000 service stations , is one of the largest

customers for , and is the third largest seller , behind Anco and Trico
of replacement wipers. In 1979 , Atlas discontinued sale of'he last arm
in its line , since it felt that sales of arms in service stations had limited
potential. (CX 825C; CX 10l4Z-17; CX 801)

66. Anco manufactures arms primarily to fulfil the OE demand
rather than for their sales potential in the aftermarket. (CX 650J).
67. The price of'arms does not necessarily follow the price for blades
and refills. (RX 125A , RX 132C , RX 149B , RX 213).
68. The equipment and tooling used to make wiper arms is different

from that used to produce blades and refills. (CX 283G).
69. Most WDs and jobbers carry arms, although in diminishing
numbers , and it is not necessary for them to do so. (CX 10MB; Abston
165 , 181- 82). Replacement arms are usually installed by a car dealer
who is supplied with OES arms by the car manufacturer. (Abston 181)
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Mass merchants do not carry wiper arms. (Abston 165 , 212- 13; Sullivan 310-11; Frank 2575).

70. In 1980 , about 4% of total net unit sales of arms in the United
States went to the replacement market and 96% went to OE (RX
5002); arms were about 2% of total units of wipers sold in the aftermarket. (RX 5000-2; CX 251OA).

71. Most windshield wiper arms sold in the automotive aftermarket

are for crash or theft replacement. (Abston 181 , 278; Lindeen 2741;
Schwalbe 4379). They do not wear out like a windshield wiper blade
or refill. (Sullivan 416). Windshield wiper arms are designed to last
the life of the automobile. (George 789; Stroh 105; Campbell 1143).
The sale of arms to the replacement market has been steadily dropping for many years. (CX 1014H).

72. The sale by wiper manufacturers of replacement wipers to car
manufacturers for resale to their dealers is known as original equipment service (" OES" ). (CX 1003Z-5).

73. A wiper manufacturer must be approved as an OE supplier
before car manufacturers wil buy its OES wipers for resale to dealers.
(Singleton 3480; Longman 687-88). (13)

74. The supplier of wipers for OE wil generally sell OES to the same
OEM. (CX 1003Z-85). If a car manufacturer has approved two wind-

shield wiper manufacturers as OE suppliers , either may supply OES.
(Nelson 6453- 54).
75. Consumers sometimes have replacement wipers installed by car
dealers. (Schwalbe 4436).

76. Anco internal planning documents refer to OES sales as being
in the " replacement" market , and separate from OE sales. (CX 935DE; CX 870C-E; CX 454H- I; CX 3990).

77. A General Motors automobile dealer sells for OES the same
blade that was tested by Fisher Body as OE. (Wilstermann 824).
78. Ford- brand wipers , which must meet the same standards as

blades used by Ford as OE installation , are sold only to Ford dealers.
Ford products sold to the aftermarket , branded as Motorcraft , do not
have to meet OE standards. (Mitzel 450 , 474-77).
79. Ford Motor Company dealers purchased Ford- branded OES wip-

ers primarily for warranty applications. (Mitzel 453).
80. Wiper sales by new car dealers often occur while the car is in
the shop for warranty repair. (Abston 216; Cohn 2407-08).
81. Since the OES blade is the same as the OE blade and is normally
a different blade than blades sold to the replacement market , its price
is based on the OE price obtained by the wiper manufacturer , rather
than the price ofreplacement blades sold to WDs. (CX 755A; CX 901;
CX 938A; Surface CX 3005Z-166).
82. Anco maintains a separate sales staff to sell wipers to automo-
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bile manufacturers for both OE installation and for OES. The OE
sales offce is located in Detroit. (Regan CX 3008Z).
83. Anco s OE sales force is separate from both Champion s OE
spark plug sales force and the aftermarket sales force for wipers and
spark plugs. (Regan CX 3008Z-3).

84. The director of aftermarket sales for the Trico Products Corporation is responsible for Trico s sales to the entire aftermarket. (Sullivan RX 4005L-M). Trico s sales of windshield wipers for OES and OE
installation are handled through a separate Trico sales offce in Detroit , and Trico s director of aftermarket sales is not responsible for
those sales. (Sullivan 409 10; Sullvan RX 4005- P). (14)
85. Trico s OE installation and service salesmen in Detroit do not
sell Trico products to any aftermarket accounts. (Oshei CX 3013Z-9).

86. Different departments in the Robert Bosch Sales Corporation
sell automotive products to the independent replacement market and
for OES. (Heinemann CX 3003Z-21 - Z-23).
87. The A. C. Deleo Division of General Motors sells automotive
products to the aftermarket. A different organization , General Motors Parts Division , sells parts to dealers for OES. Only the A. C. Deleo

Division sells parts to WDs. (George 744 , 746).
88. New car dealers are often also in the used car business. If a
General Motors dealer has a Chrysler taken in trade , which needs

replacement wipers, the dealer will probably go to a jobber to get
those parts. (Sullivan 340).

89. In 1980 ,

total OES sales of windshield wiper blades and refills

were 5. 8%

of total net unit replacement sales of windshield wiper
blades and refills in the United States. (RX 5000-1).
90. The relevant product market is the manufacture and sale of
windshield wipers to the U. S.

replacement market. The relevant

product market does not include arms or OES wiper sales.
H.

Windshield Wiper Manufacturers

1. Trico Products Corporation

91. The Trico Products Corporation (" Trico ), headquartered in Buffalo , New York , manufactures windshield wiper motors , arms, blades
refills , linkage mechanisms , washers and cleaning solutions and
related products. Trico sells its products to OEM and to the aftermarket through WDs , jobbers , and retail outlets, including oil companies

tire companies and other chain accounts in the United States and
Canada. (RX 1020B).

92. In 1978 , Trico had sales from domestic operations of about $133

milion , with income of about $10 million. (CX 1754S). In 1979 , Trico
had about 4 400 employees. (CX 1754C).
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93. Trico was founded in 1917 by a group of investors, including the

father of Trico s present chairman. Trico s original windshield wiper
had to be manually operated by the vehicle driver. In 1922 , Trico
developed and produced a vacuum (15J wiper motor. Later , Trico
introduced the windshield washer system that became standard

equipment on motor vehicles. (Oshei CX 30l3N- P).
94. Trico s Buflhlo facilities include three manufacturing plants
with floor space 01'1.8 millon square feet and an engineering building
of 70 000 square feet. In addition , Trico has sales offce space in Detroit and assembly facilities in Fort Eire , Ontario. (RX 1020C).
95. Trico s net sales of wipers to the replacement market in 1980
were $14. 2 milion and 14. 2 milion units. Trico is the number two

firm in the domestic wiper replacement market. In 1980 , Trico s market share was 24.8% in units. (RX 5003A; RX 5004).

96. Trico has been the leading seller of wipers for the OE market.
(CX 236A; CX 238A; CX 669A). In 1978 about 78% of its unit wiper
sales were for OE. (CX 1712E-G).
97. In the first ten months of 1980 , 43. 1 % of Trico s replacement
sales were to WDs , 22. 2% to one program distributor , National Automotive Parts Association (" NAPA" ), 16. 8% to oil companies and
17. 9% to mass merchants. (CX 1789U).
98. Before 1980 Trico had a direct aftermarket sales force of 17 zone

managers and 35 area managers who called on jobbers on a regular
basis. (Sullivan RX 4005H-I; CX 1712J). At the end of 1980 , Trico
began to change from a salaried direct sales force to manufacturers
representatives due to the high expense of its salaried sales force.
(Oshei RX 4003Z-88; CX 1789K-L; Sullivan RX 4005H , Z-170).
99. About half of Trico s wiper sales to the replacement market are
private brand. (CX 1789U).

2. Tridon , Ltd.
100. Tridon , Ltd. (" Tridon ) is a Canadian corporation founded in
1924 and makes hoses , windshield wipers , clamps, flashers and other
products for automobiles. (CX 2043S , V).
101. Tridon had sales of about $44 million in 1978. (CX 1873D).

Tridon employed 1600 people in that year. (CX 2043F).

102. Tridon was the first producer of a plastic windshield wiper
blade which it started to sell in Canada in 1970. (CX 2043B; CX 264C;

CX 30l2Z-203; CX 1899B). A new plant in Oakville , Ontario was
offcially opened in October 1980 for the (16J production of wiper
blades. It is a technologically sophisticated wiper blade plant giving
Tridon a cost advantage. (Shelton CX 30l2W-X).
103. Tridon s wipers are sold in Canada, the United States , Japan
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Australia , Austria , England , France , Denmark and Sweden. (Sheldon
CX 3012).

104. Tridon opened a plant in Smyrna , Tennessee in 1978 where it
assembles wipers. The components are made in the Oakvile plant
and shipped to Smyrna for assembly. (Sheldon CX 3012Z-204; CX
2043V). Tridon s wiper blade and refill capacity in 1980 was 21.6
milion units. (CX 2011- 1).

105. Tridon sells wipers to OEM and the automobile aftermarket.
(CX 3012X

106. For the first nine months 01'980 , 37% of Tridon s wiper dollar

sales in the Unite d States were to WDs and about 35% were sold
through mass merchants. (CX 1894A; CX 2011H).

107. About 1971 , Tridon manufactured wiper blades and refills for
sale in the United States by the Gates Rubber Company under the

Gates brand to WDs. Tridon also started selling its own wipers in the
United States under the brand name Storm Chasers to mass marketers , using manufacturers representatives. After quality problems

sales efforts in the United States by both Gates and Tridon ceased
about 1975. During 1976 and until 1977 , Tridon did not actively attempt to sell wiper products in the United States. (Shelton CX 3012N, Z-199 - Z-200). In 1976 , Tridon s total wiper sales were $38 867.
(RX 5022).
108. In 1977 , after a three year research program , Tridon again
entered the U. S. wiper market , gained OE approval at Ford , and

started selling its short line, plastic blade in the replacement market.
(CX 2001C; Shelton CX 3012N- P).
109. By 1981 , Tridon OE wipers were to be used for almost all of'he
production of passenger cars by Ford (CX 2103A , CX 2043B , CX
1887A), 100% of Volkswagen of America , American Motors/Jeep and
International Harvester , two models of GM cars , and 30% of the OE
business of Toyota, Subaru and Fiat. (CX 2103A). Tridon forecast its
OEM volume at over 5 milion blades for 1981. (CX 1887 A).
110. In 1980 , Tridon was planning to start assembling windshield
wiper arms for two models of an OE customer. Tridon had requested
quotations from various vendors to supply parts, (17) with final assembly of the arms to be done in-house. (CX 1887E).
111. The Tridon blade was the first plastic windshield wiper approved for OE. (CX 2043B). It is a short line of wipers , only 6 blades
fitting virtually every car. (CX 2043B; CX 2104; CX 2124A). The Tri-

don plastic is a fiberglass polyester. The plastic blades made by Fram
Roberk and Nefco are made of polymide , a different molecular structure. (Shelton CX 3012Z-213
Z-214).
112. Tridon spent $126

000 for promotion and advertising to tbe
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S. replacement market in 1973; $23
annually in 1975-78; and $60

000 in 1974; less than $5 000

000 in 1979. (CX 1873G-0).

113. By 1980 Tridon was selling wipers in the U. S. through about
15 manufacturer representative agencies. (Shelton CX 30l2Z-38).
114. In 1980 , Tridon s replacement market net sales of wipers were
$830 000 and 1. 1 milion units with a market share 01'2% in units. (RX
5003A; RX 5004).

3. Pylon Manufacturing Corporation

115. Pylon Manufacturing Corporation was established by the
founders of Lee Filters in 1968 and sold to STP in 1969. (Longman
503-D4). In 1974 , Rodney Longman acquired the stock of Pylon from
STP for $550 000 , a part of which came from a loan to Mr. Longman
from the Small Business Administration. (Longman 486 , 690). Pylon
sells windshield wiper blades , refills , washer pumps , tubing, and
wiper delays. (CX 1646-B).

116. Pylon s sales effort has been directed primarily to the mass
merchant channel of'he replacement market. (Longman 535). Pylon

uses manufacturers representatives to market its replacement wiper
line. (Longman 520-22 , 617). Pylon has never sold wipers for the OE
market. (Longman 605-D6).
117. Pylon s net sales of wipers in 1980 were $3. 5 milion and 6.

million units. Pylon has been the number four firm in the market
since at least 1975 ,

with a 1980 market share of 10. 9% in units. (RX

5003A; RX 5004).

118. Pylon is a light assembler, owning tools and dyes and having
some parts made by outside sources. (Longman 489 , 607). (18)
119. In 1978 , 38% of Pylon s sales were to automotive chain stores

39% to discount chains , 12% to feeders, 7% to jobbers and 3% to oil
companies. In 1979 , 23% of' Pylon s sales were to automotive chain
stores , 41 % to discount chains , 11 % to feeders, 9% to jobbers , and 7%
to oil companies. In 1980 , 15% of Pylon s sales were to automotive
chain stores , 61 % to discount stores , 10% to feeders , 8% to jobbers
and 1 % to oil companies. (CX 1634E; CX 1637C).
4. Parker- Hannifin

Corporation

120. Roberk is a division of Parker-Hannifin

Corporation

s ("

Park-

er- Hannifin ) Automotive Aftermarket Group. The Ideal Corporation

is a Parker- Hannifin subsidiary. Both Roberk and Ideal make and sell
wiper products. (Lopez CX 30000).
121. Parker- Hannifin is a large diversified corporation. (RX 873B).

Parker- Hannifin employed over 20 000 people in 1979. (RX 873G).
122. Parker- Hannifin s net sales in fiscal 1979 were $846 milion.
(RX 8730). Approximately 20% of Parker- Hannifin s net sales are
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automotive. (RX 873B). The total assets of Parker- Hanni fin at the end

of June 1979 were $562 milion. (RX 873D)
5. Roberk
123. In the 1960' s Roberk was a manufacturer of mirrors for the
automotive aftermarket. It purchased or subcontracted the manufacture of many parts. Its basic equipment was for stamping, driling,
tapping, bending, finishing and assembly and packaging. (Lopez CX
3000F-K).
124. Roberk developed an automotive safety belt , a hazard light
warning switch , a line of small truck mirrors and a line of antennas.

(Lopez CX 3000K- N).
125. Late in 1969 , Roberk decided to start manufacturing wipers
and by the end of 1970 it had produced its first refill. (Lopez CX

3000-0).
126. The capital cost to Roberk to start assembling wiper refills was
about $100 000. (Lopez CX 3000P).
127. Roberk' s entry into the windshield wiper market by selling to
mass merchants was successful from the beginning. (Lopez CX 3000Z4 - Z-5).

128. When Roberk entered the windshield wiper business , it did so
as an assembler , not as a basic manufacturer. (Longman 492- 93). (19)
129. Roberk added a line of blades about 1972. (Longman 511).
to mass merchants, Anco

130. When Roberk started sellng remls

did not sell to mass merchants, except Sears and Penneys which it

sold to under fair trade resale price maintenance contracts. (CX
1014J , N; Longman 501).
131. Roberk' s sales effort resulted in sales to virtually every mass

merchant except Sears and almost every red front. (Longman 516- 17).
(A " red front" is a retail auto parts store like Pep Boys. ) (Longman
497).
132. In 1971 , Roberk attempted to sell refills to WDs but failed
primarily because of quality problems. The universal line concept was
well accepted. (CX 1544A; CX 1543Q).
133. In 1975 , Roberk again tried to sell refils to the WDs but failed

primarily because of the poor quality reputation of the Roberk

product. Price discounting by Anco and Nefco was also a factor. (CX
1543U , Q; CX 1554A; Frank 2579 , 2611).
134. In 1972 , Roberk was acquired by Parker- Hannifin and Roberk

is now a division of that company. (CX 1570D) Roberk uses manufacturers representatives to market its replacement wiper. (Lopez CX
Roberk has never sold wipers for the OE market. (Lopez CX
3000Z-68).
135. Roberk' s net sales of wipers in 1980 were $5. 3 milion and 10.8
3000Z-).
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milion units. Roberk is the number three firm in the replacement
market. Roberk' s

1980 market sbare was 18.8% in units. (RX 5003A;

RX 5004).

6. Ideal Corporation

136. Ideal Corporation ("Ideal" ) was acquired by Parker- Hannifin
(CX 1563G). Ideal manufactured hose clamps,

during the early 1970' s.

flashers and thermostats. (RX 698C).

137. In 1977 , Ideal began to plan entry into the windshield wiper

business. It perceived an opportunity in selling a secondary line of
wipers offered to the traditional market to complement an existing
line. (CX 1542B).

138. Ideal felt that there were two markets for replacement sales,
traditional and mass merchants; that each market had primary lines
which were Anco and Trico; and that there was room (20) for a second-

ary or promotional line in each market. Roberk had been successful
in taking the mass merchant market from the primary lines , and
Ideal wanted to do the same in the traditional market. (CX 1542).
139. Ideal concluded that its initial entry into the windshield wiper
market would entail promotion by free goods and discounts. (CX
1542H). Its total budget for advertising and promotional expenditures
in 1979 for wiPers was $73, 200. (CX 1554B).

140. Ideal began sel1ing refills in 1979. It sufiered $24 000 in losses
which it believed were attributable to short- term start-up costs. (CX
1532A; CX 1542B). In 1979 Ideal spent about $20 000 to advertise its

refills. (CX 1532B; RX 688F). In 1980 Ideal did no advertising. (CX
2098Z-3I; CX 1572E).
141. Ideal sells through manufacturers representatives to jobbers.
(CX 1532B; CX 1573A). It does not sell wipers to the OE market. (CX
1531A).

142. Although it fit 88% of all registered cars , the Ideal " universal"
, would not fit plastic blades sold by Roberk
Fram , Pylon and Tridon and some of'he OE blades sold by Anco and
refil with its steel flexor

Trico. (CX 1573).

143. As a result of a confusing array of blades being sold in 1980
some of which were not refil1able , jobbers and dealers were replacing
blades entirely rather than replacing the element in a worn blade
with a refill. (CX 1573B).
144. In 1980 Ideal therefore planned to start making blades. (CX
1573Y).

145. Ideal's total investment was $142 000 , which enabled it to
acquire slitters, tooling, molds used by outside rubber vendors , pack

tables, assembly machines, cutting machines and clip dies. (CX
1572D).
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146. In 1980 Ideal sold 966,469 refills for $482,465. (CX 1542C). Its
market share was 1.7% in units. (RX 5003A; RX 5004).
7. Fram Corporation

147. The Fram Corporation ("Fram ) is owned by the Bendix Corporation. (Slight 6562). (21)

148. The Bendix Corporation and consolidated subsidiaries , including Fram , had net sales and other operating revenues in 1980 of $3.

bilion ,

and net income of $191.6 million. (RX 270C).

149. The automotive segment of'he Bendix Corporation accounted
for over halfof'he corporation s total revenues in 1980 ($2 bilion) and
25. 3% of the corporation s net income. (RX 270C).

150. Fram manufactures and sells automotive fiters , spark plugs
and windshield wipers. Fram manufactures windshield wipers
primarily as an assembly process. (Slight 6561).
151. Fram entered the windshield wiper market in 1972 by offering
a short line of plastic blades. It offered promotion , advertising, mar-

keting expertise and the same sales force of more than 200 used to
market its other automotive replacement products. (Slight 6575 , 6582;
CX 1445B).
152. Fram sells wipers to WDs , feeder warehouses and mass mer-

chandisers. (Slight 6582; CX 1014L). Fram tried to sell wipers to
Chrysler about 1977 but was unsuccessful primarily because its price
was too high. (Slight 6581; CX 1193B).

153. Soon after it was introduced Fram had quality problems with
its product. The blades broke because its supplier had provided plastic

made with an incorrect formula and the design of the blades was
deficient. (Slight 6571- 79). Also , an employee in Fram s rubber suppli-

er improperly mixed the rubber compound , causing a defect in the
rubber elements. (Slight 6576-77).

154. The problems which troubled Fram in the early 1970' s were
solved before 1978. (Slight 6571-77).
155. Fram s net sales of wipers in 1980 were $1.2 million and 1.9
milion units and Frams s market share was 3. 2% in units. (RX
5003A; RX 5004).

8. Robert Bosch , GmbH
156. Robert Bosch , GmbH (" Bosch" ), of Stuttgart , West Germany,
is a major supplier of automotive parts throughout the world. 1980

worldwide sales of Bosch were over six bilion dollars. Over half

of

that amount was sales in the automotive field. (Fiene CX 3001Z-21 Z-22; Heinemann CX 3003D- G).
157. In Europe , Bosch manufactures and sells OE to V olkswagen-
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Audi , Daimler- Benz , BMW , Ford , Opel , Renault , Citroen , Volvo and
Saab. (Gill berg 3933). (22)

158. Among the many automotive parts made by Bosch in Europe

are windshield wiper motors, arms , blades , refills and clips. Each of
those products is also sold in the United States.

(Heinemann CX

3003W).
159. Bosch windshield wiper arms are

manufactured in a plant in

Germany; its blades and refills are manufactured in Belgium. (Heinemann ex 3003W- X).
160. Bosch' s sales subsidiary in the United States is a substantial

supplier of automotive parts including spark plugs , ignition parts
fiters, fuel injection parts wire and cable , carburetor kits and wipers.
Its net sales in 1980 were $295 milion with net income of about $7
milion. (CX 1491G; CX 1502B; CX 1504B; CX 1487- 88; CX 1492).
161. Bosch' s wiper plant was built in Belgium. It took more than 3
years to build and 6 years before it turned a net operating profit. By
1980 it employed 900 workers , was highly profitable , and had an
annual capacity of 32 milion blades. (CX 919R;

CX 924B; Gilberg

3933).
162. Bosch' s wiper line for the U. S.

replacement market primarily
covers vehicles imported into the U. S. from Europe for which Bosch
is the OE supplier. In 1980 Bosch was planning to expand that coverage to include cars imported from Japan. (Heinemann CX

3003Z-136

- Z-137).

163. Bosch' s automotive replacement parts sales are directed at

WDs and OES (Fiene CX 3001Y) and are handled by 75 salesmen.
(Heinemann CX

3003Z-152).

164. Bosch spent no money on advertising or promotions of wipers
CX 2097N).
165. Bosch' s 1980 net sales of wipers to the U.s. replacement market were $613 000 and 701 000 units , with a market share of 1.2% in
during 1976 through 1979. (CX 1490B;

units. (RX 5003A; RX 5004).
166. Bosch is a supplier of automotive parts including spark plugs
fiters , fuses and electrical equipment , for OE in the United States. Its

customers include General Motors, Ford, Chrysler , and Volkswagen
of America. (Fiene CX 300lW Z-77 , Z-28). (23)
9. Nefco

167. Neff- Perkins Company is a precision rubber molder. (Neff8345). In 1973 the Nefco division decided to enter the wiper business; it

was making refills by 1975 and blades by 1978. (Neff 838).
168. In January 1979 the Nefco division of Neff- Perkins was sold to
Neiman Industries. Neiman is the largest windshield wiper manufacturer in France , selling under the name " Paul Journee. " (Neff 837
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858- 59). Neiman also manufactures automotive horns in the United
States. (Neff 837).

169. Neiman has sales over $100 milion and sales of wipers in
France of $15 milion to $18 million. (Neff 853-54).
170. Nefco , now a division of Neiman Industries , is located in Cadillac , Michigan. (RX 902B). On January 1 1981 Neiman Industries , Inc.
was merged into the Signaltone Corporation. (RX 906K).
171. Neff- Perkins molded the rubber for Nefco and continued to do
so after the acquisition by Neiman. (Neff 840-1 , 836-37). Nefco subcontracted out the manufacture of the wiper superstructures. (Neff
844).

172. Nefco sells primarily to WDs and jobbers , using manufacturers
851). Former
Anco managers run the operation. (CX 1544B).
173. Nefco s net sales of wipers in 1980 were $1.3 milion and 1.7
representatives and three direct salesmen. (Neff 848 ,

milion units. Its market share was 3% in units. (RX 5003A; RX 5004).
10. Gates Rubber Company

174. Gates Rubber Company (" Gates ) is a manufacturer of
products for automotive and industrial purposes , such as fan belts
radiator hose , hydraulic hose and V-belts , thermostats , radiator caps
gas caps , hose clamps and hydraulic couplings. (Wiliams 864-5).
175. Gates sells its automotive products to WDs and vehicle manufacturers and has more than 200 salesmen. (Wiliams 865-66).

176. Gates began manufacturing rubber squeegees for Tridon starting about 1971. (Wiliams 872). In 1972 , Tridon and Gates entered a
joint venture under which Tridon would supply Gates with Gates
branded wipers. (CX 1909B). Gates manufactured the (24J squeegees
and supplied them to Tridon , which would split the squeegees and put
them into the other components , package them and sell them back to

Gates for distribution. (Wiliams 876). Gates wanted eventually to
manufacture its own wiper. (Williams 925).
177. Two to three years after Gates entered the windshield wiper

market , it had obtained business from several thousand automotive
parts dealers. Gates considered that it was at or above its sales target
for the product. (Williams 937- 38).
178. During the 1960' s Anco and Trico limited the number ofWD
they would sell wipers to. (Wiliams 873- 75). Many of Gates WDs
customers asked Gates to supply wipers. (Williams 872- 73).

179. Gates sold the wipers to WDs , and then contacted the jobber
customers of'he WDs, and finally the dealer customers of'he jobbers

urging them to buy the Gates wiper. (Wiliams 881).
180. The Tridon product sold by Gates under the Gates label had a

poor fit and its blades broke. The refill clips also broke and the

",,,.
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squeegee fell out of its backing. The refill also did not fit an Anco
blade. (Wiliams 883-84),
181. About 1975, Gates pulled out of'he windshield

wiper business.

There were three reasons for the decision: the poor Tridon product;

the failure of Gates ' own research and development people to develop
an all- plastic product without use of any metal manufacturing; and
price competition. (Wiliams 897-98).

11. Other Entrants
182. Damin Company C'Damin ) started marketing universal refills
in early 1969 to red fronts and discount houses, but failed shortly

thereafter. (CX 263A- , CX 1003Z-81; CX 1587 A; Longman 506).
About this time , several others including Camel , Comstock , Yankee
and Hastings tried to sell refills and also quickly failed. These refills
had quality problems and would not adequately fit in Anco and Trico
blades. (CX 1544A; CX 263A-B). IT&T imported SWF wipers in 197677 but was driven out by price competition by other imported wipers.
(Gilberg 3927- 29). (25)
I.

Sales and Concentration Ratios

183. The following table2 sets forth, for each wiper manufacturer

wiper blades and refills to United
States aftermarket accounts , from 1975 through 1980 , and the percentage of such sales held by each such manufacturer in each of'hose
the net unit sales of windshield

years: (26)

2 Other than data for Tridon and BOBCh, neither complaint cOlIool' s market share exhibits (CX 2509A-B) nor
respondent' s corresponding exhihits (RX 5003A; RX 5004A) include unit or dollar sales in the United States of

numerous windshield wiper blades and refills manufactured abroad and imported into this country- (Cohn 239Bin the record are overstated. (Jacob;; 2950-3).
99). According!y, the market shares shown on the exhibits

861 987

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

883. 259
479, 471
151 150

16, 059 958
363 289
16, 543, 840

Trico

155 821
125
119 020
148 700

305
992

Tridon

Ideal

778, 000
966, 496

Pylon

839 221
3,440, 000
142 285
813 675
974 555
197 650

Fram

262 000
716, 000
039 000
2,469 000
593 000
871 000

Aoberk

557 058
961 845
712. 118
5S3 343
091 534
10, 773, 128

45.
43.
39.
39.
35.
34.

31.
30.
31.
28.
25.
24.

11.
11.
12.
14.
17.
18.

(RX 5003- in camera 5 years)
These calculations treat as a unit each refill and each blade. (27)

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

3,4
10.
10.

Percent of Tota! Net Unit Sales of Windshield Wiper Blades and Refins to Aftermarket Accounts

228 882
058. 802
OS9, 849
903 331
19. 574 842

Anco

Year

Net Unit Sales

Net Unit Sales of Windshield Wiper Blades and Refills
to United States Independent Aftermarket Accounts , By Manufacturer: 1975-

1.5

747 529

292. 000
317 000
388 000
060 000
957 000
701 000

822 000
012 160
259, 874
049, 143
563, 517
687. 103

100.
100.
100.
100.
100.
100.

67,459,428
031, 069

136 104
53, 229, 740
70, 973, 394

Total

Bosch

Nefco
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J.

Distribution of Replacement Windshield Wipers

184. For many years , warehouse distributors (" WDs ) in the auto
parts aftermarket have bought wipers from manufacturers and dis-

Jobbers
supply mechanics in gasoline service stations and garages who install
the wipers. (Sullvan 311; Peterson 942; Shelton CX 3012Z-107).
185. Wiper manufacturers have traditionally sold directly to some
tributed those parts to jobbers. (Sullivan 311; Peterson 942).

oil companies which handle the distribution to their affliated

gas

stations. (CX 1003Z-62; CX 801; CX 482Z-2). Although rubber companies once acted as wholesalers for gasoline stations , by 1970 they were
no longer significant distributors of wipers. (CX 1003Z-64).
186. Sales by wiper manufacturers to WDs and oil companies are

sometimes referred to as the " traditional"

market. (RX 45A).

187. There are about 1 000 WDs and about 35 000 jobber outlets in
the United States. (Abston 176).

188. A typical WD carries 40 000

to 65 000 auto part numbers.

(Peterson 945; Abston 159- , 240). Jobbers carry fewer part numbers
and rely on the WDs to inventory and deliver slow moving part numbers. (Campbell 1121)

189. Some WDs now sell directly to installers such as muffer shops

car dealers and to retail stores , bypassing the jobber. (Abston 163
175).

190. Many jobbers now buy wipers directly from the wiper manufac-

turer , rather than from WDs. (CX 1054H).
191. WDs generally carry either Trico or Anco wipers, or both , and
stock from 100 to 250 part numbers of these lines. (CX 1542B; Abston

166; Campbell 1121). They also carry one or more " secondary

lines
,
Ideal
or
Tridon
,
which
are
of wipers such as Roberk , Pylon , Nefco
short" lines and less expensive than Anco or Trico. (Abston 166
182- 87).
192. Only Trico and Anco offer complete " customized" wiper lines
with sizes from 6" to 26" to fit old U. S. and foreign cars , trucks and
buses , as well as snow blades , wiper arms , and windshield washing
systems. (CX 1542B , G; CX 454Z-111 - Z-119). (28)
193. In the early 1970'

, mass marketers "

rapidly increased the

retail sale of wipers to customers who install the product on the car
themselves. (Abston 223- 24).
194. A windshield wiper is one of the easiest products to install on

an automobile. Little technical knowledge is required, and most peo, The term " mas- marketers " indudes chains of department slores (Sears, Pcnneys , Wards) and discounl
department stores (K- Mart), and sometimes includes auto parts stores also known as " red fronts " (Trak Auto , Pep
Boys , Pcnn-Jcr.'cy) and home and auto stores (Western Auto) (Oshci RX 4003Z-34 - Z-35; Abston 13; Sullivan
302; ex 10037 75).
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pIe are able to replace the wipers based solely on the instructions
printed on a wiper package. (Campbell 1138; Peterson 985).

195. About 40 000 gasoline service stations closed between 1972 and
sell only
gasoline , not accessories. Many customers pump their own gasoline
1977. Many of those that remain have cut their hours and

and do not have wipers installed at the gas station as frequently as
before. (Frank 2592-93; Sullvan 429-30; RX 999A-B).
196. In May 1978 , Trico s director of national account sales told
Trico s chairman that " in the interest of increasing our share of the
after-market and protecting ourselves against the trend of self-service
marketing practices employed by some oil companies , we must

strengthen our position in the mass merchandise market. " Mr. Oshei
Trico s chairman , agreed with that assessment. (RX 1005B; Oshei RX
4003Z-126).
197. In 1977 , Trico marketed a short line , universal blade to meet
competitors such as Roberk, Pylon and Nefco. Trico s primary target

was the mass merchant and the secondary target was the conventional warehouse where Trico s competitors , sellng universal refils at
low prices , had reduced purchases of Trico blades and refills. (RX
999A; Oshei RX 4003Z-116 - Z-119).
198. In 1980 , Trico attributed part ofthe cause of a 14. 6% drop in
its sales to the decline in service stations from 226 000 in 1972 to
158 000 in 1980. More aggressive competition (29) from Anco , Tridon

Roberk and other wiper companies also was blamed , along with Ans large sales force and general economic distress. (CX 1789).

199. In April 1977 , Anco posted a price increase less than it wanted
because Roberk , Fram , Pylon and Trico were selling universal refills
at discounted prices through traditional , private label and volume
retailer distribution and because the number of service stations- the
backbone of its business for many years-was declining and the sale

of wiper products was shifting to jobber-retailers and volume retailers. (RX 45).
200. Since about 1975 , jobbers have reacted to the growth of retail
parts sales and the decline of service station outlets by merchandising
auto parts more effectively to the retail purchaser. (Abston 225-26;

Cohn 2397; Campbell 1138-39).
201. Ten to 15 years ago, the average auto parts jobber would dis-

play oil cans and garage equipment in front of his counter and very
little else. The jobbers filled orders for garages and service stations.
(Frank 2597- 99).
202. Jobbers have moved their service counters back in the store
and placed more merchandise in front of the counter for the retail
trade. There are displays which encourage the consumer to select his
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own merchandise off of attractive racks. (Frank 2597; Abston 186;
Peterson 950-51; Sullvan 334).

retail business and are located in
shopping centers. Many do not have delivery to the service station
203. Most jobbers are in the

anymore. (Abston 202--03; Sullvan 332; Shelton CX 3012Z-106 - Z107; Peterson 943; Campbell 1116).

204. WDs have assisted the jobber in making the transition from a
wholesale to a retail operation by offering programs for merchandising and display, including advertising. In the past , for example,
NAPA jobbers would not sell to consumers. Now , NAPA , an association of about 65 warehouses and their 5000 jobber customers , invites
the public into its stores through a national advertising program.
(Frank 2597- 99; Sullvian RX 4005T- V; CX lO14J).
205. Parts ,

Inc. ,

with 17 automotive warehouses and 31 jobber

stores , has a program called Parts Plus which offers participating
jobbers various marketing aids , including signs, flers and private

label merchandise. It is a program similar to NAPA and American
Parts System. (Abson 162--3). (30)
206. Bumper- to- Bumper4 is another marketing and warehouse sys-

tem designed to assist WDs and their customers in appealing to the
retail trade that was being served by K- Mart and Sears- type stores.
(Campbell 135).
207. In early 1980 ,

over 40% of jobber sales of wipers were to

consumers , 25% were to service stations , 13% to garages , and 60/0
were to car dealers. (CX 1054F). Jobbers now make about half of their

wiper sales to the consumer ,

with this retail trend still increasing.

(Peterson 949- 50; Campbell 1118 , 1138-39).

208. Recently, it has become necessary for WDs and jobbers to stock

wiper lines in addition to Anco or Trico to assist the jobber in merchandising wipers in the front of the store to the DIY trade. If the
warehouse did not purchase the shorter lines, the jobber would purchase them from another warehouse. (Abston 182- 84).

209. The majority of wipers sold at jobber stores are displayed in

front of the store so that customers can make their own selection.
(Peterson 951; Campbell 1140).

210. Anco sells a cabinet used to display wipers in the front of jobber
stores. Both Anco and Trico products now are sometimes sold in front
of the jobbing store with additional stock placed in back of the store.
(Campbell 1140; Abston 186-87; Sullivan 334- 36).

211. The distributor now wants a short wiper line to sell for DIY
customers because it allows wider application with fewer part num4 Warehol.'ws which offer relail programs to their jobbers such as NAPA , Bumper- to- Bumpcr , and Parts Plus
are known as " program distributors " (Campbell 1137)
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bers and gives the distributor a greater return on his investment.

(Abston 185-86; Cohn 2436; CX 1543Q).

212. Roberk , Tridon , Pylon and Fram wiper products are also , on
occasion , sold by jobbers to service stations and garages. The customer
can choose whether to purchase a more expensive custom- fit Anco or
Trico wiper or a less expensive universal , short- line product , whether

the customer is a car owner or the installer. (Abston 185).

(31)

213. Service station operators sometimes purchase wiper products

from mass merchandisers to take advantage of low prices. (Frank
2590-92).

214. Montgomery Ward, Sears Roebuck , Penneys and other retailers now install wipers on automobiles in direct competition with repair shops, service stations and other installers. (Longman 724-25;
Abston 280).
215. Tire company stores such as Firestone and Goodyear also in-

stall wipers. (Abston 281)
216. A car serviced in a repair bay at K- Mart would receive a Trico
Pylon or Hoberk wiper. At Wards it would be a Pylon wiper. (Longman 707- , 724- 25; CX 1637H). A Sears customer in a service bay
would receive a Tridon blade or refill since Sears is a Tridon account.
(Sullivan 353).

217. A " mass merchant feeder " is a specialized WD who in addition

to selling products to jobbers will also deliver pre priced goods to retail
Frank 2617- 20; Longman 498). Feeder
warehouses generally carry about 15 000 part numbers , with about 50

chains. (Wiliams 923- 24;

part numbers of wiper products. (Abston 163-66).
218. Not all WDs fit in a neat category. A " feeder " WD may service
mass merchandisers such as G. C. Murphy while also servicing jobbers. Steel City Products , for example , has between 1 000 and 1 500
customers , about 20% of which are categorized by Steel City as mass

merchandisers while the remainder perform wholesale and retail
jobbing functions. (Frank 2571 , 2617- 20).
219. Rye Auto , a " feeder " warehouse owned by Parts Industries
does about 60% of its business with auto parts stores and 40% with
mass merchandisers. (Abston 220- 21).

220. Jobbers , auto parts stores and mass marketers now sell a dual
line of wipers to reach both the customer that is looking for a low- price

line and the customer who is looking for a higher priced line. (RX
1052B; Sullivan 421; Abston 185; Longman 517).
221. K- Mart now sells both a lower priced line and a higher priced
line of wipers to get not only the price conscious buyer but the buyer

that would be more inclined to pay more for the quality of a wellknown name. (Sullivan 347). (32)
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222. In 1980 , Trico was selling wipers directly to auto parts chains
like Pep Boys and Western auto. (Sullivan 339--3).
223. Jobbers , auto parts stores and mass merchants are trying to
sell wipers to the same DIY customers. (Lopez CX 3000Z-106; Abston
266; Campbell 113Z-39; Peterson 983-84; Frank 2599).
224. In analyzing possible entry into the wiper business , the Premi-

er Rubber Company viewed all of the following outlets as part of a
single aftermarket: department stores , discount stores, oil companies

retail parts stores, wholesale distributors and service station chains.
(RX 323B-).

225. Since windshield wipers are among the easiest products to
replace on an automobile , there is no reason for a technically oriented
person to seek wipers at a particular type of retail outlet , even if he
might do so to obtain advice concerning more complex parts. (Peterson 985- 86).
226. In 1979 , more than 65% of blades and refills sold in the U.
aftermarket were installed by the consumer; less than 25% were
installed by professionals at service stations, about 5% at garages and
5% at new car dealers. (RX 190D; CX 1500A- B).
227. Some auto parts stores install wipers. (Cohn 2441--2).
228. In January 1977 , Anco changed its marketing program to more
vigorously seek mass merchandiser business. (CX 340BJ. The effort to
sell to mass merchandisers required Anco to be aggressive in its con-

sumer advertising and adopt new marketing strategies , particularly
discounts and removal of competitors ' products.
(RX 27 A; RX 42).
229. In 1977 , Trico s director of' national account sales advised the
chairman and president of the company that the conventional ware-

in regard to prices ,

houses " having been influenced by our competitors oflering a univerreduced their purchases of Trico blades
and refills. " (RX 999A).
230. WDs carrying Trico or Anco wipers now add a short , universal
sal refil at low prices, have

line such as Tridon in order to put their jobbers " in

a position to

compete with retailers of all kinds who have blades and refills. "
ston 254 ,

(Ab-

290-91)

231. The growth of wiper sales by mass merchants will continue and
they wil take a greater share of the wiper market. (Lopez ex 3000Z, 109- 10; Wiliams 932- 33; Bober 4280). (33)
232. By 1980 , mass marketers accounted for about 45% of all refill
sales. (RX 1035; Oshei RX 4003Z-111 - Z1l3).
233. OfTrico s total aftermarket sales , its sales to mass merchants
increased from 5% in 1977; 10% in 1978; 12. 5% in 1979; and 17.
, Z-37).
234. Both Trico and Anco as of the end 01'1980 perceived that food

in 1980. (CX 1789U; RX lO71AAA; Oshei RX 4003Z-156 - Z-
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hardware and drug store chains would become more important factors in the retail sale of wipers. Trico conducted successful experiments sellng wiper products in supermarkets and by the end of 1980

had decided to pursue wiper business with grocery and hardware
chains. Some of these retailers will buy wipers from WDs while others
are large enough to buy directly from the manufacturers. (Sullivan
Z-8;

RX 4005Z-146 -

RX 1059; RX 1062B; Oshei RX 4003Z-137- 39;

CX 1789M; RX 173G-H).

235. Pylon designed merchandiser units specifically for wiper display at food ,

drug and hardware stores. (CX 1656B; RX 810Q). Near
Winn- Dixie food stores considered expanding their
automotive sections. (CX 1668A). Safeway was expanding its auto
parts sections. (Nelson 5835-37).
the end of 1980 ,

236. Wipers are now sold in drug stores , food convenience stores
and supermarkets. (Cohn 2406-7).
237. In 1980 , design changes in blades sold as OE , and the lack of
ability of a refil with a steel flexor to fit a plastic blade had caused
a change in the ratio of sales of blades to refills. In 1977 , for example
Roberk' s sales ratio was 4. 5 refills to each blade. In 1980 it was 2 refills
to 1 blade. (CX 1573B).
K.

Competitive Effect of New Entrants

238. Until 1967 Anco and Trico were the sole domestic suppliers of
wipers. (Nelson 6277- 78). In the late 1960' , they had about equal
sales in the wiper replacement market. Trico had most of the OE
market , Anco had the rest. (CX 1003Z-1; CX 1014K).
239. Until recently, Anco and Trico were not very aggressive , and
were unimaginative in their marketing. For example,
AneD
introduced refils in the late 1950' s. Trico did not have a competitive refillable blade until 1963. (CX 10l4D; Abston 246-7 , 290; Longman 574
704-05; CX 279J; CX 169C). Both were reluctant to push refills at the
expense of the more profitable blades. (CX 10l4J; CX 1587B). (34)
240. Tridon first decided to enter the windshield wiper market
because Trico and Anco were the only competitors in the business at
the time. (Shelton CX 3012Q).

241. Since blocking patents expired in the late 1960' s there has been

entry into the wiper manufacturing business by Tridon , Pylon , Roberk , Nefco , Fram , Bosch and Ideal , as well as increased activity from
wipers imported from Italy and Japan. (Shelton CX 3012R; Glassman
4648; RX 5003A; CX 2509).

242. When Roberk introduced its first wiper to mass merchants , it
had fast market penetration. (Lopez CX 3000Z-5).

243. Roberk' s growth began to slow " as the competition began to
come in , Pylon came in , as Anco and Trico who had up to this time
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had not paid much attention to this end of the business got around to
trying out various approaches. . . and we had Tridon who made an
attempt." (Lopez CX 3000Z-0).
244. Gates , which entered the wiper market in the early 1970' s with

a product made for it by Tridon , encountered marketing problems in
part because of competition from Fram , Pylon , Roberk , and others.
(Williams 884).
245. The new entrants have had a direct and substantial effect on
both Trico and Anco. (Frank 2602).

246. Trico began to feel increasing competition from other manufacturers sellng to mass merchants such as Roberk and Pylon beginning
in the middle 1970' s. (Sullvan RX 4005Z-6 - Z-7). By 1980 , Trico

was having diffculty competing with price as well as application
coverage in the mass merchant market with Pylon and Tridon. (CX
1789H).

247. In 1980 Trico switched from a direct sales force to selling
through manufacturers representatives to sell to mass merchants and
WDs. (Oshei RX 4003Z-127 - Z-128; RX 1005D).

248. Trico continues to make t.echnical and design changes in its
this is in response to the activities of competitors.
(Oshei CX 3013Z-9).
249. Since 1975 , Trico has begun to manufacture plastic windshield
wiper blades and has improved its metal windshield wiper blades to

wipers. In part ,

the point where they produce a superior wipe. It has also simplified
the attachment of blades to arms. Trico has undertaken these new

improvements to meet competition. (Oshei RX 4003Z-4 - Z-6). (35)
250. Trico began manufacturing plastic windshield wiper blades "
combat the introduction of plastic blades by others being offered at
lower pricing than our metal superstructure blade. We were unable
to reduce the cost of the metal blade, but we could produce plastic
blades at somewhat lower figures , thus returning us to a reasonably
competitive position where price was the predominant factor. " (Oshei
CX 3013Z-135). Trico introduced its plastic blade in direct response
to the competition being offered by Tridon. (Oshei CX 3013Z-136).
251. In November 1980 , Anco s Long Range Windshield Wiper Development Committee felt that the most pressing need was for a
black , plastic short line windshield wiper blade. (RX 209).
252. In November 1980 , Anco also felt that blade consolidation was
top priority. (RX 21GB).
253. As of December 31 , 1980 , Anco was attempting to develop a
compact line. It was doing so because the market was asking for it and
the competition had it. (Lindeen 2647).
254. Mr. Longman , the President of Pylon , testified at trial that

the windshield wiper business since I have been in it has been very
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competitive. It has been tooth and claw. " Mr. Longman also deemed
Champion to be an aggressive competitor. (Longman 705).
255. Mr. Lopez , the head of Roberk' s windshield wiper operations

testified that the sale of wipers to the automotive aftermarket " has
been highly competitive for a long time. " (Lopez CX 3000Z-1).
256. Thus , in November 1977 , Roberk concluded that although unit
sales of windshield wipers would increase , dollar sales would " remain
relatively static. " Roberk concluded that " this is due largely to the
shift to retail from the traditional (and higher priced) distribution.
(CX 1580D).
L.

Price Competition

257. Anco and Trico wipers generally have had a reputation for
being higher in quality than other wipers , and have higher prices and
costs because of the better reputation

and the fact that their produc-

tion runs , for the larger number of types of wipers , tend to be shorter
and more customized. (Longman 692-93; Sullvan 427; Oshei CX
30l3Z-134; CX 1542G).

258. Anco and Trico have been able to increase their average re-

placement wiper prices from 1973 to 1978. Anco s (36) average price
for blades was $1.12 in 1973 and $1.40 in 1978. Trico s was $1.14 in
1973 and $1.46 in 1978. Anco s average refill price was $1.51 a pair
in 1973 and $1.61 in 1978. Trico s average was $1.11 in 1973 and $1.42
in 1978. These average prices , however , include more expensive heavy
duty blades and refills and snow blades which are sold only by Anco
and Trico. (CX 2511A; Winter 1787- 89; Jacobs 3110-12).

259. Mr. Lopez testified that the price spread between Roberk'
prices and the prices of Anco and Trico for competing wipers was less
in 1980 than in earlier years. (Lopez

CX 3000Z-2 - Z-3; Lopez CX

3000Z-100 - Z-101 , Z-104).

260. Tridon felt that Trico would be " very aggressive in trying to
account" by cutting prices. (CX 2128; Shelton CX

win the K- Mart

3012Z-173 - Z-175).

261. Acushnet , a major supplier of'he rubber used in the manufac-

ture of windshield wiper refils, recently decided not to enter the
windshield wiper business believing that it is too competitive , that
there are too many competitors for the size of the market , that it is
a slow growth business , and that it is price sensitive. (Harrington
1099- 1100).

262. The Premier Rubber Company, another supplier of rubber
receives pressure from wiper

used in the production of wiper refils ,

manufacturers to hold the level of its prices for the rubber. (Singleton
3481).
263. Mr. Abston , the president of one of the largest WD and jobber
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chains in the United States, testified that competition in the windshield wiper business became more intense during the early 1970'
due to the new entry into the marketplace and that , while fifteen

years ago there was an absence of active competition between Trico
and Anco , competition among manufacturers of wiper blades and
refills is now comparable with other products carried by his company.
(Abston 286 ,

288;

see also

Frank 2601-D2; Cohn 2417).

264. During the latter part of the 1970' s

windshield wipers were

often used as loss leaders by mass merchants such as K- Mart , Penneys, Fay s Drug Store Chain , Two Guys , and Twin Fair. (Harrington
1100; Cohn 2408 , 2414 , 2418-19).

265. Prices of domestically manufactured blades generally are
lower than those of most imports , other than the very cheap Brazilian
or Taiwanese blades. Japanese blades are more expensive than U.s.
blades. (Cohn 2402). (37)

266. Since the acquisition in 1978 , Anco has become a more aggressive competitor ofIering improved dating terms , free merchandise and
more promotion on wiper products to WDs , jobbers, jobber retailers
mass marketers , feeders , oil companies and tire companies. (Lindeen
2632- 36; Peterson 976-77; Campbell 1146; Glassman 4791- 92).
267. Trico has given price concessions to its large national accounts
because Trico might lose the business to one of its competitors , such
as Pylon , Tridon , or Anco. (Sullivan 412- 14).
268. Trico s costs have been increasing in recent years. In 1979

when Trico attempted to pass these costs on to its customers , it was
rudely told that the higher prices wouJd not be accepted" by accounts
such as Atlas and NAPA. (Oshei RX 4003Z-93 - Z-96; RX 1067Q).
269. Trico did not raise prices on the refills it sold to Sears and
Ameron when it raised prices to the rest of the aftermarket in 1977
because Roberk and Pylon were sellng lower priced windshield wiper
refills , and Sears and Ameron wished to be more price competitive
with those refills. (Sullvan RX 4005Z-5 - Z-6).
270. After Tridon bid to take the Sears '

wiper business away from

Trico in 1980 ,

Trico responded to retain that business. Tridon then
returned to Sears with a still lower price and won the Sears business.
(CX 2127; Shelton CX 3012Z-168 - Z-171; Sullivan 428).
271. In 1973 Pylon had an average net unit price for a blade or two
refills for $1.03. In 1978 that price was 91 . (CX 2511A).
272. In 1974 Roberk had an average net unit price for a blade or two
refils for 92 . In 1978 that price was 84 . (CX 2511A).
273. At first , Roberk' s wipers were sold at retail for $2. , down to

$1.39 on promotion. Anco and Trico wipers were sold at a fair trade
retail price printed on the box of $4. 95. (Lopez CX 3000Z-59).
274. In 1977 Anco brand refills had a suggested retail price from
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depending on the size and type. Roberk , Nefco

Fram , Pylon and Anco Rainy Day refills were selling at retail prices
347C).
275. In 1977 different mass merchants sold the same brand of refills

from $1.99 to $2.49. (CX

at varying prices. (CX 347C). (38)

276. In 1980 , N efco showed traditional market customers that its
blades and refills cost less , offered the jobber and WD more profit , and
retailed at less than those sold by Anco and Trico. (CX 880A- F).

277. A Fram study of competitive pricing of blades and refills in
May 1979 showed Fram s price to WDs at $1.10 , Anco - $1. , Trico
, and Pylon and Roberk both ranging from 84
. (CX 1445G). Terms of sale also varied. (CX 1446C).

- $1.69 , Ideal - $1.

278. A 1980 market study by Bosch noted that list prices for 12
blades sold by four companies showed that each company sold each
blade at a different price, and that the mark up for jobbers varied for
each company for each blade. (CX 1500Q).
279. In 1977 , an Ideal market study showed prices for a pair of 16"

refills sold to the traditional aftermarket:
Jobber
Anco
Trico
Nefco
Fram

$1.8

$2.

Dealer
$3.24

List
$4.

1.07

The report also noted that Nefco " wil throw in an additional 5%"
that both Anco and Trico discount in competitive situations and had

prices in different cities varying by 10%; and that jobbers offer refils

at discount prices from time to time to increase store tramc. (CX
1542F).

280. From 1973 to 1978 , Anco sold a " Rainy Day " line of wipers
directed at mass merchants. (Schwalbe 4384; Lopez CX 3000Z-6
Z-7; CX 1014P- Q). Anco charged a lower price for this brand than
it charged for Anco brand wipers. (CX 935G; CX 438; CX 1634F). The

Rainy Day line of wipers was different in quality from the Anco
brand. (CX 1544B; CX 1542E).

281. Anco decreased its prices on Rainy Day wipers from 1974
through 1978. (CX 340A- , G , K; CX 445J; CX 1090A; CX 1093A; CX
1105). Anco dropped its Rainy Day refills from $1.35 per pair to $1.05
in 1974. (CX 1014Z-21; CX 1105; CX 11l1A). In 1976 , Anco decreased
the size of order required to obtain the lowest Rainy Day price. (CX
1093A; CX 1096A). On June 1 , 1977 , (39) Rainy Day refil prices were
dropped to $. 99 per pair. (CX 340K; CX 1090A; CX 1093A). Then the

price was dropped to 86 . Pylon met the prices on an account basis.
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Roberk dropped prices to all customers , below the Rainy Day price.
(Longman 542-43; CX 1634F).
282. Shortly after it acquired Anco in 1978 , Champion withdrew the
Rainy Day product line and started to sell the higher priced Anco
brand wiper to the mass merchant channel. (CX 438;

CX 467C; CX

477C; CX 1634-1)
283. In April 1977 ,

Anco deferred a proposed price increase on

refills because of Nefco s low prices , as well as competition from Roberk , Fram , Pylon and Trico. (RX 45).
284. Before the acquisition , Mr. Brotje , Champion s executive vice
president and chief financial offcer , felt that the wiper market " resists price increases. " (CX 2070A).
285. In late 1980 , Bosch planned to cut prices on its U.s. windshield

wiper product line in order to better compete in the United States
aftermarket. (CX 1500P).

286. Fram increased its windshield wiper blade prices in 1976 because it was faced with higher costs. (RX 239). Until that increase

Fram " bought their share ofthe market with promotional pricing.
(CX 1542F).
287. In January 1978 , Fram reduced the prices of its blades and

refills. (RX 243-44).
288. Pylon did not have a price increase on its wiper blades or refills

from 1972 until the fall of 1979. (RX 822A).
289. Because its customers keep asking for lower prices Pylon keeps

its profits up by reducing costs of its windshield

wiper blades by

obtaining less expensive materials and reducing the cost of packaging. (CX 1634W).
290. In 1980 , Pylon hoped to be able to raise wiper prices 5% " but
due to the competitive nature of our business we are unable to. " (CX
1638D).

291. Competition has caused Roberk to hold the price for many
years on wipers without change, reducing costs to maintain margins.
(Lopez , CX 3000Z-22 - Z-25).
292. Both Mr. Oshei , the chairman and president of Trico , and Mr.
Sullivan , Trico s manager of aftermarket sales , testified that competition in aftermarket sales of wipers had (40) increased since 1978

because of'he acquisition of Anco by Champion. (Oshei RX
- Z-1; Sullvan 436-37).

4003Z-0

293. In 1980 , Trico blamed its declining sales of wiper products on
four factors: the general economic decline, a reduction in the number
of service stations from 226 000 in 1972 to 158 000 in 1980; " more
aggressive competition by Anco , Tridon , Roberk and others ; and
what was perceived to be an inadequate number of'Trico salesmen

compared to AncolChampion salesmen. (CX 1789C).

,"
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294. Trico s 1981 Marketing Plan noted the vigorous competition
for mass merchant wiper business being offered by companies such as
Pylon and Tridon:
Presently, we have diffculty competing with price as well as application coverage with
Pylon and Tridon who offer full coverage (short- long frame) refills at prices starting at
$1.04 and as low as $. 91 per pair.

(CX 1789H).

295. In 1980 lower prices to mass merchants by Pylon and Tridon
prevented TrieD from raising prices on wipers in the aftermarket.
(Oshei RX 4003Z-147).
296. In late 1979 , or early in 1980 , Trico initiated a program aimed
at increasing its penetration of the wiper product aftermarket. As

part of that effort, Trico decided to replace its sales force with manufacturers representatives. (RX 1067D; Oshei RX 4003Z-3).
297. Trieo s program to increase its replacement sales
of wipers
was
directed especially to mass marketing accounts. (Oshei RX 4003Z-84;

4003Z-87- 89).
298. In 1980 , Trico reduced from 1 500 units to 400 units the amount

of purchases required to obtain prepaid shipment because certain
mass marketers who sell low price competitive blades such as Tridon , Roberk , Pylon (were) beginning to show an interest in buying a
higher quality national brand line such as Trico. " (RX 1052A-

Oshei RX 4003Z-129 - Z-131).

299. When Trico raised its prices on a variety of items in February,
1977 , it specifically excluded passenger car blades and refills, because
those products were being sold in a " highly competitive " market. (RX
987; Sullivan RX 4005Z-102 - Z-103). (41)

300. Trico raised its prices for passenger car blades , refills and arms
in December 1977 , two years after the previous general price increase.
(RX 991).
301. As of the end of 1980 , Trico was unable to raise its prices to
keep up with its cost increases. (RX 1061; Sullivan RX 4005Z-150).
302. Trico explained in its 1980 Annual Report sellng price increases, due to depressed market conditions and the efIects of increased competition , have not kept up with inflation. Management
expects this trend to continue until market conditions improve. " (RX
1067P; Oshei RX 4003Z-90 - Z-93).
303. In soliciting Walmart' s business in 1980 , Tridon offered Walmart a 2% " performance rebate " which is not offered by Tridon to

other customers. (CX 2118A; Shelton CX 30l2Z-153 - Z-154).

304. Walmart received from Tridon a special 2% advertising allow-
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ance in 1980 on its purchases of Tridon products. (CX 2121; Shelton

CX 30l2Z-159 - Z-160).
305. Tridon in 1980 granted a special 5% warehouse allowance to
TG& Y in 1980. Such an allowance is normally not granted by Tridon.
(CX 2116A; Shelton CX 30l2Z-150 - Z-151).
306. Tridon made another exception to its standard practices when

in 1980 it agreed to ship wipers to TG& Y with prepaid freight on
shipments of just $250 or more , rather than the standard $500 minimum. (CX 2116B; Shelton CX 3012Z-151).
307. TG&Y received favorable credit terms of 2%/60 days , terms
not normally offered by Tridon. (CX 2116B; Shelton CX 30l2Z-152).
308. Tridon did not have any price increase in calendar year 1980
on its aftermarket wiper products ,

even though its costs for those

products increased approximately 10% that year. (Shelton CX 30l2Z71 - Z-72).

309. Tridon initiated a cost reduction program in 1980 which resulted in savings of $203 950. Tridon had a 1981 savings target of

$500 000. (CX 1887HJ.

310. In late 1980 , an internal Tridon memorandum noted that " buyers were more conscious of price than quality. " (CX 1887C). (42)
M.

Profits

311. Windshield wiper marnufacturers5 profits on sales to after-

1976

market from 197&-80 as
Anco

9.4%

TrieD

11.
(28. 9%)
12.
(43. 3%)
11.

Tridon6
Pylon
Fram

Roberk
Nefco

(0. 5%)

follows:
1977

1978

11.
10.
(2S. 3%)

11.

(14. 8%)

(15. 8%)

1979

1980

10.
(1. 6%)

(7. 6%)

(6. 6%)

8.4%

7-.

(2.7%)

(6. 2%)

(4. 7%)
10.

(1.4%)

(20. 2%)

(RX 951OA). (43)
N.

Ease of Entry

1. Capital Costs
312. Mr. Longman and his associates purchased Pylon from the STP
S There is no profit.bility data in the record for Bosch prior to 1978. Bosch' s afler- Uix profit as a p rcent;lge of
total net sales of windshield wiper replacement products in the "Cnited States was 3. 7% in 1979 and 46% in 1980
(RX 276F; ex 1490A; RX 274F-G; RX 294B).
There is no meaningful profit trEmd data in the record for Idea18jnc that company entered the relevant ffllrket
in 1979. (CX 1554A).
G Trjdon s sales of wipersin 1976 were less than $40 000. (RX 5022).
7 ThiR profit data wag after taxe - Complaint counsel's propo ed findings on profit before taxes , although limited

to five of the comp,mies ,

show generally the

ame trend. (CX 8011 revi.'ed II).
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Corporation in 1974 for $550 000 , assisted by a loan from the Small
Business Administration. (Longman 690).
313. In 1969 Pylon s tools, dies and molds cost Pylon $281 071;
machinery and equipment cost $181 028; and furniture and fixtures
cost $110 821-or a total of $572 920 in manufacturing assets. (CX

1643).

314. Book value as of September 19 , 1980 for the equipment used
to manufacture Tridon wiper products was $1 619

000. Of that

amount , $1 276 000 was allocated to plastic molding and rubber extrusion equipment , processes which some other wiper manufacturers
obtain from outside vendors or do not employ at all. (CX 2046B).

315. Fram s total investment in windshield wiper equipment and
tooling in 1980 , exclusive of equipment used in Canada , was approximately $415 000. (CX 1477).

316. Roberk was able to enter the windshield wiper business by
using manufacturing space and equipment it already had for the
manufacture of mirrors or other Roberk products. (Lopez CX 3000YZ). The capital cost to Roberk in 1970 to manufacture its first refill
000. (Lopez CX 3000P).
317. By 1980 , the Ideal Corporation had begun manufacturing refills rather than relying exclusively on Roberk' s facilities. Ideal invested a total 01'$142 000 to acquire its own slitters , tooling, molds to
was about $100

be used by outside rubber vendors , pack tables , assembly and cutting
machines and clip dies. Ideal shared stamping presses. (CX 1572D; RX
686H).

318. Total cost for capital equipment used by Roberk to manufacture wipers from 1971 through 1980 , was $638 773. (CX 15811). Ofthat
sum , $170 211 was spent in 1979 for a Monsanto rubber extruder and
a salt bath which accompanied the extruder. (CX 1581F).
319. The total cost of all fixed assets sold by Nefco Division of the
Neff- Perkins Company in 1979 was $297 328.15. That included
$178 995. 32 for molds, dies and tooling; $46 960. 38 for machinery and
equipment and $64 358. 28 for factory fixtures. (CX 1708A).

320. There are no significant " sunk" costs (costs to exit industry)
associated with manufacturing windshield wipers. (Glassman 7277).
The sales force , whether a factory force or manufacturers representatives , is not a sunk cost. The presses , packaging equipment , injection
molding machines and other equipment are standard. The buildings
used to make windshield wipers can be used for other purposes.
(Glassman 7276-79). (44)

321. There is no capital cost barrier to entry into the windshield
wiper aftermarket. (Glassman 4664- 66; Nelson 5395).
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2. Patents
322. Patents do not constitute a barrier to entry into the wiper

aftermarket. (Oshei RX 4003Z-51 - Z-52; Harbison 3622; Longman
688; Lopez CX 3000Z - Z-3; Neff' 855).

3. Suppliers

323. Companies successfully compete in the manufacture and sale
of wipers with different levels of manufacturing integration. Tridon
for example , performs all of its own rubber extrusion for the manufac-

ture of wiper elements. Trico extrudes part of its needs for wiper
elements itself, and purchases elements from a supplier. Roberk also
has recently undertaken to extrude some of the wiper elements it
requires while continuing to purchase the remainder of its needs from
suppliers. (Singleton 3462 3). No other wiper manufacturers , including Anco , extrude rubber elements. (Nelson 5996).

324. Trico employs 40 to 45 persons in its tool design department
and 120 to 130 toolmakers. (Stroh 41; Stroh 40). Trico resorts to outside vendors to manufacture some tooling. (Stroh 118).

325. Anco buys most of its wiper product tooling from outside ven3540-1).
Anco has five tool designers on its staff and
24 tool and die makers. (McKissack CX 4504E-IJ
dors. (Harbison

326. With its present staff, it is not practical for Anco to design or
manufacture its own rubber molds. (McKissack CX 4504Z-1O).

327. Anco also cannot manufacture progressive dies because it does
not have the necessary equipment. (McKissack CX 4504Z-11). (45)

328. Pylon receives all molded or stamped parts from outside vendors. Those parts are then assembled and packaged

at the Pylon

plant. Pylon does its own slitting and designing. (Longman 229 , 489
532- , 669- 71).
329. In 1979 , Trico was molding some of its plastic parts in- house
and was relying upon outside vendors for the rest of its supplies.
(Oshei CX 30l3Z-63 - Z-64).

330. There are many first class tool manufacturing and tool design
shops available to Anco in the Chicago area. (McKissack CX 4504Z-21

- Z-22). Anco uses several difIerent vendors for manufacture of its
tooling, all in the Chicago-Indiana area. (McKissack CX 4504Z-14 Z-15).

87 - Z-88).

331. There are custom molders that can produce the natural rubber

used for wiper refils even without prior experience. (Lopez CX

stamping die to produce Ii met.al part or a mold to produce
i 11 device used to produce a part.ltcan be 11
plastic or rubber- " Tooling " refers to the process of manufacturing the machine tool to produce the part.

H A " tool"
a part

in

3000Z-

(McKis:ock ex 4504Y; Harbison .1540)
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332. When Anco began selling plastic wiper blades it relied upon a
vendor to manufacture those parts. (McKissack CX 4504Z-78 - Z-0).
333. When the Premier Rubber Company investigated the possibility of assembling refills in 1977 , component parts were available from
outside vendors at a competitive price. (Singleton 3475).

4. Equipment

334. Manufacture of a windshield wiper blade involves stamping
operations , wire forming for springs, and rubber molding for manufacture of the blade element. (Stroh 49- 50). Production of the flexor
or vertebra of a windshield wiper blade and for the blade superstructure involves stamping operations, use of punch presses, metal roll
forming equipment and some screw machine equipment. (Stroh 79;
Harbison 353&-39).

335. Manufacture of a wiper arm entails use of a screw machine
process, grinding and heat treating to make a pin. A wire drawing
operation is used to shape coiled steel into the arm shape. A stamping

operation then puts the arm into final shape except for plating and
painting. (Stroh 47-49).

336. The equipment used to manufacture wipers is generally com-

mercially available. (Harbison 3539; Glassman 4650; Oshei RX 4003Z

-47 - Z-8; CX 3013Z-62). (46)
337. Raw materials necessary to manufacture wipers are generally
available on the open market through domestic sources. (RX 1020B).
338. Windshield wiper superstructures are produced by ordinary

stamping and are not diffcult to design and manufacture. (Neff 844
855).

339. Wipers are low technology goods that involve manufacturing
processes which are well- known and do not require highly specialized
equipment. (Danielson 3810; George 78&-89).

340. The edge ofthe windshield wiper elements must be clean and
straight with no imperfections to achieve a consistent wipe. (Stroh 69).
341. The term " slitting " means separating a sheet of wiper elements which has been received from the rubber supplier molded into

a single rubber sheet. The slitting operation separates the elements
into individual squeegees. (Harbison 3542).

342. The term " trimming " means performing the final trim operation on the wiper element after it has been assembled into the refill
flexor or , in the case of a blade , into the blade superstructure. (Harbison 3542). The terms " trimming " and " slitting " are often used interchangeably. (Longman 532-33).

343. The equipment necessary to perform the trimming operation
which gives the element a clean , straight edge, is commercially avail-

able. (Oshei CX 30l3Z-61; Stroh 103).
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344. Pylon used a commercially available slitter- trimmer when it
first offered a wiper refil. (Longman 533). When Roberk entered the
wiper business , it procured elements which had a molded edge and did
not have to be slitted or trimmed. (Longman 534).

345. When Roberk bought two slitters in 1977 , they cost about

$10 000 each. (CX 1581A , G).

346. Although commercial slitting equipment is available , wiper
manufacturers have applied their own improvements to the equipment , for example , to cut longer wiper elements. (Stroh 69- 70; Harbison 2542-43).

347. Trico initially used off- the-shelf slitting equipment. (Oshei CX
3013Z-58 - 2-1).

348. General Motors used a piece of cutting equipment that already
was in the Deleo Products Division plant and modified it to make it
a windshield wiper element slitter. (George 766). (47)
349. In the late 1970' , Neiman , the largest manufacturer of wiper
products in France , was using a production line of 20 women who slit
the rubber elements by hand , using ordinary safety razor blades. (Neff
843-44 , 856; CX 42B).

5. Compounding Rubber

350. A good rubber compound is critical to the performance of a
wiper. (SingJeton 3506). Friction levels ,

ozone resistance and the basic

flexibility of the element all depend on rubber compounding. (Stroh
60-64).
351. " Compounding " means deriving a group of ingredients in a

wiper element. Different ingredients go into a dry mixture , which is
then vulcanized just as a cake is baked. (Harbison 3558).
352. " Molding " occurs when the rubber compound is put into a mold
and pressure and heat are applied. (Harbison 3559).

353. In 1978 ,

aU wiper manufacturers were supplied their rubber

already mixed by rubber companies or custom rubber molders. Anco

has three suppliers who compound and/or mold the rubber elements.
(Harbison 3559- 60).

354. The Premier Rubber Company formulates and mixes the rubber used in the manufacture of' windshield wiper elements. Premier

has supplied Anco since 1928 and has sold to Ideal and Roberk. It also
molds elements for those companies. (Singleton 3462-63).
355. The Neff- Perkins Company deveJoped the compound but continued to purchase the rubber which it molded into wiper elements.

(Neff 838-40). Neft'Perkins continued to supply wiper elements to
Nefco after the wiper division was sold to Neiman Industries , Inc.
(Neff 836-37).

356. Tridon developed its rubber compound with its rubber supplier
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in Akron. Tridon buys the rubber and extrudes it into squeegees.
(Shelton CX 30l2Z-96; CX 1896B).

357. Pylon receives its rubber elements , already molded , from the
Delta Rubber Company and the Roller Rubber Company. (Longman
532).

358. A company with basic manufacturing knowledge of rubber
compounds and tolerance molding could create a wiper refill that

would be effective in the marketplace. (Neff 856). (48)

359. The Acushnet Rubber Company supplies compression molded

wiper elements to both Trico and Fram. (Harrington 1095).
360. Fram evaluated Premier rubber compounds in 1979 and found

one to be at least as good as the Acushnet compound Fram was buying. (CX 1448A).
361. Anco does not know the formulas for rubber

compounding used

in the elements it puts in refils and blades. Anco gives its suppliers
specifications that the rubber product must meet. Those specifications were developed by the OEM , not by Anco , and are available to
all wiper manufacturers. (Harbison 3560-1; Regan CX 3008Z-182).

362. Acushnet is wiling to supply new wiper manufacturers with
rubber and would assist in development of a suitable element. (Harrington 1095 , 1106).

363. Acushnet , which has been producing rubber for Trico for near-

ly 40 years , absorbs the cost of developing rubber compounds for
Trico. (Oshei CX 30l3Z-4 , Z-46). Acushnet , not Trico, owns the formula for rubber elements supplied to Trico. (Stroh 99 , 100).
364. Trico has been extruding its own rubber elements for part of
its necds since 1976. The rubber used in the extrusion process is a
blend of synthetic and natural rubber developed by Trico chemists.
(Oshei CX 3013Z-51).
365. Rubber companies were wiling to share with Trico their information for developing an extrusion process because they also supply
extrusion equipment , which they hoped to sell to Trico. (Stroh 74).
366. Trico was able to develop a satisfactory formula at a cost which
made in- house extrusion
of wiper
elements more economical than the
purchase of compression-molded elements from Acushnet. (Stroh 71).

367. Trico , Tridon and Robcrk extrude their own wiper elements.
(Nelson 5996).

368. The Deleo Products Division of General Motors developed a
satisfactory rubber compound. (George 761-63).
369. Pylon improved its wiper elements by employing a retired
rubber chemist on a part- time basis. (Longman 524-25). (49)

370. To improve the formula of its wiper elements cost Pylon
$200 000 over the span of three years. (Longman 526 , 725).
371. In the early 1970' s,

Acushnet mis-mixed the rubber compound
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for Fram s initial production run of wiper blades and refills. Once the
problem was discovered, it was corrected and Acushnet absorbed the

cost of the bad batch , which was about $100 000. Fram has been
satisfied with its element quality supplied by Acushnet ever since.
(Slight 6576- 78;

Harrington 1076).

6. Distribution
a.

Factory Sales Force

372. Trico dropped its direct sales force in order to reduce sales costs

and to increase the number of its salesmen and the penetration by
Trico to all customers in the replacement market , with particular
emphasis on mass marketing accounts. (Oshei RX 4003Z-83 - Z-84
Z-89; Sullvan RX 4005L).

373. In 1978 , Trico dismissed the 12 factory salesmen it had used to

service one of the largest traditional aftermarket accounts , NAPA.
NAPA then used its own agents to service its warehouses. (Sullivan
357; Sullivan RX 4005Z-170).

374. WDs sometimes help promote wipers by having their own
representative visit the jobber. (CX 1543S).

375. There is no need for a wiper manufacturer to have a direct
sales force to sell wiper products to oil companies. Oil companies
distributing wipers through gas stations have their own sales orga-

nizations. (Sullvan 351 , 414- 15; RX 4005S).
376. Pylon employs 17 manufacturers representatives who employ
80 to 100 salesmen. (Longman 617).
377. Tridon has 13 to 15 manufacturers representatives under con-

tract , each of'whom employs up to 10 salesmen. (Shelton CX 3012Z38).

378. Roberk employs 15 manufacturers agencies

to sell wiper
products who, in turn employ about 90 salesmen. (CX 1553E).

379. Before the company was sold to Neiman , Nefco employed 28

manufacturers representatives to sell wiper products in addition to
four factory-employed sales managers. (CX 1680G- H; RX 877G). (50)

380. Ideal sells its wiper refils through manufacturers representatives. (CX 1532B; RX 688G).

381. Robert Bosch employs a direct factory sales force of about 75
persons. (Heinemann CX 3003Z-35).

382. Fram uses a direct factory sales force. (F. 141).
Champion s sales force for spark plugs

383. As of the end of 1980 ,

and windshield wipers numbered about 400. (Lindeen 2689).
384. Neither the president ofTridon,- Inc.

nor any of'he company

regional sales managers had prior experience selling wipers before
joining Tridon. (Shelton CX 30l2Z-2 - Z-45). Roberk has had no
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dif!iculty recruiting competent manufacturers representatives to sell
wipers. (Lopez CX 3000N- 0).
b.

Pull- Through Marketing

385. Champion uses pull- through marketing, which consists of
trade and consumer advertising and promotion , to pull merchandise

through marketing channels to the user , and calls by a direct sales
force on jobbers and retailers as well as distributors. (Stranahan CX
300n-50 - Z-51).

386. Prior to its acquisition by Champion , Anco did engage in pull-

through marketing with trade advertising (CX 279G), cooperative

advertising and promotional expenditures (CX 294G), providing cabinets (CX 291P , Y), publishing catalogs (CX 318HJ and supplying sales
aids (CX 318F), and by its direct sales force spending most of their
time calling on jobbers and dealers. (CX 23A; CX 1003K).
387. Oil companies do not generally require that their wiper suppli-

ers offer premiums or other sales incentives. The oil companies conduct their own promotional programs. (Sullivan 351; Stranahan CX
3007Z-51 - Z-52).

388. Western Auto and Pep Boys types of retail accounts do not
want premium promotions. (Sullivan 342).
389. Trico and Anco have regular spring and fall promotion programs in which premiums or special sales terms are offered. (Sullvan
325- 28; Peterson 976-77). Roberk , Nefco and Pylon also expend promotional funds for wiper products. (CX 1553B; NefI'850; CX 1619D- F).

390. Pylon makes advertising money available to all of its customers. (Longman 636). Roberk employs cooperative advertising as a pro-

motional device. (Lopex CX 3000Z-31). (51)

Ideal does , too. (CX

1554B). Ideal provides advertising slicks for its customers to promote
its wiper line. (RX 689Z).
391. Beginning in 1980 , Tridon embarked on extensive advertising

of its wiper products to the automotive trade. It was actively considering an increase in trade promotions at the end 01'980. (RX 11401; RX
1139A to E; Shelton CX 3012Z-142).

392. Trico never spent more than $15 000 annually in advertising
wiper products through 1978 and still does very little trade advertising. (Sullivan 337; CX 1712B; RX 954EE). Trico did not offer a cooperative advertising program until January, 1980. (RX 1040). Trico did not
rely on pull- through marketing before the acquisition but relied instead on its OEM reputation to provide demand. (CX 1003K).
393. Prior to its acquisition by Champion , Anco s radio and television advertising expenditures peaked in 1976 at $589 395. (CX 1222B;
CX 266).

394. Champion acquired Anco because it believed it was possible to
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expand sales in the windshield wiper market. (Brotje CX 3011Z-104
- Z-105). After the acquisition Champion started a national television
advertising campaign for Anco brand wipers. (Longman 545).

395. Through its advertising campaign, Champion believed it could

demonstrate that , from a safety point of view , windshield wipers
should be replaced once a year. Champion believed that the wind-

shield wiper market was undersold. It had data indicating that wipers
were changed only once every three years. (Brotje CX 3011Z-97 Z-98).
396. The way Champion intended to develop Anco was by expanding the size of the market to convince people to change their wiper
blades more often. (Stranahan CX 3007Z-122 - Z-123).
c.

Consumer Recognition of Brands

397. Most wiper products consumers do not know the difference
between wiper products or care about the brand they buy. (Cohn 2433;

Oshei RX 4003Z-153; Hoyt CX 3009Z-133; RX 190C).

398. Nearly half of the total aftermarket sales of Trico are under
private label ,

not under the name Trico. (CX 1789D; Oshei CX 30l3Z-

31). (52)

399. In 1975 ,

NAPA warehouses asked that its Trico wipers be

supplied under a NAPA label and that was done. (Oshei CX 30l3Z-15
- Z-16).

Quality
400. It is the reputation of a company for manufacturing quality
products that is important to WDs and their customers in selecting
d.

a wiper or other auto part , not brand name. Champion and Anco both
have a reputation for high quality. (Campbell 1122- 232).

401. The surest way of attaining a reputation for quality is to be a
supplier of wiper products to automakers for OE installation. (CX
1496A; Shelton CX 3012Z-139 - Z-140; Frank 2580; Sullivan 329; CX
1003K).

402. Tridon used the fact that its products are used as OE on Fords
and Volkswagens and approved by other OEMs to become an effective
competitor in the windshield wiper market. (Winter 2116-17).

403. There are no distributional barriers to selling wipers for OE
installation or OES. (Winter 1360).
404. Being an OE supplier is not as important in the sale of accessories like windshield wipers as it is for products that go under the hood
like spark plugs. (Abston 277). A windshield wiper product manufacturer may demonstrate quality by having sold to other WDs. (Abston
172; CX 1646C).
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7. Short Lines

405. Although WDs and jobbers usually carry broad , customized
lines of wipers manufactured by Anco or Trico , new entrants have
entered the market with short universal wiper lines. (Frank 2582; CX
1543Q, U).

406. Auto parts distributors are interested in reducing inventory
due to high finance costs and a product with few part numbers would

be more attractive than one with many part numbers.

(Campbell

1141; Cohn 2436; Frank 2581; Abston 234; Lindeen 2649).
407. Nefco , which sold primarily to WDs and jobbers, did not have
a line as broad as Anco s or Trico s but once blades were added to the
line of refills the line was satisfactory in terms of length. (Neff 849).
(53)

408. Both Fram and Gates had initial success selling to WDs despite
the fact that they sold short lines. (Slight 6575-76; Wiliams 877- 78).

409. Pylon with a short line of wiper attacks Anco wipers as having
very limited blade coverage for imports " and no refills to fit Tridon
blades sold as OE on Fords. (CX 1650B) Pylon claims to offer " the
greatest coverage in the industry. " (CX 1646E).

410. Nefco advertised to WDs that seven lengths of refills and
blades would fill " over 96 percent" of wiper applications. (RX 886E
, Z-2 Z-12).
411. Bosch advertises " universal wiper blades " with applications
for 38 auto makes " with a minimum number of blades. " (CX 1487C).

412. Fram claims that its six wiper blades and five refills wil fit
99% of all domestic applications and 95% of those for foreign cars.
(RX 227 A)

413. The standard refill sizes are 13" , 15" , 16" , 18" , and 19. " The 16"
size alone covers 50% of volume and sizes 15" , 16" and 18" are 90%
of volume. (CX 1542G).
414. Since the acquisition ,

Champion has used a short line of Anco

wipers , of from 6 to 10 part numbers , to enter foreign markets. (CX
677B; CX 582D , CX 545C; CX 592V).

8. Economies of Scale
415. Anco has research and development costs for its OE business

while its competitors who do not pursue that business avoid those
costs. (Schwalbe 4380).
416. Trico has semi- automated blade manufacturing equipment

but that equipment is not used for low-volume blades because it is not
economical. Low volume blades are assembled by hand. (Stroh 89-90).

417. Companies like Roberk which offer a short line of wipers sell
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their products at prices considerably lower than Trico and Anco.
(Oshei CX 3013Z-134).

418. Roberk realized economies of scale and reduced its wiper
product prices in the initial years of its entry. (Lopez CX 3000Z-22).
Pylon advertises that it enjoys production economies that allow it to
produce a quality product at a low price due to its short line. (CX
1646H; CX 1651K; CX 1650C). (54)
419. It is cheaper to produce a great many ofthe same kind of wiper
part than it is to make many different wiper parts. (Stroh 114).

420. The higher the volume per part , the lower the unit cost due to
overhead absorption and the effciency of longer runs. (Shelton CX
3012Z-202).

421. A manufacturing plant producing wiper blades and refills for

scale with a market
10%.
An
assembling
facility would be
share in units of less than
eflcient with less share of the market. (Glassman 7302-03; Nelson
the aftermarket has most of the economies of

5999--001).
O.

Potential Expanders
1. Tridon

422. Tridon is financially viable and strong. (Shelton CX 3012Z-53).

423. Tridon has expanded its clamp manufacturing facilities in
Smyrna , Tennessee and could expand its Smyrna plant to permit
manufacture of wiper products. (Shelton CX 3012Z-101).
424. In the late 1970' , Tridon determined to gain the acceptance
of U. S. OEM for its wiper products. One of its first steps to that end

was construction of a new wiper plant in Oakvile , Ontario. The plant
opened in October , 1980. (Shelton CX 3012W-Y).
425. One ofthe reasons for building the Oakvile plant in 1980 was
to put together a technologically sophisticated wiper manufacturing
plant that gave Tridon a cost advantage , thereby giving it a pricing
advantage in the market." (Shelton CX 3012X).
426. Construction of the Oakvile plant doubled the space Tridon

devotes to the manufacture of windshield wipers and increased
capacity by at least 50%. (Shelton CX 3012Z-102 - Z-103). The plant
is 80 000 square feet , all but 400 square feet of which is devoted to
wiper manufacturing. (Shelton CX 3012Z-96 - Z-97).

427. Tridon s Ontario plant is highly integrated , including a steel
silo for the storage of plastic pellets used by the extruding and injection molding machines. (CX 20431). Tridon purchases its rubber from

an outside source and extrudes its own squeegees. (Shelton CX 3012Z96). (55)

428. The Oakvile plant also contains an extensive quality assur-
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ance and development laboratory, a large warehouse , a number of
injection molding machines to produce wiper blade superstructures
and clips, extruder machines to produce the squeegees , and a product
assembly and packaging area. The plant also contains its own air
conditioned tool room. (CX 2043H- I).
429. Tridon s engineering force at Oakvile consists of five engineers and three or four technicians. (Shelton CX 30l2Z-105).
430. As of the end of 1980 , the Oakville plant was not operating at
full capacity. (Shelton CX 3012Z-202).

431. Tridon s initial wiper product sales to OEM in the United
States occurred in 1977. The amount of such sales increased substantially in 1978. (CX 1873B).
432. Tridon s initial breakthrough in sales to OEMs was with Ford.
Ford worked closely with Tridon s engineering department to develop
wiper blade concepts for OE use. (Shelton CX 3012Z-99).

433. At the end of 1980 , Tridon wipers were being installed by Ford
as OE on 16 difierent Ford models. Tridon was used exclusively as the
windshield wiper product for OE made by Volkswagen of America.
Tridon also is OE on Jeep. In addition , Tridon had been approved for
OE use , although it was not actually purchased for such use , by General Motors , Chrysler , American Motors and International Harvester.
By 1980 Tridon wipers were in use on 30% of Toyota , Subaru and Fiat.

They were being tested on additional models made by General Motors
Datsun , Honda , Toyota , Subaru and Fiat. (CX 2103A; Shelton CX
3012Z- - Z-11; CX 1887B).
434. By the end of 1980 , Tridon was qualified as a supplier for 90%
of the windshield wiper applications of Ford. (CX 1887 A). In 1980
Tridon presented a new type of blade to Ford for OE approval for 1982
models. (CX 1887 A).
435. At the end of 1980 ,

Tridon anticipated receiving additional

business from Chrysler (CX 1887C). Tridon also had passed most
wiper tests of GM' s Fisher Body Division. (CX 1887B).
436. Tridon has received inquiries from OEMs about possibly manu-

facturing windshield wiper arms and it has considered that possibility. (Shelton CX 30l2Z-100; CX 2114A; CX 1887E). Tridon is also
planning to produce snow blades. (CX 1887H). (56)

437. Tridon is responsible for a major technological advance in

windshield wipers through the development of a plastic superstructure which is resistant to road chemicals and retains its dimensional
integrity. (Shelton CX 30l2Z-22 - Z-23). Tridon was the first manufac-

turer of wipers to use a plastic superstructure. By 1980 such superstructures were being made by Anco , Trico , Roberk , Fram and Nefco.
(Shelton CX 3012Z-23 - Z- 24; Oshei 3013Z-135; RX 4003Z-65).
438. Not long after Tridon secured Ford' s

OEM business it took
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steps to reenter the aftermarket. Tridon began actively distributing
windshield wiper blades to the automotive aftermarket again in 1978.
(Shelton 3012N- P). Tridon had plans at the end of 1980 to become a

significant factor in the aftermarket for wipers. (Shelton CX 30l2YZ).
439. In 1980 ,

Tridon advertised that its refills fit blades manufac-

tured by Trico, Anco , Nefco, Roberk, Pylon and Fram , and that none

of those companies had refils which would fit Tridon blades. (CX
2103A; Shelton CX 3012Z-11).
440. In 1980 , Tridon sold wipers both to WDs and to mass merchandisers. (Shelton CX 3012Z-27 - Z-28). Its products were sold to the
aftermarket either through manufacturers representatives or , in the
case of national accounts , by Tridon s own employees. (Shelton CX
3012Z-30 - Z-31). Tridon has 13 to 15 manufacturers representatives
under contract , each of whom employs two to ten salesmen. (Shelton
CX 3012Z-38).

441. During 1980 Tridon won the business of several mass merWalmart and TG&Y , but Pylon won half of

chants including Sears ,

the Walmart business later that year. (Shelton CX 3012Z-31 - Z-32;
Sullivan 428; Longman 570).
442. In October 1980 , Tridon gave Sears buyers a tour of the new
Oakvile plant. The Sears buyers were impressed. (Shelton CX 3012Z53 - Z-54). Tridon replaced Trico as Sears ' source for wipers. This was
about $1 million in business. (Sullivan 353 , 428). Tridon sold the Sears

account by emphasizing quality, service and a competitive price.
(Shelton CX 3012Z-50).
443. Following up on its OE sales to Ford , Tridon since at least 1978

has attempted to sell Ford its wipers under the Motorcraft label for
OES sales. (CX 2114; Shelton CX 3012Z-137 - Z-138). (57)

444. In late 1980 Tridon stepped up its eflorts to sell wipers to WDs
and program distributors. (Shelton CX 3012 , Z-193 , Z-142).
445. In 1980 , Tridon was trying to obtain the wiper business , with
a $5 millon potential , of National Automotive Parts Association. (CX
1894A).

446. Tridon advertises its product as a short line which reduces
inventory paperwork and requires less investment. (CX 1882H). Tridon s product fits 96% of imports and 99% of'domestic cars. (Shelton
CX 3012Z-224).

447. A document prepared by Tridon in April 1979 projected its
growth in sales and profitability in the U. S. aftermarket. It projected
pre- tax income growing from 5. 11 % in 1979 to 20.83% in 1983. Sales
were expected to increase from 900 000 units in 1979 to 4. 7 milion
units in 1983. (CX 2019I- M; Shelton CX 3012Z-84 - Z-85).
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2. Pylon

448. Pylon projected a 25% increase in sales in 1981 and it projected
that 1985 sales would be two and a halftimes as great as those in 1980.

Pylon also projected that by 1985 the book value of the company
would total $4. 6 milion , compared to $1.7 milion in 1980. (RX 864).
449. Pylon s net profits after taxes for each of the years from 1976
through 1980 were: $226 000; $152 000; $256 000; $365

000; and

$327 000. These profits as a percent of sales were 12. 0%,

7%, 8%,
1 %, and 8.4%. (RX 5026-revised).
450. Late in 1978 , Pylon established a profit objective 01'5% before
taxes with a return on capital investment 01'22%. Its long- term objective was to increase its sales 20% per year compounded while main-

taining these profits. Pylon had met its long- term objective every year
since 1973. (CX 1634D). By 1978 , financial institutions were prepared
to assist Pylon in achieving its growth objectives. (CX 1634D).
451. Pylon s 1981 pre- tax profit objective was 16. 8% of sales. Longrange profit objectives continued to be 15% before taxes , and return

on capital was targeted at 15%. Pylon continued to look for sales
growth at 20% per year compounded. (CX 1637B).

452. Pylon is in no need of working capital and expects to continue
to grow. (RX 827). (58)
453. Pylon s history is one of steadily improving the quality of its

product. When it entered the windshield

wiper business , Pylon

worked with two chemical companies and at least three rubber com-

panies in developing a suitable rubber compound. After three years
it had a satisfactory compound. (Longman 522-23). STP spent about
$200 000 over three years to improve the quality of the rubber. (Longman 526 , 725).

454. Initially Pylon used a commercially available slitter. (Long-

34).

man 532- 33). Over the next three years Pylon developed its own
slitter. (Longman 533455. As its market position improved, Pylon moved to a new plant
in 1979. With a 54% increase in floor space almost doubling capacity,

and with a land plan providing for an additional 50% increase in the
future. (CX J634X).

456. Pylon s largest account is K- Mart , which also is supplied by
Trico. Pylon also sells to customers which are also supplied by Anco
including Times Square , Strauss R&S , Rose Auto Stores and Target.
(Longman 549).
457. Pylon , as well as Tridon , has been gaining customers at the
expense of Roberk. (Longman 650).
458. Another major customer of Pylon s is Montgomery Ward
which also carries Trico winter blades. (Longman 724 to 725).
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459. Pylon employs 17 manufacturers representatives , which in
turn employ 80 to 100 salesmen. (Longman 617). In 1978 ,

Pylon

sought new areas of distribution such as oil companies. (CX 1634E).
460. As part of its marketing strategy, Pylon set for itself the goal
of introducing a new product every two years. (CX 1634Z-I). In 1980
Pylon advertised that " our

wiper is undergoing some major design
changes that will further enhance the value of our product." Pylon
also expected to experience sales growth for its pumps , tubing kits and
its new windshield wiper delay controls. (CX 1638A).
461. Pylon emphasizes that its packaging and displays allow the

retailer to stock twice as much as Roberk and 70% more than Anco
in the same amount of space. (CX 1650B- C).
462. In order to encourage prospective customers to switch , Pylon
offered to stocklift Roberk wiper products at a major automotive
feeder in November 1980 and told another potential customer that it
would repack its Ideal inventory in Pylon packaging. (CX 1653B; CX
I656A). (59)

463. Pylon also has specially designed a merchandiser unit for use
at food stores. (CX I656B).
464. Pylon has taken numerous red front stores from Roberk and
has increased volume from oil company accounts. (Longman 598; CX
I634E). In 1980 , Pylon s sales manager stated: " In 1981 our main

efforts wil be aimed toward the retail segment of the industry. We
have set secondary objectives of gaining a larger share of the service
market. " (CX I637C). By 1980 , at least 9% of Pylon s total sales were
to jobbers and oil companies , which Pylon refers to as the " service
sector of the market. (CX 1637C).

3. Bosch

465. Bosch has the financial resources to expand in the windshield
wiper market. (Shelton CX 3012U- W; Wiliams 934). The Robert
Bosch Sales Corporation has a sales force of approximately 75 people
for sale of products in the United States. (Heinemann CX 3003ZZ-164).
466. In the past , Bosch distributed its products through import
specialists. Bosch began changing its distribution method about 1978
from sellng only to warehouses specializing in import vehicles to
servicing full- line warehouses. (Fiene CX 3001Z- 50 - Z-51).
467. By 1980 , the vast majority of Bosch' s WDs were full- line distributors. (Fiene CX 3001 Y).

468. Bosch took additional steps to expand its windshield wiper
business with OEMs in the United States. At the end of 1980 , Bosch

was supplying Chrysler with starting motors and hoped to sell Chrysler windshield wipers , spark plugs, a full line of electrical equipment
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and a full line of fuel management systems. (Fiene CX 300lZ-27 Z-28). Bosch supplied Volkswagen of America with a broad line

diesel and gasoline injection components , lamps, horns , blower fans
spark plugs, cranking motors and alternators and had plans to obtain

OE acceptance of windshield wipers from VW. (Fiene CX 300lZ-29).
By the end 01'980 , Robert Bosch had contacted Volkswagen of America and Caterpilar Tractor in an effort to obtain acceptance of Bosch
wipers as OE. (Fiene CX 300lZ-11).
469. Late in 1980 ,

Robert Bosch proposed to increase its market

share in the traditional channel in the United States by cutting its
prices for wipers. (CX 1500P- S).
470. At the end 01'1980 , Bosch had plans to increase the breadth of

its windshield wiper product line in the United (60) States. Its goal
was " to expand our line offering and achieve additional penetration
of the market. " (Fiene CX 3001Z-7; Heinemann CX 3003Z-50 - Z-51).
Bosch' s planned expansion of its wipers was also to include applica-

tions for U.s. vehicle manufacturers. (Fiene CX 300lZ-).
471. Bosch'

s plan anticipated that the total market unit sales of

windshield wiper blades for import vehicles would increase from 13,

650 000

in 1980 to 27

450

000 in 1985. It projected that unit sales of

windshield wiper blades for imported cars sold through traditional
WDs would increase from 10 323 000 in 1980 to 20 669, 000 in 1985.
(Heinemann CX 3003Z-91 - Z-95; CX 1500A- B).
472. Bosch' s

blade part numbers offered in its parts catalog rose

from 15 part numbers in 1973 to 23 part numbers in 1979. (CX 1489Z131; CX 1489H). By 1980 , Bosch' s wiper products would fit most European cars and also Japanese- built Champs , Colts , Datsuns, Hondas
Mazdas, Subarus and Toyotas. (CX 1493L-M).

473. Bosch originally confined spark plug sales to import applications but has since broadened the line to cover domestic

vehicles.

(Nelson 6172).

4. Ideal

474. As of1980 , Ideal had begun a program to develop 16-inch and
l&-inch plastic windshield wiper blades. (CX 1573D). It

also was con-

sidering the purchase of extrusion equipment to reduce costs. (CX

1573Y).
475. As of the end of 1980 ,

Ideal planned to expand the Ideal line

so that it would cover 95% of all applications and " make Ideal the
equal of any competitor in the field. " (CX 1573DJ.
5. Roberk

476. Roberk pioneered the pricine: tactic ofofIerine: all winer blades
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at one price and pairs of refills at the price of a single blade. (Lopez
CX 3000Z-28).

477. At the time of its entry it exploited the shortcomings of the
marketing programs of Anco and Trico by offering the universal refill
concept. (Lopez CX 3000Z- 57).

478. Roberk also innovated the device of color coding refills and
blades. It developed charts which enabled the consumer to select the
right blade without the assistanee of' a sales person. (Frank 258&-87).
(61)
479. Roberk' s growth in sales and market share persisted up to the
end of 1980. (RX 5003A; RX 5004). Roberk continues to be profitable
and financially strong. (RX 5025).

480. Roberk has been trying to sell its windshield wipers to traditional accounts. (Lopez CX 3000Z-73). Roberk continues to share in
the mass merchandisers ' growing volume of business. (Lopez CX

3000Z-109 - Z-1l0).

6. Fram

481. In 1978 Fram had 245 people employed in its direct factory
sales force. (CX 1412C).

482. Fram plans to expand its windshield wiper line for the year
1979 included increasing efforts to secure OES business , improving
the quality features of the windshield wiper product and expanding
Fram s share of the market. (CX 1440B).
483. Fram s long-range plan projected 10% annual growth in its
windshield wiper product volume for 1977 through 1985. (CX 1473B).

Fram

s management was more optimistic about the future

of its

wip-

ers in 1980 than it was in 1979. (CX 1473A).

484. Late in 1979 Fram was designing new refills to fit Trico , Anco
and Tridon windshield wiper blades. That was to entail a capital
250. (CX I455A).
485. In early 1978 Fram reduced the prices of its wipers. Prices were

investment of $70

reduced for both blades and refills (RX 243- 44). In April 1979 Fram
planned to increase its prices on wipers by 10%, although an increase

of 30% to 40% was necessary to bring wiper blade profits in line with
the profits of Fram s other products. (RX 257 A).
486. Fram had no plans to cease selling wipers as ofthe end of 1980.
(Slight 6581).

7. Nefco

487. In 1978 Nefco s line included blades. (Neff 828 , 849).
488. Nefco had plans as of December 31 , 1980 to add plastic windshield wiper blades to its product line. (Shelton CX 30l2Z-24; Nelson
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6217- 18). Nefco added windshield washer pumps to its product line in
1980. (Nelson 6219). (62)
P.

Potential Entrants

1. Acushnet Company

489. Acushnet Company (" Acushnet" ) is a wholly-owned subsidiary
has experience
in
consumer

of American Brands. American Brands

marketing. (Harrington 1101-D2).

490. The rubber division of Acushnet had sales of about $50 milion
in 1980. (Harrington 1063). The customers of Acushnet Company include General Motors, Ford , Chrysler and Caterpilar. (Harrington
1064- 65).
491. Acushnet manufactures the rubber elements used in wind-

shield wiper blades and refills for Trico and Fram. That accounted for
bctween five and ten percent ofthe rubber division s business in 1980.
(Harrington 1067).

492. Acushnet develops the rubber compound used in the manufacture of the rubber elements. That is done pursuant to specifications

provided by the customer. (Harrington 1071- 72).
493. Acushnet has the capacity to slit rubber elements. (Harrington
1077- 78). Acushnet also has injection molding and transfer molding
capability. The rubber division considered using an extrusion process

for the manufacture of rubber elements for wiper blades in 1977.
(Harrington 1079).

494. By 1980 Trico was extruding some of its own rubber elements.

Trico s demands for elements
from Acushnet have declined. (Harrington 1096).
(Harrington 1095). For that reason ,

495. From 1974 to 1977 Acushnet spent $750

000 on research in

developing a rubber compound to be used in entering the windshield
wiper market. (Harrington 1086).

496. In 1977 , 1978 and 1980 Acushnet decided against entering the
windshield wiper business. Several market studies were done with
respect to these decisions. Acushnet relied on one ofthem , the Yankelovich study, which concluded that there is intense competition

among manufacturers of wipers in the United States. (Harrington
1085- 99).
497. In 1980 one of the reasons for not entering was " the

fact that

the wiper sales are down below what they were several years ago.
(Harrington 1088). A task force studied the possibilities. Acushnet

decided not to enter because it did not wish to alienate current wiper
customers , it was not established in distribution channels , and it did
not look like a growth market. (Harrington 1089). (63)
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2. Dana Corporation

498. Dana Corporation ("Dana ) manufactures parts for trucks and
motor vehicles and sells to the OE and replacement mar-

off- highway

kets. (RX 302B).
499. Dana s net sales for 1980 were $2. 5 bilion. (RX 303N). Dana

$800-900 million. (Hirsch 4182).
500. Among the parts sold by Dana to the aftermarket are drive

aftermarket sales in 1980 were

train products , universal joints , clutches, transmission products , axles , engine components of gaskets , piston rings and pistons. In the faJl

of 1979 Dana acquired Wix fiters which had sales in 1980 of about
$150 milion. (Hirsch 4182; 4188-89).

501. Dana sells to WDs , to mass merchandisers , and to national
accounts. (Hirsch 4184). In 1980 Dana sold to around 2 000 WDs. It

sold to about 200 mass merchandisers and national accounts. (Hirsch
4187- 88).
502. Dana has experience with the following production processes

which are used in the manufacture of wipers: rubber extruding and

molding; slitting or trimming of rubber; the use of punch presses for
metal stamping; use of thread-rolling equipment; the use of degreasing equipment; and employment oftool and die makers. In its manufacturing processes Dana is involved in light assembly operations.
(Hirsch 4185- 86).
503. From 1970 through the end 01'980 Dana made 18 to 20 acquisi-

tions of domestic companies , with two companies having sales ofless
than $3 millon. (Hirsch 4188 ,

4199-200).
504. As of December 1980 , Dana had guidelines for corporate acqui-

sitions , looking towards growth through acquisition of companies in
the automotive aftermarket. (Hirsch 4190-93).

505. Dana was interested in Wix Corporation because Wix provided
4201-02).
506. In the opinion of Dana s vice president for corporate planning,

Dana an opportunity to seJl in the aftermarket. (Hirsch

windshield blades and refils would lit the Wix marketing effort because they are distributed through the same markets. (Hirsch 4202).
507. Since acquiring Wix in 1979 , Dana is interested in acquiring
a windshield wiper manufacturer. (Hirsch 4202- 03).

(64)

508. One of the factors which Dana would seek in an acquisition
candidate is growth potential. (Hirsch 4193). Another factor sought by
Dana would be whether the acquisition candidat lit with Dana
operations. (Hirsch 4194).

509. Dana was not a potential entrant at the time ofthe acquisition.
Dana is now a potential entrant. (Hirsch 4203).
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3. The Echlin Manufacturing Company
510. Echlin s principal products are automotive electrical parts

brake systems parts ,

and other related automotive products. (RX

464B).

511. Echlin s net sales in 1980 were $301 000 000. (RX 454C).
512. Echlin s customer accounts in the replacement market include
WDs and jobbers , mass merchandisers , and national accounts. (RX
463J).

513. In 1980 Echlin employed 217 sales personnel. In addition , it
used 92 manufacturers representatives. (RX 463K).

514. Echlin has experience with most of the processes involved in
the manufacture of wipers. For example , it has experience with rubber extruding and molding, thermo- plastic extruding and molding,

use of metal stamping punch presses , use ofthread-rolling equipment
use of'degreasing equipment and light assembly equipment. In addition it employs tool and die makers. (RX 463M).
515. Echlin s principal methods of distribution are through WDs
retailers , oil companies , automotive replacement parts manufacturers and trailer manufacturers. (RX 464B).

516. Echlin has an active corporate acquisition program. Over an
extended period oftime through the end 01'980 Echlin made approxi-

mately 20 corporate acquisitions. Those companies are practically all

manufacturers of' replacement parts for motor vehicles. (Hancock
3687).

517. Echlin s acquisition program is directed at manufacturers of
parts. Echlin looks for parts that have a high incidence of replace-

ment-parts that tend to wear out with the use ofthe car-as

opposed

to crash parts. (Hancock 3689).

518. In the early 1970' s,

Echlin was seriously interested in the

acquisition ofRoberk , to the point of discussing a sales (65) price with
Norman Berke , then the owner of Roberk. The reason for Echlin
interest was that windshield wipers blades fit with Echlin s interest
in safety. (Hancock 3697).
519. In the mid- 1970' s, Echlin seriously considered acquisition of
the Arman Company. Echlin sent a number of people to visit Arman
including its vice president of corporate development , Mr. Hancock
on two occasions. It also commissioned a study by Price , Waterhouse
of Arman s financial statements , which cost Echlin $30 000-$40 000.
(Hancock 3706-07).
520. Echlin s objective in considering Arman was to participate in
the market outside the United States which was growing at a faster
rate than the U. S. replacement market. (Hancock 3708). Echlin 01'-
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fered to purchase Arman , but its ofler was not high enough for Arman s owners. (Hancock 3708-9).
521. Echlin considered acquisition of Anco before 1966 , in 1975 and

in 1978. (Hancock 3709- , 3716).
522. In 1975 , Echlin conducted a financial study of Anco and believed that it had declining earnings , flat sales volume from 1972 to
1974 , negative cash flow , inventory buildup and deterioration of financial ratios. (RX 421A- B).
523. In February 1978 , Echlin conducted another review of Anco for
possible acquisition. Echlin reviewed a large number of documents
supplied by Anco and sent a team consisting of personnel , marketing
and engineering employees and top offcers to tour Anco s plants and
to discuss Anco s business with its managers. (RX 430; Hancock 371618).

524. An Echlin report on March 11 , 1978 , concluded that , except for
a dramatic development like Anco s taking NAPA' s business from
Trico, " the prospects for growing much faster than the market as a
whole do not appear bright

" and questioned what impact the intro-

duction of plastic blades would have upon metal blades. (RX 434C).

525. Echlin decided that it was not willing to pay more than $32
million to purchase Anco. Based upon its study of the assets and flow
of earnings of Anco , Echlin was unwillng to pay more because that
would likely dilute the position of its existing shareholders. (Hancock
3774- 75; RX 445A).
526. Starting in 1978 Echlin also considered the possibility of acquiring Pylon. Mr. Hancock , Echlin s vice president for corporate
development , visited Pylon s plant , studied documents provided by
Pylon and held discussions with (66) Mr. Longman of Pylon. (Hancock
3726-27). Mr. Hancock was favorably impressed by Pylon. Mr. Hancock reacted favorably to Pylon s year- by- year sales growth , which
went from $2 milion to $3 million to $4 million , successively. (Hancock 3730). Mr. Hancock was told that among Pylon s customers were
Wards, K- Mart , Mobil and Getty. (Hancock 3731; RX 445A).
527. By memorandum of May 16 , 1979 , Mr. Hancock reported to
Echlin s chief executive about his study of Pylon. (Hancock 3728-29).
Echlin s chairman advised Mr. Hancock that he wanted him to move
ahead on the discussions. By letter of May 1 , 1979 to Rodney Longman
of Pylon , Mr. Hancock advised him that " we are interested in pursuing the possibility of acquiring Pylon. " He closed by saying " Rod , we
have an honest interest. How can we proceed?" (RX 446). Because of
a personal tragedy in Mr. Hancock' s family, further discussions with
Mr. Longman were neglected and the deal fell through. (Hancock
3749).
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4. IC Industries

528. IC Industries (" IC" ) is a diversified company. IC' s 1978 sales
were $2 670 000 462. In 1980 ,

IC had sales of $4 141 000 000. (RX

678C).
529. A subsidiary, Midas International Corporation , is a large

manufacturer and distributor of auto exhaust systems and also franchises exhaust systems stores. (Lawless 3635). In 1980 , Midas had
360 automotive shops worldwide. In 1980 , IC Industries '
automotive parts were $43 000 000 (RX 680B; RX 678T).

net sales of

530. Another subsidiary, Abex Corporation , makes tire molds , fric-

tion materials for brakes and disc brake pads , and heavy castings
(Lawless 3635). Signal- Stat , a division of Abex , makes reflectors , flashers and turn signals. (Lawless 3636).

531. More than $15 000 000 of IC' s automotive parts sales in 1980
were to 373 WDs and jobbers. Another $7. 2 millon of automotive
parts sales were to one national account. (RX 680C).

532. IC has experience with several ofthe processes used in wind-

shield wiper manufacturing facilities. It uses thermosetting resin in
manufacturing friction material. It uses metal stamping punch
presses and employs tool makers and it has light assembly operations.
(RX 680D).
533. IC negotiated with the Paul Journee Company to acquire it or

to obtain some distribution from it. Those negotiations were unsuccessful. (Lawless 3637). The negotiations were thwarted by the French
government. (Glassman 7349). (67J

534. IC was interested in acquiring Anco in the early 1970' s. During
IC' s interest in acquiring Anco was renewed.

the period 1976-1978 ,
(Lawless 3637).

535. By letter of October 9 , 1975 , IC' s director of corporate development proposed an acquisition of The Anderson Company. (RX 633). By
letter of February 27 1976 , the president and chief operating offcer
of IC , Stanley Hillman , offered to buy all the shares of Anco owned
by The Anderson Foundation. (RX 645). On April 14 , 1976 , Anco
president , Edward Larson , advised IC that the trustees of The Ander-

son Foundation had determined instead to undertake an examination
of the potential of Anco for growth and improved profitability. (RX
649). By letter of April 28 , 1976 , Mr. Hillman responded to Mr. Larson s letter with a new , higher offer , 125% of net worth , for the
purchase of'he shares of'Anco. (RX 650). In a letter dated May 6 1976

Mr. Larson advised Mr. Hillman that the trustees were undertaking
a study concerning the potential of An co and that when the study was

completed they would be glad to talk with IC and other companies.
(RX 651).
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IC looked at over 200 automotive company

acquisitions. (Lawless 3674). Mr. Hilman made offers to purchase
only a few of those companies. (Lawless 3676 , 3681).
537. Among companies acquired by IC was at least one whose annu-

al sales were in the $5- 6

milion range. (Lawless 3664-5).

538. IC' s interest in wipers was not confined to acquisition of a

leading firm. It pursued Paul Journee and it pursued companies with
sales in the $5-6 milion range in other markets. (Lawless 3665 , 67).
5. IT&T

539. IT&T is a diversified company with total sales in 1980 of $23.8
bilion and sales of automotive products of $1.7

billion.

iRK

712E).

540. IT&T manufactures automotive products including brake systems , suspension systems , body and chassis components and electromechanical and electronic components. It is an original equipment
market supplier to automotive manufacturers worldwide , and it is
also a manufacturer and distributor in the aftermarket.
(RK
712F--).
(68)

541. IT&T has several automotive organizations active in the United States aftermarket. One is a group called ADD , an automotive
distributor organization. (Gilberg 3915- 16). IT&T also sells to an
organization of program jobbers called Auto- Wize. (Gillberg 3916).
W A WD , which stands for Western Automotive Warehouse Distributors , is engaged in importing parts for U. S. imported cars. Aimco
makes brake parts. (Gil berg 3917). Hancock Corporation makes a

variety of metal frames such as seat frames and seat adjustments.
Lester Industries , acquired in 1979 , is engaged in aluminum diecasting for cars. IT&T' s suspension division makes suspension parts for
automobiles in the United States. (Gillberg 3918).
542. IT&T subsidiaries in Europe manufacture automotive parts:
Alfred Teves, the world' s

largest manufacturer of brake parts , had
sales in 1980 of $800 milion. (Gilberg 3919-20). IT&T' s Dutch subsidiary, Koni, manufactures high performance shock absorbers with
annual sales of about $70-75 million. The IT&T Automotive Italian
Organization manufactures shock absorbers , muffers and plastic
parts such as steering wheels , seats, dashboards with sales in 1980 of
$250 milion. IT&T also owns 1-2-3 Auto Service, a muffer franchise
company in Germany. (Gilberg 3921-22).
543. Another IT&T subsidiary is SWF , a German company, which
had sales in 198001'$250 milion. SWF manufactures wipers systems
including electrical motors, linkage, arms and blades. In 1980 SWF
sold to Volkswagen- Audi, Mercedes Benz , BMW, Ford, General Mo.
tors in small amounts , Renault , Volvo and Opel. (Gilberg 3923- 24)
544. SWF imported its wipers into the United States in 1976-I97
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for replacement of wipers on imported cars like Volkswagen. SWF
WD organization , but was unsuccessful. SWF

sold through the W A

priced the wipers to compete with OES blades , but it could not compete with lower priced blades from Brazil and Taiwan. (Gilberg 392729).
545. Prior to the end of 1980 ,

IT&T Automotive was considering

manufacturing wiper systems in North America. There were opera-

tions review meetings in IT&T where that was discussed. (Gilberg
3931)
6. Premier Rubber Company
546. Premier Rubber Company (" Premier ) is a division of EaglePicher Industries CEagle- Picher

) which had net sales in 1978 of
milion. Eagle-Picher is divided
into groups. In 1978 , sales by the automotive group were $161. 3 million , earning $19. 3 milion before taxes. (69) Automotive group sales
$526. 5

million and net income 01'$27. 8

nearly doubled from 1974 to 1978. (RX 378C; RX 378-1)
547. The Eagle- Picher automotive group manufactures vibration

dampening assemblies and other precision machine parts such as
steering gear components, adjustable steering wheel parts and power
steering pump housings. (RX 378S).

548. Premier manufactures rubber products , including components
for shock absorbers , windshield wiper elements , oil industry products

and rubber products for appliances, heavy trucks and agricultural
equipment. (Singleton 3460).
549. Premier is a fully integrated rubber company which purchases
basic raw ingredients and processes them into a completed product.

It has Banburys , mils , calendars , extruders and presses for rubber
processing. (Singleton 3461).

550. Premier formulates the rubber compounds used in the manufacture of windshield wiper elements. (Singleton 3463), Premier has
been supplying rubber elements to Anco since 1928 ,

to the Ideal Cor-

poration since 1979 , and to Roberk since 1977. (Singleton 3462). About
35% of Premier s sales of rubber elements is to Anco. (Singleton 3513).
551. In addition to buying from Premier by 1980 , the Roberk Divi'ion of Parker- Hanni fin had begun to produce some of its own rubber
lements. (Singleton 3462- 63).
552. Premier develops its rubber compound to meet the specifica-

ons of its customers and uses different rubber compounds for the
iper elements manufactured for Anco, Roberk and Ideal. (Singleton
163- 64).
553. About 1976 , Premier considered manufacturing windshield

iper refils. It did so because it had excess capacity after Anco start-
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ed buying part ofits rubber elements from Jordan Products Company.
(SingJeton 3468 , 3479).

554. In the course of its investigation , Premier concluded that its
entry into the windshield wiper aftermarket was feasible. But Premier decided not to enter the wiper business because Premier started to
sell to Roberk which solved its problem of overcapacity without actually entering the windshield wiper business. (Singleton 3469).

555. Premier perceived that , by providing refils in three different
sizes , it could cover 95% ofthe total market for passenger cars operating in the United States. (RX 322E). (70)

556. In deciding whether to enter the windshield wiper business
Premier considered refill designs , analyzed the pressure patterns of
existing wiper blade products , developed a schedule of manufacturing
processes , and surveyed retail prices of competitors. (RX 322Z - 2-10).
557. Premier developed detailed drawings of assembly and individual components for the manufacture of wiper products. (Singleton

3472; RX 322B).
558. Premier sent letters to various outside companies asking them

to quote to supply windshield wiper refill parts. (RX 347A - Z- 14;
Singleton 3473- 74). The responses led Premier to conclude that it

couJd have obtained a source for the component parts needed to
manufacture and sell windshield wiper refils at a competitive price.
(Singleton 3475).

7. Purolator , Inc.

559. Purolator , Inc. (" Purolator ) is a diversified company with
000 000. Purolator s Products Group manufactures automotive products , principally fiters and closure caps for
automotive vehicles which it sells to original equipment manufacturrevenues in 1980 of $561

ers and to the automotive aftermarket. (RX 793B , I).
560. Purolator s subsidiary, Stant , Inc. , is a manufacturer and mar-

keter of fuel tank caps , radiator caps and oil fiter caps for use on
automobiles which it sells to original equipment manufacturers and
in the automotive aftermarket. (RX 793J).

561. Purolator has been interested in acquiring a windshield wiper
company for more than 20 years , and contacted Anco in 1967 about
a possible acquisition. (Bober 4218).

562. In 1976 Purolator marketed a windshield wiper product purchased from Pylon under the Purolator brand name. (Bober 4218- 19).
Under that agreement ,

refils were shipped to

Purolator already

packaged in individual boxes bearing Purolator colors and the Purolator brand name. (RX 745). The program was not a success. (RX 762).
563. In April 01'978 , when Purolator learned that Anco was for sale
it sent a check for $1 million to The Anderson Foundation to make
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Purolator eligible to receive information with regard to Anderson and
to become a potential bidder. (Bober 4227; RX 766-70). Purolator

evaluation of Anco for possible acquisition was approved by the
Purolator board. (RX 771). Purolator eventually dropped out of the
bidding for Anco because it thought that the price was too high.
(Bober 4232). The $1 milion was returned , with interest. (Bober 4261)

(71)

564. In 1979 Purolator was contacted by a broker who wanted to
license plastic wiper blades for sale to OEM. (RX 775; Bober 4235).
Purolator was interested but found that the car manufacturers were
not. (RX 776-78; Bober 4241).
565. In 1980 , the chief executive of Pylon, Mr. Longman, asked Mr.
Landow , the senior vice president of the Purolator Filter Division, to

consider another wiper blade promotion and they also discussed the
possible acquisition of Pylon. (Bober 4242). Mr. Landow was not authorized to make acquisitions. (Bober 4244 , 4267).

566. Mr. Longman sent a secrecy agreement which would have
required Purolator to make royalty payments over a number of years
in the event that it subsequently entered the windshield wiper business. Purolator refused to execute the agreement. (Bober 4243-45;
4269).
567. In 1980 ,

to assist it in deciding whether to again buy and sell

wiper products under the Purolator name , the Purolator Filter Division sent a questionnaire to some of its customers (RX 784; RX 789;
Bober 4243-45) and requested a trade association to prepare a market
study of the windshield wiper business. (RX 761; Bober 4250).

8. Sprague Devices , Inc.

568. Sprague Devices, Inc. ("Sprague ) and its predecessors manufactured air pressure wiper motors and controls for trucks and buses
for forty years. About 1978 Sprague began sellng heavy duty wiper

arms and blades which are manufactured by Anco for trucks and
buses. (CX 238B , CX 775A; Oshei RX 4003Z-162 - Z-165).

569. Premier Rubber Corporation perceived Sprague as a manufacturer of wiper blades for original equipment use when Premier studied entry into the wiper aftermarket. (RX 322P-Q; Danielson 3831
3833).
570. Stewart- Warner

Corporation considered acquiring Sprague

which it perceived as a wiper system producer. (Danielson 3831 , 3833).
571. Sprague is not a potential entrant. (72)
9. Stewart-Warner Corporation
572. The Stewart- Warner Corporation (" Stewart- Warner ) makes

and sells various automotive products , including radiators, heaters,
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which it sells in the aftermarket to

program distributors , oil companies , jobbers and mass merchants. It
had sales in 1980 of about $336 milion. (Davidson 3804-5 , 3819-21)
573. Some of Stewart- Warner s automotive products have been developed by internal expansion including its lubrication systems and
instrument systems. (Danielson 3836-37).

574. In 1978 , Stewart-Warner acquired Icknield Instruments Limit, a manufacturer of automotive instruments , including speedometers, tachometers and gauges. Stewart- Warner acquired the Thor
Division in 1973. Cincinnati Rubber was a part of the Thor acquisi-

tion. (Danielson 3827-28).
575. The Cincinnati Rubber Company was engaged in rubber molding. Other manufacturing processes used by wiper manufacturers and
also employed by Stewart- Warner are metal stamping plastic molding, and light assembly. (Danielson 3807).

576. Since at least 1977 , Stewart- Warner has been interested in
acquiring among others , automotive parts companies with a net
worth of at least $2 million. (Davidson 3826).

577. Around 1978 , the Cincin , ati Rubber Company investigated
entry into the windshield wiper business and concluded that they

could manufacture a windshield wiper product comparable to those
already on the market. (Danielson 3808).

578. Two prototypes of blades were developed and tested in the

laboratory. (Davidson 3831- 32). While no patents blocked StewartWarner from getting into the business (Davidson 3837- 38) they concluded that they needed a patentable wiper because Cincinnati Rubber Company s technology was low volume specialty and they needed
something diflerent to get a price that would cover their costs. (Danielson 3833).

579. Stewart-Warner had several meetings concerning acquisition
of'Sprague Devices , which makes wiper systems. It discussed possible

acquisition prices with the merger broker , but not with Sprague omcers. (Danielson 3838). Sprague decided that it was not interested in
the acquisition. (Danielson 3814-15 , 3838-39).
580. Stewart- Warner discussed participating with an English company, Lucas Industries , in the sale of automotive parts , including
wipers , in the U. S. (Danielson 3814- 15). It had two meetings with
Lucas executives in 1978 and 1979 to discuss an (73) association under

which Lucas could sell its automotive products , but no deal was ever
reached. (Danielson 3815 , 3830).

581. Stewart-Warner sold Cincinatti Rubber to a private individual
in August 1979, and no longer has any interest in manufacturing
wipers. (Danielson 3833-35).
582. At the time ofthe acquisition , Stewart- Warner was a potential
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Stewart- Warner waS no longer a potential en-

trant.
10. Tenneco , Inc.

583. Tenneco , Inc. ("Tenneco ) is a diversified corporation which

includes an automotive parts business. (RX 949--). Tenneco s net
revenues in 1980 amounted to $13. 2 bilion. Sales of its automotive
parts operations , Tenneco Automotive , which includes the Walker
Manufacturing Division , Monroe Auto Equipment Company, and

Speedy King Mufier (RX 950H), amounted to $795 milion. (RX
949D).

584. The Walker Division manufactured automotive exhaust systems and parts ,

emission control devices and jacks and 80% of its sales
are to the automotive aftermarket. (RX 949T). The Monroe Auto
Equipment Company manufactures shock absorbers and 80% of its
sales are to the automotive aftermarket. (RX 949U).
processes used in manu585- Monroe has experience in many
of the

facturing wipers. It uses metal stamping punch presses , thread rolling
equipment , cold heading equipment , degreasing equipment and light
assembly equipment. Monroe also employs tooling, die and mold mak-

ers. (Nelson 6103--4).
586. In 1980 , Monroe employed over 200 sales people and used 18
independent manufacturers representatives (RX 951H; RX 953C).

587. Walker had manufacturing experience with each ofthe follow-

ing processes: rubber extruding, thermo- plastic extruding, slitting or
trimming of rubber , as well as the use of punch presses , threadrolling, cold heading and degreasing equipment , tool , die or mold
makers and light assembly operations. (RX 921G-H; RX 953C).
588. In 1969 Monroe , then an independent company, and Anco

formed a Belgian joint venture company to manufacture and sell
wipers throughout Europe. That venture continued until about 1978.
(Lipford 3872- 73). (74)
589. In 1972 , Monroe offered to purchase the stock of' Anco held by
The Anderson Foundation for $23 per share. (RX 926A; Lipford 3874).

Monroe s offer was not accepted. (Lipford 3875).
590. In 1974 , Monroe again considered Anco as an acquisition candidate. (RX 933A; Lipford 3877- 78). As a result of Monroe s study ofthe

technological aspects of windshield wipers production , it concluded
that wipers are not a technically sophisticated product, the manufacturing processes involved are not technically sophisticated , and the
product is not subject to easy obsolescence by new technology. (Lipford

3878).

591. The Monroe Auto Equipment Company was acquired by Tenneco, Inc. in 1977. (Lipford 3871).
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592. In 1978 , Tenneco was invited to bid to purchase Anco. It concluded that it could not pay book value ($22 milion) or more without
a diluting effect on Tenneco earnings per share. (RX 939). Tenneco did
not bid. (Lipford 3882).

593. In May 1978 , the director of corporate development at Tenneco
Automotive reviewed the financial operations of the Trico Products
Corporation. (Acuff 3895; RX 941).
594. In 1979 , a market survey of the windshield wiper industry was
done at the request of the director of' corporate development for the
automotive parts division , Tenneco Automotive. (Acuff 3892- 93).
595. Tenneco employs in its own plants most oftbe manufacturing
processes used by wiper manufacturers. (Nelson 6103-04).

11. Auto Manufacturers
596. Deleo Products Division of General Motors Corporation (" Del) sells wiper motors and washer pumps to the car divisions of
General Motors and to the General Motors Parts Department for
resale to dealers as original equipment service. (George 744).
597. A. C. Deleo Division of General Motors and its predecessor
organizations (" A.C. Deleo ) have sold automotive products to the
aftermarket through WDs. (George 746). A. C. Deleo purchases the

wipers which it sells. (George 747).
598. General Motors has integrated backwards into many products

installed in cars, including cruise control , tire (75) pressure sensing
systems , catalytic converters , temperature sensors , citizen band
units , tape players , air conditioning systems , and electronic engine
controls. (Nelson 6476-78).
599. Deleo began working on development of a windshield wiper
blade about 1956 and continued up to 1965. (George 755 , 761).

600. General Motors developed a windshield wiper product which
was tested on cars. The pilot program consisted of about 10 000 blades
used on 1958 or 1959 model Chevrolets. (George 755).

601. Deleo tested its prototype windshield wiper blade in the laboratory and concluded that it was superior to the Trico and Anco blades
then being purchased for original equipment use. It had superior wipe
and durability. (George 758-59).

602. The research group at Deleo compounded a rubber formula

which , based on tests , was superior to the wiper element used by Anco
and Trico. (George 761-63).
603. General Motors developed its own slitter from existing equipment which was commercially available. (George 766). When the
work was completed Deleo felt that its blades had a better edge than
those of existing suppliers. (George 767).

604. General Motors conducted a cost study of the prototype wind-
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shield wiper blade which it had developed and decided in 1965 not to
produce it because it cost more than the blades they could buy from
Anco and TrieD. (George 760-1).
605. Between 1969 and 1972 , Deleo looked for a second time at the
possibility of manufacturing windshield wiper arms and blades and

refills for sale to the O. E.

and replacement markets. (George 749

770-74).
606. A. C. Deleo felt that it could get a 20% share of
aftermarket in two years sellng to

the wiper

WDs and that it could cover

98.93% of U.s. and foreign passenger cars with 19 sizes. (CX 1514ACX 1516A). Because several patents were expiring Deleo thought it

had the opportunity to modify its design to reduce costs. (George
769- 70).
607. Delco concluded in 1972 that while its blade was superior to the

blades General Motors was buying from Anco and Trico it cost too
much to make and should not be produced. (George 773- 74). (76)
608. Ford Motor Company sells parts to Ford and Lincoln-Mercury
dealers under the " Ford" and " Motorcraft" brands , and to aftermarket customers, including WDs , national accounts , hardware stores
drug chains and mass merchandising chains , under the tt Motorcraft"
brand. (Mitzel 450-52).

609. Ford sells Ford- branded wipers to its dealers. Ford dealers

primarily purchase Ford branded wiper products for warranty repairs. (Mitzel 451- 52).
610. Ford has more than 200 sales people. It sells to about 800 WDs.

(Mitzel 453). It operates about 17 parts distribution centers. (Mitzel
454).
611. In 1979 ,

Ford analyzed the possibility of selling wipers to the

aftermarket as a Motorcraft brand. (Mitzel 455 , 458-59). This private
label line would be made by Tridon. (Mitzel CX 2020C).

612. The line of six blades and six refills under the Motorcraft label
would fit all domestic car and light trucks and most imported vehicles.
Each blade was to be supplied with adaptor clips to fit various arms.
(CX 2022B-C). The line of wipers would not have met Ford' s own
original equipment specifications. (Mitzel 474-77).
613. Ford decided not to proceed with the analysis ofthe

Motorcraft

branded wiper product for the independent aftermarket because

other products offered greater sales potential. (Mitzel 463-64).
614. Ford is not a potential entrant.
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Likelihood of Champion Entering The Us.
Wiper Replacement Market in 1978

1. Champion s Expansion History
615. From a single spark plug plant established in the United States
(CX 988H; Stranahan CX 3007H), Champion has

in the early 1900' s

grown to become the worldwide leader in spark plug sales, with fourteen spark plug plants and nine ceramic plants distributing spark
plugs in more than 150 countries around the world. (Hoyt CX 3009Z122; Surface CX 3005Z-83). (77)
616. Champion s expansion in spark plugs was accomplished entire-

ly through internal expansion. (Surface CX 3005Z-4; Brotje 4493;
3011Z-14 - Z-15; Emrick RX 4000Z-23 - Z-24; Senez RX 4004Z-9;
Stranahan CX 3007F- R).

617. Champion starts out in some markets by sales and service
companies to handle the importation and distribution of its products.
(CX 61OA; CX 972G; Stranahan CX 3007Z-15; CX 975G; Senez RX
4004Z-24).

618. Champion built spark plug plants in anticipation of future
growth. It generally would import into a market until demand would
justify construction of a plant. Plants then were built with the expectation that they would not reach full capacity utilization for up to 15
years. (Stranahan CX 3007W- , Z- , Z-13).

619. Champion built plants in Mexico , Venezuela , South Africa and

New Zealand because those countries would not permit imported
spark plugs. (Brotje 4495).

620. As it had in spark plugs , Champion pursued a policy ofinternal
expansion with its two subsidiaries involved in lines

of business

than spark plugs or wipers. (CX 971K; CX 972H).

other

2. Champion s Incentive to Enter the Wiper Market
621. In the early 1970' s

Champion s top corporate management

believed that spark plug sales would grow at a slower rate in the
future. (Surface CX 3005Z-73 - Z-14 , Z-79; Stranahan CX 3007Z-2;

Emrick RX 4000Z-16 - Z-18).
622. Champion s top management thought that Champion should
diversify. (Surface CX 3005Z-73 - Z-74; Senez RX 4004Z-79 - Z-87; CX
12A)
623. Prior to the Anco acquisition , Champion was optimistic about
the growth potential ofthe U. S. wiper replacement market. (CX 157 A

D; CX 147A; CX 11lA- B; CX 22A-C). (78)
624. Champion was aware of that growth potential and ofthe low
level of consumer advertising of wipers. Champion research in the
mid- 1970' s indicated that consumers replaced wiper blades only once
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every three years rather than annually as recommended. (CX 22ACX 23A; CX 111M; CX 159; CX 169J; CX 494).
625. Champion viewed the United States wiper replacement mar-

ket as having more growth potential than the replacement spark plug
market , either in the U.s. or in Europe. (CX 111A; Brotje CX 3011Z113 - Z-114; CX 157 A). In 1971 ,

wipers were projected to have the

second highest growth rate of 31 automotive parts lines , with an
annual growth rate of 9. 9%, more than double the predicted spark
plug sales of 4. 5%. (CX 23B).

626. Champion s top management recognized that wipers and spark
plugs are compatible lines of business. (CX 44B-C; CX 12A; CX 41B;
171A)
627. Spark plugs and wipers are amenable to the same promotion
merchandising and advertising techniques. (CX IlIA; CX 454Z-154;
CX 497B; CX 713628. After the acquisition ,

the Champion and Anco sales forces

merged , and the sales persons now carry both product lines. (Hoyt CX
3009Z-125; Lindeen 2722- 23).

3. Champion s Interest in Wipers
629. In 1967 , Anco was one of seven companies Champion was
interested in acquiring but discussions were not active. In the previous several years Champion had examined twenty-three other companies including Trico , for possible acquisition but had abandoned the
effort. (CX 1A- D; CX 16B-C).
630. In 1972 , Richard E. Surface , Champion s vice president and
director of organizational planning and a member of the executive
committee contacted Anco to determine ifit was available for acquisi-

tion. Anco was not then available. (Surface CX 3005Z-66 - Z-67).
631. In 1973 , Champion s broker approached Trico about a possible
acquisition but Trico was not interested. (CX 8A- F; CX 9A- C; CX
1814- 18; Surface CX 3005Z-67 - Z-69).

632. Arman first came to Champion s

attention in late 1974. Ste-

phano Cocchiglia , then Champion s assistant managing director for

Europe , suggested that preliminary contacts be initiated with Arman.
(CX 12A- B). (79J
633. Throughout 1975 , Champion pursued the Arman acquisition.
(CX 14B; CX 15A- B; CX 17A- B; CX 19B; CX 20A-D; CX 24A- C; CX
26A- C; CX 30A)
634. In September 1975 Mr. Brotje , Cbampion s executive vice
president and director of finance, advised Mr. Stranahan about the

factors to be considered in deciding whether to acquire Arman:
Another consideration is what plans

if any,

do we have fbr manufacturing and selling
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windshield wipers in the U. ? Ifnone , can it be said that Arman has enough potential

that it is a good investment even if it is never brought into the U. ? If there is any
thought of introducing windshield wipers into the U. S. market , we should know the
S. market and its growth potential. Perhaps we should ask Chamof the
present size
pion s sales department what they know about this market.

(CX 26C).

635. In August 1975 , at Mr. Surface s direction (Surface CX 3006Z79 - Z-80J, a memorandum was prepared discussing the size of the
United States wiper replacement market , the channels of distribution , the percentage of self installation versus professional installation , and the occasion and timing of purchase. The report also
discussed Anco s leading position in the replacement market , its apparent average sales price per blade and the frequency ofreplacement
of blades. (CX 22A- C). Shortly thereafter , Champion had a service
station mail panel survey conducted in the United States for information on inventory and sales of two products-wipers and spark plugs.
(CX 34A- C; Hoyt CX 3009Z-75 - Z-76).

636. Mr. Stranahan declined to purchase Arman in May of 1976
because ofthe unstable political and economic situation in Italy. (CX
36).

), the
D).
CX
39A0;
CX
40Aleading French wiper manufacturer. (CX 37 A;

637. Champion then considered acquiring Paul Journee ("

then Champion s managing director of European opera,
met
with
representatives of Paul Journee and its parent , the
tions
Neiman Group, in mid- 1976. (CX 39A). (80)
638. Mr. Senez visited Paul Journee s facilities and found them to
be unimpressive. (CX 42B , OJ. Mr. Surface provided to Mr. Stranahan
a preliminary report on Paul Journee concerning its sales , customers

Mr. Senez ,

and manufacturing facilities. (CX 40B- D). He also reported to Mr.
Stranahan that Paul Journee, the fourth largest firm in Europe behind Trico , Bosch and Arman , wanted to sell to Champion " because
of fear we would be a competitor. " (CX 44B).
639. While negotiations with Paul Journee were continuing, Arman

advised Champion that they would be wiling to talk again about the
possible acquisition. Mr. Surface suggested to Mr. Stranahan that
negotiations with Arman be resumed. (CX 44A- C). He noted that
Champion s top level international management oflcials were " still
positive on adding wiper blades " and that other international managers in South Africa , Venezuela , Mexico and Japan " all expressed
disappointment in losing Arman and want the product in their countries if possible. "

(CX 44B). He also observed that Arman was an

excellent marketing fit , (and) with our OE and oil company contacts
it could generate additional business rapidly. " (CX 44B).
640. Before any acquisition was completed , Champion began to
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discuss construction of another wiper plant. (CX 47B; CX 44B). Mr.

Surface concluded that Arman should be expanded quickly:
We would have to develop plans quickly to protect our investment. This would dictate
another plant outside of Italy which would be necessary to handle growth.
(CX 44B). Mr. Brotje agreed.

(See

CX 47B).

641. At the same time , Champion also began to plan its worldwide
expansion in the wiper business ,

including " further

expansion into

(the) O. E. and replacement markets. " (CX 52). Mr. Surface suggested

that surveys " concerning demand for our product (wipers), duty rates,
governmental controls and regulations " be conducted outside Italy in
various other countries " such as Venezuela and Mexico. " (CX 52).

642. Champion completed the acquisition of Arman on February 25
1977. (CX 60A- Z-7; CX 57A- B).
643. Shortly after it acquired Arman , Champion began to search for
a site for a second wiper plant in Europe (CX 65C; CX 609B) and was
developing a wiper marketing survey. (CX 65C). The second plant'

capacity was to more than double Champion s overall wiper capacity.
(CX 978M; CX 77A). (81)
644. On August 25 , 1977 , Champion s executive committee authorized Mr. Surface to enter into negotiations for a new wiper plant to
be located in Belgium. (CX 85- 86). In September , 1977 , Champion
planned to construct its second wiper facility, capable of producing 18
million wiper blades per year , in Latour , Belgium. (CX 96A). The
plant was to be the most modern in the world. (CX 609C; CX 713HJ.
645. In August , 1977 , Mr. Surface asked George Galster , Champion s vice president and director of international sales , in prepara-

tion for turning over wiper sales to the Champion sales organization
to make " a determination of what areas outside of Europe that you
believe it would be desirable to start a marketing and/ or a manufac-

turing program. " (CX 73A).
646. On August 29 , 1977 , Mr. Galster wrote to Mr. Stranahan
proposing a meeting of Champion s Toledo and European senior

managers to discuss wiper blade marketing and " major marketing
trends in U.s. A. with emphasis on resulting marketing decisions

(CX 89D).

647. At a meeting of offcials of Champion s European sales depart1977 , Mr. Cocchialia announced that
Champion sales representatives would carry out surveys in the U.
and Europe of market information of wipers , including market potential consumer buying habits , places of purchase and frequency of
ment held on September 27 ,

blade change. (CX IDlB).
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648. On October 17 , 1977 , Champion planned patent searches for
wiper blades and arms in Europe , Japan and the U. A. (CX 119D).
649. On November 30 , 1977, Mr. Galster sent to Messrs. Stranahan
and Surface a forecast of sales of wiper blades , under the Champion
logo , for 1979 and 1980 , in the Middle East , Africa , Latin America,
Japan , the Far East and Canada. (CX 131A-B).

650. On September 8 , 1977 , Walter Hadden , president of Champion s Canadian subsidiary advised Messrs. Surface and Stranahan
that he was " quietly assembling information " concerning the Canadian wiper industry:
It could be useful to corporate management in the development of a world marketing
plan or a program for North America only. Possibly Canada would prove a good entry
point where valuable (82) experience could be gained with reasonable investment and
technology refined before embarking upon the big U. S. market.

(CX 92A).

651. On October 3 , 1977 , Mr. Hadden presented the study of the
wiper replacement market in Canada , urging Messrs. Stranahan and
Surface to enter the North American wiper blade market by entering
Canada initially and expanding into the U. A.:
Canada is a miniature of the U. , 1/10 the size. Champion has a strongly entrenched

distribution network in each segment of the Canadian market. Initial investment
required in Canada would be reasonable , the risks of waste and errors minimized , and
much could be learned on this limited scale therefore launching operations in the huge
S. market.

(CX 111A)
652. On December 7 1977 , Mr. Galster reported to Mr. Surface that

the Canada wiper market was an " early target market." (CX 136).
653. On September 14 , 1977 , Mr. Surface reported to Mr. Stranahan

the status of the Arman and Latour plants and said:
Our major problem is to gain knowledge , first in Europe , and then elsewhere throughout the world. I cannot see any expansion outside of Europe with our present facilities
and planned facilities before 1979.

(CX 96B).
654. On December 13 , 1977 , Mr. Surface reported to Mr. Stranahan

about a meeting with the principals of Anco. The purpose of the
meeting was to lay the ground work for the acquisition of Anco by
Champion. (CX 138A- B).
655. On December 16 , 1977 , Mr. Stranahan wrote to Mr. Galster

postponing the meeting proposed by Mr. Galster of key marketing
people in Toledo and Europe for the purpose of establishing market-
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ing plans for wiper blades, because: " We are in the process ofnegotiat-

ing another program which may completely change our marketing
strategy. " (CX 137B). (83)
4. Champion s Capability of Entering U. S. Wiper Market in 1978

656. On January 13 , 1977 , Mr. Surface wrote to Mr. Stranahan
comparing the advantages of acquiring Anco versus " attacking the
S. market with Arman products. " He assumed that a Champion
wiper plant would be built in the U. A. by 1980 and compared costs
and market penetration if that occurred with the position which

would result in the acquisition , and he concluded by recommending
that Champion " should be willing to pay a premium for Anco. " (CX
157A- C).
657. As of 1978 , Arman had a maximum annual capacity of about
7 millon blades, 3. 5 milion arms and 7. 5 million refills. (CX 529). At
the end of 1980 , Champion s Arman facility had production capacity

of 8 milion blades and 3 milion arms per year and its Latour facility
had capacity of 13 milion blades and 2 milion arms. (CX 1337S-T).
Champion s European wiper operations in 1980 had a total capacity
of 21 millon blades and 5 milion arms.
658. Champion

s projected wiper blade sales for Europe in 1980

were 11.4 millon units. (CX 868B).

659. Champion had incentive to use excess capacity at Latour. Its
labor costs had become a fixed expense and it would incur substantial
penalties ifit did not achieve a certain level of employment at Latour.
(CX 887D; CX 436A , B; CX 919P).
660. In 1980 , Anco considered use ofthe Champion s Arman line "

a possible replacement to the SSJ (import) line in the United States.
(CX 877B; CX 839B; CX 875B).
661. The Champion " bow tie " is one ofthe best known trademarks
in the United States and around the world. (CX 977B, F).

662. Champion is the spark plug that most dqmestic customers ask
for by name and has the highest customer acceptance. (CX 334Z-2; CX
980H; CX 2075A). More than 50% of spark plugs are sold to consumerinstallers. The overwhelming majority ofthese DIY s specif'y a brand,
and Champion remains the preferred brand. (CX 980H; CX 981F; CX
1036C; CX 2075A).
663. Shortly after it acquired Arman , Champion began to standard-

ize the packaging for its wipers , using the same red , white and black
colors as it used for spark plugs. (CX 64IB- C; CX 667 A , L). By mid1978 , new packaging and logo had been (84) developed for Arman
wipers that included the use of the Champion " bow tie " logo. (CX

551F).

664. In July 1979 , Champion investigated whether it could use the
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name " Champion " on wiper blades sold in the U.
, among other
places , and concluded that it could not under the trade mark laws.
(RX

126C;

Surface CX 3005Z-279).

665. In 1978 Champion sold spark plugs in the U. S. to WDs , mass

marketers , oil and rubber tire companies and repackagers. Its WD'

resold to jobbers , and both the WD' s and jobbers resold to fleet opera-

tors , dealers, service stations , and end-users. The oil and rubber companies sold primarily to jobbers and dealers , and the mass marketer
accounts resold to end-users. Champion also sold spark plugs to automobile manufacturers for resale as replacement parts and for OE

installation. Champion sold spark plugs to almost all the leading WDs
that were part of a programmed distribution group. (CX 990C; CX
221C; CX 783F- , R).
666. After acquiring Anco , Champion s advertising campaign for

replacement wipers was directed at the consumer. It featured Laurel
& Hardy and included prime time television advertising, and advertising at special events such as the Super Bowl , car races , and prize
fights. (Longman 545--6).
667. Champion s basic marketing philosophy is to create consumer
demand and provide pull- through seJling at every level of distribution
to assure the movement of its products to the ultimate user. (CX
856A)
668. Prior to acquiring Anco , Champion had experience in the design of packaging that would effectively promote the sale of replacement automotive parts. (CX 1221M- N; CX 1340P).
669. Prior to the Anco acquisition , Champion had sales aids neces-

sary to sell wipers in the United States. (CX 775E).
670. With more than thirty years of experience in the wiper business , Arman has developed considerable technological expertise. (CX
63B; CX 190A)

671. Arman has numerous patents registered in " all the leading
countries in the world" including the United States , Canada , Argen-

tina and Brazil , as well as Russia and Japan. (CX 17B; CX 51A-G).
672. Arman compounds and molds the rubber for its wipers based

on a natural rubber formula it developed in- house. Arman also de-

signs its own molds and possesses

an accurate rotary (85) cutting

machine to produce the edge on its rubber elements. (Surface CX
3005Z-105 - Z-106; CX 387 A- C).

673. Champion began construction of Latou in November , 1977
and the facility was inaugurated in May 1979. The Latour plant more
than doubled Champion s overall wiper capacity. (CX 979M).
674. After Champion s acquisition of Anco , Anco s technical and

engineering offcials commented favorably on Latour s expertise and
technology. (CX 562A; CX 751A-B; CX 727A).
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675. Arman produced high quality wipers prior to Champion s 1978
acquisition of Anco. (CX 63B; CX 240C; Surface CX 3005Z-103 - Z-104
Z-112 , Z-118 , Z-279).

676. Anco considered making Arman blades for imports in the U.

in 1979 because Arman was better than Anco s

Slim Jim line. (CX

810A)
677. By early 1978 , Champion had revised its European blade de-

signs to comply with European Economic Community norms and
standards. (CX 208C). Those standards were the same as U.s. standards. (CX 615A- IJ.

678. Anco has obtained components for the Anco Super Slim Jim
line from Latour. (CX 525A- U; ex 635A- C; CX 1198A). Super Slim

Jim blades were being manufactured at Latour as well as in the
United States until around the end of 1980. (Regan

CX 3008Z-147).

679. By 1978 , Champion s wipers manufactured at Arman were
being used as OE by car makers in Europe: Fiat, Volvo , Chrysler U.
Ford U. , Alfa Romeo and Lancia. (Cocchiglia 3993; Marnetto RX
4001Z-2 , Z-50 - Z- 52; Schwyn CX 301OZ-108; CX 1337Z-21).
680. Champion s Arman operation also supplied private label wipers to Ford for distribution to Ford dealers in Europe. (Cocchiglia CX

3002Z-144 - Z-145; Marnetto RX 4001Z-; CX 143C).
681. Before it acquired Anco , Champion , through its European
wiper operations, produced a line of wipers for most of the popular

European and Japanese automobiles and for certain American automobiles , including many automobiles produced by American manufacturers for the European market and some American automobiles
popular in the United States. (CX 183A- Z-65; CX 17A; CX 117ACX 218A; CX 208C; CX 217 A). (86)
682. In 1964 U. S. factories sold 9 292 275 new motor vehicles. In
1980 they sold 8 067 133 units. U. S. factory unit sales of new motor

vehicles declined continuously from 1978 through 1980.

(RX 5009;

Jacobs 2931- 33).

683. The sale of wipers for imported cars has been a growing percentage of total domestic replacement market sales. (CX 6331; CX
856F - I; CX ll1P). In 1964 , imports of new motor vehicles (cars , trucks
and buses) were 5. 7% of new motor vehicles sold in the United States;

imports of new passenger cars were 6. 6% of new passenger cars sold
in the United States. In 1978 ,

the percentages were 21. 9
1980 , they were 30. 6 and 34. 9. (RX 5010A).

and 26. 1.

In

684. Around the time of its acquisition , Arman manufactured four
basic lines of wipers (CX 256-1 , Cocchiglia 4014 , 4016-17), with 29
blade designs (CX 256Z- 18 - Z-19) and 22 difIerent arm designs. (CX
256Z-27).
685. In 1977 Champion planned to have available by the end 01'978
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designs of wipers that would cover " a reasonable potential share of
the replacement market throughout the world. " (CX 109A).
686. By the end of 1977 , Champion, through the use of interchange-

able fittings with eight wiper blades , serviced applications formerly
requiring 122 different blades (CX 978M) and were able to cover
virtually all European manufactured cars. (Cocchiglia 4017)
687. In early 1979 the rubber quality of Champion s European
wiper operations was the equivalent of Anco s except ozone resistance. (CX 554G-G; CX 562B- F; Surface CX 3005Z-112 , Z-1l8 - Z-120).
Champion undertook further improvement ofits rubber formula. (CX
554A- G; CX 562A- K; CX 655).
688. Champion was successful in recompounding Arman s rubber
formula to achieve a superior rubber formula. (CX 9801;

CX 928B; CX

845).

689. The new rubber compound developed by Champion s European
wiper operations was envisioned for use not only at its two European
plants but also at Anco in the United States. (CX 858F; CX 928B).
690. Champion s European operations had success in rubber injection molding (Schwyn 4097- 98), extrusion of rubber elements and on
electroplating of wipers (CX 858D-E , L-M) and research on wiper
windlift. (CX 959A-J). (87)
691. By the end of 1978 , Champion had an extensive line of wipers
which it had developed or inherited as a result ofthe Arman acquisition. (CX 262A- Z-9; CX 980-1; CX 259E , Z-52 - Z-53).
692. By June 1979 Champion

s Latour plant was producing a com-

plete line for import requirements in the U.S. (CX 633C; CX 980693. In May 1980 Anco advised Volkswagen of America that their

request for a wiper would be handled based on a Latour design and,
as soon as it was production tooled, it would be available from Latour
Belgium , Arman in Italy and the United States. (CX 872A-B).
694. As of the end of 1980 , Champion s Arman facility had produc-

tion capacity of 8 milion blades per year and its Latour facility had
capacity of 13 milion blades. (CX 13378- T).

695. Champion s European wiper operations had sales , in 1980 , of
9 bilion blades and 1.3 milion refills. (CX 1337Z- - Z-5).
696. About 66% of blade capacity (13. 8 milion blades) lor Champion s European wiper operations was not being used at the end of
1980.
697. Before the acquisition ,

Arman sold wiper products to custom-

ers in countries in the Middle East , Africa and Southeast Asia. (CX
129A; Marnetto RX 4001U-W).
698. For several years , starting before 1975 9 Arman sold wiper
9 Arman s export sales manager , Roman" Mflrndto , te tificd in a deposition that she knew that War hanky was
as a s"' J:totary to Arrrwn s own!'! in 1969 and became
"xport
2.jes man"g(' r in 1975. (Munetto RX 400J1' , F . Z-52)

a customer of Arman before she carne to Arman. She tarted
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blades to Warshansky Company, a distributor of foreign car parts in
Chicago. Mr. Warshansky visited Arman at the Turin automobile

show and gave Arman an order for blades to be used as replacement
blades on Fiats imported into the United States. Every year or two

thereafter he ordered one or two thousand blades. (Marnetto RX

4001T, Z-50 , Z-52; CX 129A- B). In 1977 , Warshansky s purchase of
wiper products from Arman amounted to about $8400. (He purchased
06% of Arman s total sales of $14 millon. ) (CX 96A; CX 129A). (88)
699. Mr. Arman , the majority owner of Arman before the acquisition , and Mr. Nanni the minority owner and general manager, tried

to sell wiper products in the United States and they had traveled to
the United States for that purpose at least once. (Marnetto RX 4001Z, Z-52).

a comparable
Anco blade so that the wind can pass through it and not lift the blade
ofl'he vehicle. That is necessary in Europe where there are no speed
limits and high speed operation is more common than in the United
700. Arman blades have a higher superstructure than

States. U. S. cars can be fitted with lower profie blades, which auto

manufacturers find aesthetically pleasing. (Harbison 3530-31; RX
1201A and C).

701. The element in the European blade is also smaller and thinner
because the wiper system on European automobiles is usually smaller
than those sold in the United States. (Harbison 3531-

, 3537- 38;

Regan CX 3008Z-123 - Z-124 , Z-134 - Z-135).

702. In Europe wiper blades generally are not refillable. (Harbison
3530).

703. Wiper design is more art than science at Arman , with very

litte written down which could be transported elsewhere to assist a
new wiper plant. (Schwyn 4151-59).
704. Latour is a standardized , normalized, rigorous , delineated, reproduceable manufacturing plant. The advantage of such a system is

that it is easily duplicated and moved to another location. (Schwyn
4116 , 4158).

705. Mr. Longman, president of Pylon, perceived Champion as a
potential entrant into the U.s. aftermarket after it acquired Arman.
(Longman 701).
706. In 1977 , Anco s president also perceived Champion as a potential entrant into the U. S. market after the acquisition of Arman. (CX
359C). (89)
DISCUSSION

The following discussion summarizes and supplements the findings
of fact and presents conclusions of law:
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I. INTRODUCTION

Unti 1968 ,

windshield wipers were made and sold in this country

only by Anco and Trico. (F. 238). They had about equal sales in the
replacement market. (F. 239). Anco strongly adhered to resale price
maintenance policies , had no private label product or sales to discount
mass merchants, and sold primarily to selected distributors. (CX
1014N; Frank 2603). Trico had most of the OE market. (F. 238).

Wipers for replacement typically were installed on the car by a

worker at a gasoline station or garage. The wipers were distributed
tbrough WDs and jobbers , and by oil and tire companies. (F. 184 , 185).
In the late 1960' s and early 1970' , Pylon , Roberk , Tridon and other
new companies started to make wipers, attracted by the expiration of

blocking patents. They sold directly to chains of department stores
and auto parts stores , as well as traditional distributors , appealing to
the do- it- yourself consumer with low prices , pushing the use of refills
rather than the replacement of the entire wiper blade. (CX 1014J; RX

45; F. 240-2).
Consumers found that they could easily install wipers. (F. 194). The

market changed rapidly. Wiper sales by professional installers
dropped. (F. 195 ,

226). Jobbers started selling at retail. (F. 200 , 207).
Price competition flourished. (F. 263 , 271 , 272). Nefco , Fram, Ideal
and Bosch came into the market , and , after a temporary withdrawal
Tridon wipers were vigorously reintroduced. (F. 167 , 151 , 137 , 108
161). Anco and Trico joined the fray, competing on price and selling
to the mass market. (F. 281 , 267- , 259).
In 1977 , Champion Spark Plug Company bought Arman , a major

wiper manufacturer in Italy, and Champion started building another
wiper plant in Latour , Belgium. (F. 35 , 42). Then , in May 1978 , Champion acquired Anco. (F. 28). (90)
II. RELEVANT MARKET

The relevant market is the manufacture'0 and sale of windshield

wiper blades and refils (" wipers ) to the United States aftermarket.
(F. 60 , 61).

Wiper arms are not part of the relevant product market. Almost all
arms are sold as original equipment. (F. 70). Anco and Trico have been
the only wiper arm suppliers to the UB. OE market. (F. 62; CX 1032Z-

4). Bosch suppJies arms as OE in Europe. (F. 157). Since these firms
have supplied arms as OE they have had arms to supply the aftermarket. (F. 62). There is, however , little demand in the replacement market for arms. (Abston 182). Unlike wipers which wear out , arms are
10 Excluded from the relevant market
aTe reseJlers sllch as Atlas (F. 65), Sprague (F. 568), and PuroJatoT (F. 562),

and , as 11 potentia) reseJJer ,
729 737 (D. Md. 1976)

Ford Motor Company (F. 611) United Stales v. Black Decker Mfr;.Coo.

430 FB\.pp
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almost always replaced only when stolen or damaged in a crash. The
sales of arms to the replacement market have been dropping steadily
for many years. (F. 71).

While blades and refills are generally substitutable for each other
arms are not substitutable for wipers. (F. 45-48). There is no produc-

tion flexibility between arms and wipers; that is, the same equipment
cannot be used to produce either product. (F. 68). Arms and wipers are
only the last part ofthe mechanical system used to clean windshields

with the motor and transmission essential parts of that mechanism
and the washer parts also playing a role. (F. 43). Mass merchants who
carry wipers do not carry arms (F. 69), and Atlas, the largest organization of gas stations , does not carry arms. (F. 65).

The most appealing argument for a " cluster " approach which
would include arms in the relevant market is that both Anco and
Trico have long sold arms to WDs.1 However , both Anco and Trico

sell other wiper products like windshield washer parts and supplies
to WDs and there is no argument that those products are in the
relevant market. (F. 10 , 91). Other wiper manufacturers (91) have
successfully sold to WDs without supplying arms. (F. 152 , 172 , 137
106). Not all WDs carry arms, and those that do are carrying fewer

part numbers. (F. 69). Furthermore, most WDs carry wiper motors
and linkage ,

yet no wiper company makes motors and Trico is the only
wiper company making linkage. (F. 49 , 54- 55).
Since the purpose of delineating a line of commerce is to provide an

adequate basis for measuring the effects of an acquisition , its contours
must conform with competitive reality.

Decker Mfg. Co.

United States u. Black and

430 F. Supp. 729 737 (D. Md. 1976). The " meaningful

competition " in this product market includes refills and blades , not
arms.
Nor does the relevant replacement market include sales of wipers

to auto manufacturers for resale to their new car dealer customers.
689 F.
C. 464 , 581 reu d on other grounds,
8KF Industries, Inc. 94 F. C. 6 , 78 n. 2 (1979),
the Commission recognized such original equipment service
COES"
In

Tenneco, Inc. 98 F.

346 (2d. Cir. 1982), and

sales of automobile parts as distinct from the replacement market.
OES wipers are sold to car manufacturers by separate wiper compa-

ny salesmen who do not sell to the replacement market. (F. 82-86).
OES wipers are a different quality and are sold at different prices
than wipers sold in the replacement market. (F. 78 , 81). Only OE
wiper manufacturers also sell OES wipers. (F. 73).
New car dealers often use OES wipers in performing warranty work
on cars (F. 80), and when they do , the wipers are part of'he OE market
(e.

11 Another f ctor slJpporting the arg-ment is thal Anco itselfinclodes ann with wip"rs in armlyzing the market
, ex l054B , D)
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rather than the replacement market. Since new car dealers usually
have garages where they do non-warranty repair work , and also often
have used cars , taken as trade- ins , for sale (F. 88), they may use OES

wipers for non-warranty replacement.!2 Such wiper sales by dealers
would compete with sales by other replacement wiper retailers and
installers. In the absence of proof, however , of what percentage of

OES wiper sales are for non-warranty replacement and because OES
wipers (92) are different from replacement wipers in kind and price
and are sold by different salesmen to different customers , they should
be excluded from the relevant market.

III. LEGAL ANALYSIS OF THE MERITS
A.

Section

of the Clayton Act

The theory of the Complaint is that if Champion s acquisition of
Anco were proscribed , Champion would enter the wiper market and

increase competition. The Complaint is based solely on the actual

potential competition theory. Respondent urges that the theory
should be abandoned.

Section 7 of the Clayton Act prohibits acquisitions whose efIect
may be " substantially to lessen competition. The statute " look(s) not
merely to the actual present effect ofa merger but instead to its effect
upon future competition. United States v. Von s Grocery Co. 384 UB.
270 277 (1966). Section 7 prohibits the elimination of potential compe386 U. S. 568 ,

580-81 (1967);

Gamble Co.

FTC v. Proctor

tition as well as of actual competition.

United States v. Phillips Petroleum Co.

367 FBupp. 1226 (C. D. Cal. 1973),

aff'd mem. 418 UB. 906 (1974). The

acquisition of a probable future entrant , even without proof .
present competitive effect , may violate Section 7.

Ltd. v. FTC 657 F. 2d 971 (8th Cir. 1981);

Yamaha Motor

Co.

Heublein, Inc. 96 F. C. 385

583 (1980).
B.

Actual Potential Competition

To prove that the acquisition violates Section 7 under the actual
potential competition theory requires the following (93) findings: (1)

the wiper market was concentrated I4 (2) Champion had the capacity,
interest and economic incentive to enter the market , (3) Champion
. entry into the U. S.

wiper market was likely to produce deconcentra-

'2 While there is little evidence in the record that this occurs , Anco internal dOCUffto!lts inr.ude DES sales in the
replacement market. (F. 76).
13Thc Complaint allege tlmt the acquisition violaws Section 5 of the PrC Act, a!' well as Section 7 oftbe Clayton
Motor Co. , Ltd. ". FTC: 657
Act. Section 5 indudes but is not limited to viulations of the Clayton Yamaha
Act.
Beatrice Food;; Comp,my, 67 F. C- 47. , 724-27 (1965) Here , however
, 971 , 981 at n. 14 (8th Cir. 1981);

complaint caunsP. pursued the same theory of viola lion under both statutes
11 Even if the market was concentrated there would be no need for concern for the prospects of long- lenn
v.
United St(lte.
deconcentration of" market which is in fact genuinely competitive.
418 U.S. 602 , 630 (1974)

Morine Ranwrporation lnc.

".
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tion or other procompetitive effects, and (4) that Champion was one
ofthe few most likely entrants or expanders and that its elimination
as a result ofthe acquisition would be reasonably probable to substanUnited States u. Marine Bancorporation
BOC Int l Ltd. u. FTC 557 F. 2d 24
Inc. 418 U. S. 602 , 630 , 633 (1974);
29 (2nd Cir. 1977);
Heublein, Inc. 96 F. C. 385 , 584 (1980).
tially lessen competition.

1. Concentrated Market- Market

Share

The relevant market at the time of the acquisition was concentrat, with the top two companies having a market share 01'67% in units
produced. 15 (F. 183). This ratio indicates (94) an oligopoly subject to
the actual potential entrant doctrine.
Heublein, Inc. 96 F. C. 385
585 (1980).

2. Champion s Feasible Entry But For the Acquisition
In 1978 ,

Champion had the interest , incentive and capability of

entering the United States replacement wiper market in the near
future.!'

Champion has had a history of expanding its business into new
geographical markets by building new plants after initially entering
by sales through importation. (F. 615- 20). Before the acquisition
Champion had a clear incentive in getting into the windshield wiper
business , which its executives felt was compatible with (F. 626-28),
growing faster , and more profitable than the spark plug business. (F.
621 , 623 , 625).
During the late 1960' s and early 1970' s Champion was interested
in acquiring Anco or Trico. (F. 629-31). In the middle 1970' s Champion became interested in buying Arman in Italy (F. 632) or Paul

Journee in France (F. 637), and had in (95) mind the eventual entry
into the U.s. wiper market. (F. 634-35). Settling on Arman , Champion
15 Since pfi

e and quality v"ry

o widely in the WiP"'f business (F. 271 , 272 , 219), the market shares are ba

on unit, rather than dol!ar 8,,!e8COCl- C"la RolliingCo- ,,(New York ,

Inc. 93 F.

C. 110 206 n. 10 (1979). And "'OIch

refiU was treOited as a unit in determining market shares Although wiper refils are oftn sold alretai) in a package
of two , the use of each refil repla"" one blade , and vie" v"r a; blades are also sometimes sold two to a package
(Kulavik 3059- 60); and consumers normaJly buy either two bIade8 or two refills "t fI time regardles.s ofpar.kaging.
(Cohn 2411; Campbell 1144).
High two finn shares were used her.auRe ,

in this industry, they are more relevant than four firm shares in

predicting competitive behavior.Heublein, Inc" 96 F.TC. ,185 , 577 (1980).

The market. share findings are not. precise because they do not exclude foreign sales by United Stat.es manufOlct.urers and do not. include "OIj"s in t.his count.ry by many foreign manufacturers. These market share findings do
show the broad picture of oligopoly, however. " (PJrecision in detail is less important than the accuracy ofthe broad
picture United States v. Brown Shoe Co. , Inc. 370 CB 294 342!L 69 (1962).See a.lso United States v. Philadelphia
FTC, 301 F.2d 585 , 610-11 and n. 20 (3d
Nat' Bonk 374 U. S. 321 , 364 n. 40 (1963);
A.G. Spalding
Bros. , Inc.
Cir. 1962).
Iii Th", issue for determining pot.fmtiOiI competition in this case is whether it is " reasonably probable " that , but
for the acquisition , Champion would have entered the relevanL mOlrkct.United Stutes v. Marine Bancorporation
418 U. S. 602 , 617 (1974); fTCv. l'ractar& Gamble Co. 386 UB. 568 , 577 (1967); UnitedSlate. v. Penn- Olin Chemical
C". 378 U.S. 158, 175 (1964);

Yamaha Motor Ca. , Lid. v. YlL

grounds

689 F2d 346 (2d Cir.

1982);

657 F.2d 971, 977 (8t.h Cir. ImH);
Ekc" Prod.s

C. 464 , 626 (Clanton , concurring),
rev d on ather
contra , FTC v. Atlantic Richfield Cu. 549 F.2d 289 , 294-95 (4th Cir. 1977).

v. FTC 147 F.2d 745 , 752- 53 (7t.h Cir. 1965);

98
Tenneco, 1'1,-
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also planned construction of an additional plant in Europe even
before the acquisition was completed. (F. 640).

Champion acquired Arman in February 1977 (F. 642), and by August was negotiating a new wiper plant in Belgium doubling its
capacity (F. 643-44). Champion continued to plan entry into other
wiper markets , including the U. S. (F. 645- 653). Champion s interest
in importing into this country wipers made at Latour or by Arman
was halted by the acquisition of Anco. (F. 655).

Before the acquisition Champion was capable of importing wipers
into the U. S. from its plants in Europe , and, in fact , was already doing

, on a small scale. !7 (F. 698 , 699).
One of Champion s three top executives assumed in 1977 that a new
plant could be built in the U. S. in three years. (F. 656). After building
the Latour plant in Belgium in 18 months (F. 644 ,

673), Champion
could have built a wiper plant in the U. S. even quicker. (F. 704).
Before acquiring Anco , Champion was a potential entrant into the

relevant market.
3. Likelihood of Deconcentration and Procompetitive Eflects
In 1978 Champion could have entered the U.s. wiper market with
blades produced by Arman and at Latour. Champion had a universal

short line of blades which covered much of the replacement market
(F. 681 , 685 , 686), had a large unused capacity in Europe (F. 696), and
was already sellng a small amount of wipers for imported cars in the

S. to one customer in Chicago and trying to sell more. (F. 698 , 699).
Champion s European wipers were especially suited for replacing wipers on foreign cars imported into the U. S. (F. 679 , 681), which , by 1980
involved 34. 9% of all new automobiles sold in the U. S. (F. 683). Furthermore , Champion projected that a plant in the (96) U. S. similar to
the Latour plant would produce, for a $12 milion capital investment I8 enough wipers to obtain about a 20% market share in five
years. (CX 147 A). With Champion s marketing experience in the U.

replacement market (F. 665), the entry into the U. S. replacement
market would , with reasonable probability, have produced further
deconcentration and other procompetitive effects.

Yamaha u. FTC,

657 F. 2d 971 , 979 (8th Cir. 1981).
n Bosch has been importing-wipers from Belgium into the lLS. market for several years. (F. 161 , 183). The Latour
pian!. , also in Belgium , also could have supplied the t:. S market

J" Champion could have paid cash fur the planl in 1977. (Stnmalmn ex 3007Z-25; ex 97f!V)
I" This finding requires nO elaborate factual proof
Heuble;n 96 F. C. 385 , 588 n. 43 (1980)

:.:..
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4. Market Performance
a.

Trend to Deconcentration

The clearest indication that the concentration ratio here is an unreliable indicator of market behavior is that Anco and Trico , which
together controlled 100% of the market in 1968 , had their market
share drop to 76. 7% in 1975 and to 59. 1 % in 1980. Further , in recent

years, there have been seven new firms successfully making wipers
in the United States as well as foreign wiper manufacturers sellng
here. During this period Anco s market share declined steadily. In
1975 , Anco had a 45. 1 % market share; in 1980 , Anco had 34. 3%. (F.
183).

A trend toward deconcentration and a decline in the acquired firm
market share indicate a competitive market despite continuing relaUnited States v. Siemens Corp. 621 F.
tively high concentration.
United States v. First Nat l State Bancorpora499 506 (2d Cir. 1980);
United States v. Hughes
tion 499 F. Supp. 793 , 804-5 (D. J. 1980);
Tool Co.,

415 F.supp. 637 , 643 (C. D. Calif. 1976). (97)
b.

Ease of Entry

Entry barriers are low. 2I There are no capital cost impediments to
entry into the market. (F. 312- 321). Costs ofleaving the industry are
low. (F. 320). Since the late 1960' s, there have been no blocking patents preventing entry. (F. 322). Production equipment is available. (F.

334-349). Suppliers stand ready to provide raw materials and finished
parts for the new firm which can choose to enter as a light assembler
or a manufacturer of wipers. (F. 323- 333). Economies of scale are
achieved at a relatively low market share. (F. 415-421). There are no
product differentiation or other distributional barriers. (F. 372-414).
c.

New Entrants

Since 1968 , seven firms have successfully entered the wiper replacement market. Complaint counsel argue, however , that the wiper companies who have entered the market in recent years cannot compete
effectively with Anco and Trico. They say that mobility barriers to
traditional" distribution through WDs and oil companies prevent

the new entrants from expanding their foothold in the market.
High expansion barriers can indeed prevent recent entrants from

the further growth they need to be effective competitors. 22 Here
however , such barriers are minimal. (98)

20 This cunlr"sL with Tennew, where the ratio remained table since the JOlt", 1960' , 689 F. 2d at 353.
" As arc " mubility " barriers which might dissuade p.xpander from gaining markd share
n In The Budd Co. 86 F.TC. 518, 577-88 (1975), the Commissiun di&counted theefled of 100 small firms in the
markcL because they were too small tu extend favorahle financingterrns for large orden oftrail"fA or to mClinl .-in
branch uutlets to service or re- "II large numbers of trade- in trailers. And , in Beutri"" Food$ Co. Docket No. 9112
hpr.. ""prp nn I. hnnln"". l h"rr;pr
1 . 'n"
"Tmm h,, ')1 IQ5I11 11111 "''1(' 7
1 flQR1\1 " I.h"""h ,.
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For many years Anco emphasized wiper sales to the traditional
market by having a full line (F. 191) and using sales " pull-through"
marketing with heavy advertising and a relatively large factory sales
force. (F. 386). However , Trico has also been highly successful in this
market using a different style of marketing. (F. 372 , 392). Other wiper
manufacturers have started to penetrate this market without copying
Anco s methods. (F. 377- 380 , 402). New entrants have started selling
plastic blades and short , universal lines of wipers. Distributors like

these short lines because of their lower prices and inventory costs. (F.
212 405-413). Both Anco and Trico have moved to follow this innovation. (F. 249-253 , 414).

Furthermore , department stores and chains of auto parts stores
have increased sales of wipers rapidly in recent years (F. 193 ,

231
232), and provide new entrants with a ready channel of distribution

to compete eflectively. (F. 214 , 216). And wipers are now being sold
through grocery, hardware and drug stores. (F. 234-36).
d.

Price Competition

The wiper industry is now fairly competitive. (F. 263). The record
is replete with evidence showing, about the time of the acquisition
price competition2" and other procompetitive (99) effects in the sale
of wipers. (F. 238- 310). For example in April of 1977 , Anco s market-

ing vice president recommended in an internal memo to its controller
that prices should not be increased on refills. He described the condition of the market:
The market place continues to be an extremeJy volatile and competitive environment
and our position as the leader in the traditional aftermarket or replacement field is
being continually challenged by new competitors who are concentrating their efforts
through Traditional , Private Label and Volume Retailer types of distribution. Their
main thrust is to offer " universal" refills at suggested retail prices which are discounted to the consumer thru additional and questionable extra allowances. However , this
is the world of reality! Our market is changing rapidly. Nefco, it is reported , are selling

Jobbers at W /D prices and traditional Dealers at Jobber prices. Industry statistics
prove that the nU mber of service stations (the back bone of our business for many years)
is declining- and that the sale of wiper products is shifting to retailing Jobbers and
Volume RetaiJers. Our competitors (Hoberk , Pylon , Fram , Pylon (sic), Trico) have COfi-

findings 141--4) (101 F, C. at 758), a trefld towards
findings 122 , 123 , 261) (101 FT. G at 756, 7771. and the heavy advertising expenditures
initial decision , p, 63) (101
(Bea/rice
necessary to obtain consuml" accept.ance and shclfspace on II national level
C. at 740) as well as other barriers to eflhtive cOlupctition (Bealricefinding 267). r101 F, C. at 778J
:i While price competition might also be deduced from a finding of sub tantial unused capacity, the evidence
in this regard is conflicting and unreliable, (CSC Reply pp. 189. 99)

of the raw material ,
concent.ration

orange juice concentrate(Bea/rice

(Rea/rice

Although some of the evidp.nce on competition involved opinions and anecdotes of customers and competitors

it was credible , especililly testimony from competitor antagonistic to Champion s acquisition of Anco , such as
independence Tube Corp,
MeR. rs. Longman , Sullivan and Oshei , and corroborated objective evidence on that issue,
691 F.2d 310, 330-31 11. 38 (7th
v, Copperweld' Corp.,

Cir. 1982).
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centrated their efforts in these areas through innovations in packaging, displays , discounL" and other allowances.

(RX 45). 24 (100)
e.

Profits

A study of profits on sales for the years 1975- 1980 shows that profit
trends in the wiper business have been consistent with a competitive
industry (F. 311). The low and declining profits of Anco and Trico are
United
indicative of competitive , rather than oligopolistic practices.
States v. Consolidated Foods Corp. 455 F. Supp. 108 , 140 (KD. Pa.
1978).

5. Expanders
Where there are low barriers to expansion , recent entrants with but

Fruehauf

a small market share may well be effective competitors. In

C. 878 , 930 (1965), the Commission held that one
Trailer Co.
of the acquired firms , which had a 2% market share , was held to be
67 F.

Stanley Works v. FTC,

a healthy and strong competitor. In

498 , 506-07 (2d Cir. 1972),

cert. denied,

469 F.

412 U. S. 928 (1973), the ac-

% market share , was held to be a significant
, Inc. 96 F. C. 385 , 590 (1980), the CommisHeublein
competitor. In
sion held that nine firms whose market shares ranged from . 24% to
9%, were all potential expanders.
Tridon built new plants in 1978 and 1980 (F. 102 , 104 , 423- 28), and
now has a good share of the OE market. (F. 433-36). In the replacement market , Tridon sells to WDs and mass merchants and in 1980
took the Sears wiper business from Trico. (F. 440-2). Bosch , with $6
quired firm ,

with a 1

bilion in sales in the auto aftermarket , is a leading wiper firm in
Europe (RX 79) and is preparing to expand its wiper sales in the
United States with lower prices. (F. 156 , 466-72). Pylon , Roberk
Ideal 25 (101) Fram and Nefco all have the capability, interest and
incentive to expand. These potential expanders insure that the deconcentration trend in wiper manufacturing will continue. 26 Heublein
Inc. 96 F. C. 385 , 590 (1980).
, The author of the ducument recommended that: " It is the umH1imuus opinioo of our field force , supported by
and Tricupasscnger car wiper blades sholiid
Regiunal and Executive Marketing Manaw m('nt that rcfi!s for Anco
be excluded from a price increase at this time " (RX 15) (Emphasis added. ) While this could he some evidence uf
interdependent or parillld bdmvior " it may merely he unilateral recognition that the two rrwrket leaders tend
to match each other s prices- Ir, any event , there wC\ no proof that Aroco and TrieD had the " capacity effectively
to determine price iind total outpulofgoods or S"fV;Ct'S " in 1977.(Jrliled States v. Marine R'JncrrporalirJ/ 41B
602 630(1972)

"' Although Ideal and Roberk are related companies , their management is independent. (Glassmiin 4904).
",; The changing market with fewer consumer sales by professional installers like gas stations , and more sales
by mass merchants , also will help t!,en"w entrants.
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6. Potential Entrants

Where many firms are interested in and capable of entering or
expanding a market , the elimination of one of them by acquisition

wil have no significant competitive effect. Their presence wil prevent market leaders from colluding to raise prices or diminish product
Tenneco, Inc. , 98
Heublein , Inc. 96 F. C. 385 , 588- 89 (1980);
quality.
689 F. 2d 346 (2d Cir.
vacated on other grounds,
C. 604 (1981),
1982).

Here , with relatively low entry barriers 27

the following fi

ms have

shown the interest and skill necessary to enter , and have been dissuaded only by the lack of profit opportunity: 28 Acushnet Company (F.
489-497); Echlin Manufacturing Company (F. 510-527); IC Industries
(F. 528- 538); IT&T (F. 539-545); Premier Rubber Company (F. 546558); PuroJator , Inc. (F. 559- 567); Stewart- Warner Corporation (F.
572- 582); Tenneco , Inc. (F. 583- 595); and General Motors Corporation
(F. 596- 607). 29 (102)
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDER
In 1978 ,

at the time of the acquisition of Anco , Champion was one

oftwelve potential entrants into the United States wiper market. In
addition , there were six other companies already in the market ready
to expand. In this context , the elimination of Champion as a potential
Heublein
entrant was not likely to substantially lessen competition.
Inc. 96 F. C. 385 , 591 (1980). Furthermore, although stil concentrat, the market is competitive , with low entry barriers and a deconcen-

tration trend. These factors
potential competition theory.

prevent application of the actual

United States u. Marine Bancorpura-

tion 418 U. S. 602 , 630 (1974).

The complaint must therefore be dismissed.
DISSRNTING OPINION OF COMMISSIONER MICHAEL PERTSCHUK

The majority of the Commission today summarily affrms the Initial Decision in this case and dismisses charges against Champion
Spark Plug Company. The majority fails to explain the reasons for its
decision even though the Bureau Director conceded that the central
7 Despite low entry barrjers, pot.cntial entrants may be di

Huaded by low profit

FTC" Great Lakes Chem. ical

Curp., 528 F-Supp. 84, 94 (N, D, Il I9Hl)
,BLe scertainty ofproofisrequjredt, o,' sl.ahlisha company asan expander 01 potentjal ent.13nt that i,g rcquired
l!ellhlein 96 F.TC 385 , 590 (J980).
to show that Ch,lInpion was a potential entrant.

1" In 1979. Dana Corporation became a pot nti"l
nt.rant (F. 491\509). and Stl'wart- Warner was no longer a
potentjal entrant. (F. 5112) Since Neiman Industries (Paul , Journee) acquircd Nefcu in 1979, at the time of the
acquisition 1'eimiln was also a potenti81 enrmnt, And , since Ideal did not entr,r the markct until 1979 , it should
be treated a a potcnrial entrant at tbe time oflhe acquisitiun
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question urged on appeal by complaint counsel was largely unaddressed by the ALJ in the Initial Decision.
In his Initial Decision , the ALJ concluded that there were high
levels of concentration within the windshield wiper products industry
and that Champion , had it not acquired Anco , would have entered the
market

de novo

and significantly deconcentrated the market. Conse-

quently, I do not discuss these issues below. However , the ALJ also
found that Champion s acquisition did not violate the law because the
market remained " reasonably competitive. " The basis for the ALJ'

conclusion stemmed primarily from the rapid change in the windshield wiper product market in the last fifteen years and his finding
that there were numerous potential expanders and entrants. (2)
Complaint counsel do not dispute that there has been significant
change in the market. Fifteen years ago , Anco and Trico , protected by
patents, were the sole manufacturers of windshield wiper products

which were retailed solely through auto repair shops , oil company
service stations , and car dealers. In the late 1960' , when Anco s and
Trico s patents expired, Roberk , a small auto parts manufacturer
developed a new universal windshield wiper replacement blade and
refil that could easily be installed by

consumers on most cars. Mar-

keted directly to consumers through such " mass merchandisers "

as

Mart and Sears, Roberk and other manufacturers quickly achieved

substantial market share.
Nevertheless , complaint counsel assert that the market is not competitive. The heart of complaint counsel's argument is that the market is actually divided into two distinct channels , with the more

traditional" channel dominated by Anco and Trico and
protected from effective competition by entry and mobility barriers.
expand
the
Wbile Roberk and others have been free to enter and
market by appealing to a new group of consumers, complaint counsel
argue that they have been unable to break into the " traditional"
significant "

channel. As a result , Anco s and Trico s prices have been insulated

from effective competition. Complaint counsel argue that Champion

was uniquely situated to enter the traditional channel and create
effective competition. (3)
I would reverse the ALJ' s decision because I find that complaint

counsel have shown that such market segmentation exists and that
there are significant mobility and entry barriers which have prevented would- be entrants and expanders from challenging the duopolistic
structure of the significant " traditional" channel of the market.
Given the high levels of concentration in this industry, and the evidence supporting the presumption of poor performance , including the
lack of price competition within the traditional channel , complaint
counsel have shown that Champion s acquisition of Anco deprived the
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market of the independent entry ofthe potential entrant which was

in fact most likely to enter and most likely to challenge Anco and
TrieD.
I. PERSISTENCE OF THE TRADITIONAL CHANNEL

It is clear that members of the industry themselves perceive the
channel " involving sales to warehouse

existence of a " traditional

distributors ("WD" ), oil companies , and OES firms, and a " mass mar-

ket channel" involving sales either directly to retail outlets or indirectly to mass merchant feeders. (ID 138)1 Further , firms
deliberately develop marketing strategies which take into account the

different demands of the two segments. Anco , Trico , Ideal , Fram
Bosch , and Nefco all compete primarily in the traditional market,
making relatively few sales to mass merchants. (ID 97 , 152, 163 , 172)
Roberk and Pylon compete (4) primarily in the mass merchant market , making relatively few sales to traditional distributors. (ID 119)
Indeed , attempts to market the same product to both channels have
largely failed. (ID 132- 133 (Roberk); CPF 2-67 (Fram); CPF 2- 75 (Tridon); ID 280-282 (Anco " Rainy Day )) As a result , it is not surprising
that Roberk and Pylon together account for 69. 6 percent of the sales
ofWWP in the mass merchant channel , while Anco and Trico continue to dominate the traditional channel , accounting for 87. 1 percent
of the sales in that channel. (CPF 5-

The " traditional" channel--istribution from the manufacturer
through the WD and jobber to the auto repair shop, oil company
service station , auto dealership, or consumer-remains the dominant
method of distribution of replacement windshield wipers and blades.
The evidence indicates that about 72% of replacement windshield
measured in unit sales , stil move through the

wipers and blades ,

traditional channel."

Perhaps the most telling evidence indicating that there are two
separate channels is the evidence of price independence between the
in camera
shows that Anco and Trico were able
prices while Roberk and Pylon were (5) lowering theirs. 4 Thus

two channels. CX 2511
to

raise

) CitatiolJs are made to Initial Decision Findings (Im; Complaint Coun5cJ's Proposed Findings (CPFi; Complaint
f,xhibit (CX); Respondent' Proposed Findings (RPF); and Complaint Counsel' s Reply (e. Rep. to HPF); and Transcript (Tr.

The disunction between the traditional channel and the ma

market channel docs not depend on who does

the installalio!1 , hut rather on how the product is distributed through the channel.
3 (CPF 5- 7) The ALJ erred in finding thal ilmm marketers accounted
fOT 45% ofthe market (lD 233), since that
figure was based only on a 1975 projection.
(C.

Rep- to RPF 408) Complaint counseJ' s figures, 00 the other hand

are based on a detailed analysis of actual 1978 sales. (CPF 5--

, Respondent doe!; not deny that it increased its prices as those of Roherk and Pylon were faJling. It argues
however , thatCX 25J 1in I:,memis misleading. (R. Ans- 17 , n.43) However , much ufrespondent' s argument sirnpJy
goes to the issue that it.s prices were higher than those of Roberk and Pylon , which , by itself, may be explained
by higher costs and bigher qu.ality. The un)y argument which it offers to explain the increasing
Hprewibetween
prices is that the price data for Anco includes the salcs oflawer- priced Rainy Day products up until 1978, when
the liDe was dropped. The implication is that the apparent price increase is due soJely to this factor
(footnote cont'
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the evidence shows that prices appear to be determined separately in
the two different channels. As complaint counsel's expert economic
witness, Dr. Winter , testified:
Price sensitivity is relevant (to the level of competitionJ when we are trying to assess
the degree of connectedness between different segments ofthe market. If the customers
arc highly sensitive to price , as opposed to other consideratiom; , then you expect them
to move back and forth among sellers in such a way as to impose something like a single
price discipline on the market as a whole , whereas if they are less sensitive to price and
if they are concerned about other attributes of the product or conditions of purchase,
then the market may tolerate substantial price diHerentials among its segments for

extended periods of time. (Winter ,

Tr. 1779) (6)

Respondent is clearly correct that there is some overlap between
the two channels and that there is some limited evidence of competi-

tion between the two channels. For example , Anco and Trico may be
able to compete in the mass market channel , even though the mass
market manufacturer has great diffculty competing in the traditional channel. (CAB 29) But thc fact that the precise boundary lines may

be bl urred does not refute the strong evidence that there are in fact

two distinct distribution channels within the overall market. The
evidence is persuasive that competition within channels is greater
than competition

between

channels.

Notwithstanding the evidence of separate channels, respondent
argues that it is not insulated from competition from the new entrants. While not directly denying that it has raised prices while

Roberk and Pylon prices have declined , respondent points to its declining market share , its eroding profits, and its inability to raise
prices to cover increased costs-all evidence purporting to show that
the overall market is reasonably competitive.

It is evident that Anco and Trico have both suffered losses of market

share , and that Roberk and Pylon have gained market share. (ID 183)
But there is little evidence to support the implication that Roberk and
Pylon have captured sales that otherwise would have been made by
Anco and Trico. Indeed , the preponderance ofthe evidence shows that
Pylon and Roberk have gained sales primarily by developing part of
the market which had largely been ignored by Anco and Trico. While

unit sales have (7) increased as a result of the growth of the " mass
market 5 both Anco and Trico have , on average , been able to mainAn examination Oflh", record materials, however , clearly rebuts tl,e implication that the incJusiu!J afthe Rainy
Day stiIes data could explain the increase in the price .'pread. After subtracting the " mass merchandisers " dollar
and unit sales lisled in ex !337P In camem from the gross dolbr and unit sales list.ed jn ex 3065
in cumera

is dear UnIt excluding Rainy Day products has very little impact un the trend of Aneo s average unit prices
"The other new cntraa(.- Fram , Bosch , IdeaJ , Trjdon , HtJd Nefco- havc garnered 11 modest incn'ase in market
share (as measured in unit sales) from 68% to ILI% from 1975 through 1980. (ID 183) Some of that increase C;;I
be ascribed to increased sales to the mass merchant ehanoe! , rat.her than diverted sOIJes from Anco and TrieD l!l
th\, traditional dliU1neL (10 106 (Tridun); m 152 (FrOlm))
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Given the record evidence
showing that Anco and Trico have largely been willing to cede the
mass merchant portion ofthe market to other manufacturers , the loss
tain at least their 1975 level of unit sales.

of market share in the overall market , under the circumstances here

is not a convincing sign of competitiveness.
Respondent also argues that , by pleading a single replacement
windshield wiper and blade market , complaint counsel cannot now
contend that there are , in effect , submarkets. But complaint counsel

argue , correctly, that proving that there is an overall market for
replacement windshield wipers and blades is not inconsistent with

demonstrating that areas within that market are less susceptible to
competition and that the loss of Champion as a potential entrant
substantially lessened competition within (8) a segment of the overall
market. Furthermore , respondent had ample notice of complaint
counsel' s theory.
II. MOBILITY BARRIERS AND BARRIERS TO ENTRY

The persistence of the two channels seems to stem largely from
different demand characteristics. The mass market channel serves
the demand for a lower- priced , universal replacement windshield
wiper or blade that can be easily installed by " do- it- yourselfers. " (CPF

38 to 3-45)
The ultimate consumer is the same in either channel. But in the
traditional channel , the WD is in reality the primary customer of the
traditional channel manufacturers. As Champion
Chairman of the Board observed: (9)

s President and

When you are talking about brand consciousness you have to get it back down to the
marketing people, the distributors , the jobbers, the retailer , whoever it is. They are the
ones in this case , that you are trying to sell a given brand to. Not the consumers.
(Stranahan Dep. CX3007- Z-89J
turns primarily on dala showing a decline in return
/; Respondent' s argument do!!! it.s profitabilityufrered
has
on sales (" ROS" ). Fora variety of reasons , ROSdata is of\imited use in determining the profitability oran industry,
which is mOTC appropriately measured by return on investmeDt (" ItOl")-

While th" evidence on ROJ does not

permit a conclusion that Anco s profiis are supracompetitive , the available evidence is consistent wiLh a practice
ofa noncompetitive industry For example , even the AI..' s findings show that Anco s retUrD On sales since 1976
has been abope19761t've1s , with the t'xception of 19!\O , a year ofindust.rywid" slump

1 Paragraph 19 of th" complaint. charges that " (BJarri"rs

to "ntry intoand to effective compeillionin

the

manufacture and sale ofwlndshield wiper product.s for th" United Statt's r"p!acement. market are high- " (Emph,Jsis
added) In response to respondent s interrogatories , complaint counsel,eight months b"for" the trial , "xplaifl"d

limited
A new ,,"irant may fail to create effecti"" competition ifit continuously operates on a smallisscale
Or
so that
10 p'Hticular ,-,hwlnels of the market

iL presenc" does not demonstrably aflp.ct the strllctur", conduct,

or performance of the market

Complaint Couns"l's Answer;; to Respondent' s First Set oflnterrogatori"s, July 9 , 1981 , at 25 (Emphasjsl\ddcd)
Complaint. counsel also indicated in thos" answers that Pylon and Roberk wern confined to " one s"grnetlt of the
t.he mass merchant channeL" III at. 22
mark,,
What"ver question there may have been in re potldctlt' s mind about the theory of complaint counsel's case
respondent admits that it was put. on notice about the " two channel" theory by complaint couns"l's pre- trial brief
fiedon J,muary 29 , 1982- (Tr- 6532- 6533)

g.
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The WD' s demands differ to some extent from the usual retail con-

sumer. The WD is more concerned with quality, full coverage , and
assurances that the product wil move through the distribution system. (CPF 3-49 to 3- 97)
In turn , these demand differences can result in entry or mobility
barriers. Entry barriers can be established when potential entrants
are so disadvantaged that the expected rate of return on their entry
investment is too low to justiy entering, while incumbent firms con-

tinue to realize rates of return higher than normal. When the would-

be entrant already has a toehold within some segment ofthe industry,
the same disadvantages can be termed " mobility barriers, " since they
prevent the firm from expanding into other segments of the market.
(10)

The preponderance of the evidence

indicates that there are no

major technological barriers to the production oflow quality replacement windshield wipers and blades. The WD' s demand for high- quality replacement windshield wipers and blades, however , creates

technological mobility or entry barriers.
While the expertise needed to develop and produce high- quality

replacement windshield wipers and blades may not involve the significant capital barriers typical of " high- technology " products , the

evidence shows that extended testing and product development is
indeed necessary to produce a high- quality product. Virtually all of
the entrants have experienced significant diffculty

in developing

wipers and blades of suffcient quality and coverage to be attractive
to the traditional channel. (10 107- 108; (Tridon); 10 132- 133 (Roberk);
10 142- 143 (Ideal); 10 153 (Fram); 10 180-181 (Gates)) Many of those

manufacturers blame their quality problems for diffculties in atSee, e. CPF 5- 58 (Fram);
CPF 5- 79 (Tridon). While most of the manufacturers ultimately overcame most ofthose problems , they did so only alter substantial invest-

tempting to sell to the traditional channel.

ment of resources. (ll)
The WD' s demand for quality and marketing assistance throughout
the distribution chain also lead to distributional barriers into the
traditional channel. Incumbents who have demonstrated consistent
high quality have a market advantage over newcomers who must
demonstrate quality. As a result , brand name associated with high
See. e.

Caves and Porter From Entry Barriers to Mobility Rarriers: ConjectlJro./ Decision and Conlriv(,d

91 Q J. of t con. 211 , 254 (May 1977).
In the F'TC' Policy Statement on Huriwntal mcrger8 , we aiso noted

Deference

10 J"iew Competition,

Besides mere entry, dfective competition m ght also depend upon a firm H achieving a (ert.iu scale of
operation. Evidence of subst.ant.ial expansioIJ by finnH already in an industry, ",specially non- dominant firms
may persuasively indicate that. barriers to larger sntle are not high. Conversely, evidence offrequenl cntry,
but on a small c"lp. , wit.hout significant exp.msion by fringe firms, may also suggest the existence of barriers
to larger scale
Stotemenl of Federul Trade Commission Concerning Horizontal Mergers

at 5. (June 14. 1982)
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quality is an important factor in the traditional channel 9 and the
lack of a brand name may operate as a barrier. Perhaps more impor-

tantly, buyers in the traditional channel do not want to be stuck with
unwanted merchandise. As a result , the traditional channel demands
that the manufacturer promote the product and work with all levels
of distribution to promote the sale of the products , a method known
as " pull- through marketing. " (CPF 3- 88 to 3- 97) Again , incumbents

who have a proven track record in their ability to move their product
through the entire chain have an advantage over new entrants. New
entrants must either invest substantial amounts in advertising and
product promotion , reduce prices, or offer significant marketing assistance through direct sales forces. These requirements are not insignificant. The two dominant firms , Trico and Anco, spent $2 milion
and $3 million respectively each year on product promotion. (12)
Finally, the traditional channel' s

requirements for marketing assistance and for a product line with wide coverage lead to substantial
scale economy barriers in distribution. The best means of meeting the
demand for pull- through marketing is the use of a direct factory sales
force , rather than manufacturer s representatives. (CPF 4-87 to 4102) Both Anco and Trico have traditionally employed direct sales
forces. Direct sales forces ,

however ,

require a large sales volume

precluding firms with smaller volumes from using it. While firms not
using direct sales forces have been able to penetrate the mass market

none have been able to garner more than a very small share of the
traditional channel.
Ill. HISTORICAL A'l' TEMPTS TO ENTER THE TRADITIONAL CHANNEL

The evidence that there are significant mobility and entry barriers
to the traditional channel is strongly buttressed by the direct evidence
of a variety of unsuccessful attempts to enter the traditional channel.
Other than Pylon and Roberk , who have largely catered exclusively

to the mass market channel , none of'he other four existing replacement windshield wipers and blades manufacturers , despite years of
eflort , have succeeded in gaining more than 3% ofthe overall market.
The record also contains evidence of at least six other attempts to

enter the market-some of which were targeted at the traditional

segment-which ended in failure and exit from the market. (ID 182)
(13)

The only fair conclusion that can be drawn from the historical

record is that entry into the traditional channel has been extraor9 Alternatively, manufacturers may seek DE

supplier status as a means of establishing- a quality reputation

While there arc no distributional barriers to obtaining such status , there are dearly subswntial costs in hoth
obtainingOE status and in developing the technology needed to devP.op windshield wipers and blades of suffcient
quality to meet DE specifications. For example , it look seven years of extensive product development hefore Tridon
produced blades which could pass General Motor s spedfications. (CPF 4- 215)
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dinarily diffcult. While some firms have been able to maintain a
small share of the traditional segment (Fram 'O Tridon I1 Bosch
Nefco, I3 Ideal 14), none-with the (14) possible exception of Tridonappear to be poised to compete directly with Anco and Trico to take
additional market share. Despite years of promotion , Fram , Nefco

and Bosch have been able to retain only a small and , in some instances, declining market share. While the evidence is necessarily less
conclusive with respect to the newer entrants , Tridon and Ideal
Ideal' s

own limited marketing goals seem to preclude a major com-

petitive challenge to the dominant producers.
IV. CONCLUSION

In assessing potential entrants and expanders , it is necessary to
s interest , incentive and capability to determine
whether it is reasonably probable that the firm wil enter the market
evaluate each firm

and cause significant (15) deconcentration or other procompetitive
effects.

Yamaha Motor Co. u. FTC,

657 F. 2d 971 ,

978 (8th Cir. 1981);

Heublein, Inc. 96 F. C. 385 , 584 (1980).

Given the technological and distributional barriers to entry into the
traditional channel , none of the present WWP manufacturers can
1U Despite ten years of promotion , l"ram has never been able to become more than a fringe manufacturer. Its
initial at.cmpts in 1972 to sell to the traditional market were supplemented
in

1978 by efforts to 0011 to !'niSS
channel

in either
marketers in an attempt t.o inen,ase moribund sales. But Fram has larg-ely been unsuccessful

due primarily to contimlQus product quality problems.
II Tridun , a Canadian manufacturer of automot.ive products , including replacement windshield wipers and
blades , attempted ent.ry into the traditional channel in a joint venture with Gates Rubber Company in 1971.
107) After experiencing rnajor qUHlity problems , Tridon withdrew from the field. After further extensive pruduct
improvement aod developmeoL , Tridoo sought to obtain DE approval beginning in 1977 , (10 108) Alter obtaining
OE husiness ofFord , and SOme OE business of other manufacturers , Tridon began efforts to reenter the replacement market By 1980 Tridon s sales were heading up, largely as a result oflanding several large mass merchant
Hccount.9, including Scars (ID 183 , 270 , 441--42), but Tridon was continuing to lose money on its rephH;ement
windshield wipers "nd blades. tCPF 5- 144 , 5-147) While Tridon s management projected continuing increases in
sales nD 447). by the end of 1980 Tridon Imd still failed to capture any significant WD business.
12 Robert Bosch GmbH is a G"rman manufacturer and supplier of automotive parts throughout the world, (!D
156) In Eurupe, Busdl is an DE supplier for major F:uropean car manufacturers. Bosch' s wiper line for the V.
replacement market is largely limited to covering European impurts for which Bosch was the OF: supplier. (TD 162)
Bosch has airm'd its sales efforts primarily at DES services and WDs serving the import market All tl1P evidence
shows that Bosch h"s aiIl"d its "trorts at sr,lling wiper' replacement for imports , which account for a relatively amaH
percentage of tutHI unit sale uf replacement wipcn aIli bl"des Whd" the record shows that Bosch has plans to
inuease coverage OlJ 47D), thuse piansprimarily add,' ess increasingcov"rage of, Japan"se , as well as European
imports, lID 471; CPF 5- 211 Indeed, irJ 1977 Boscl1 df'cided not to expand inLo the C-S- domestic market , in part
beG'use it ,' ecoglli/. nllhal it. lacked the meanS t.o distribute t.1", product through t.he traditional channel and would
only he able to ga,' ner " neeligible m rket share (CPF 517) By I9RO . nosch h"d only a 1.2 percent sbare of the
over"lI market, lID 18:31

'" Despite pn Hnolions oj' its replacement windshield wipr n and blades to the traditional channel sim:e 197:.
OJ mrmufaellrei' ofminor significance , capturing only;) percent ofmarket share (in unit. s lesJ
in 1980, (llJ 18:!) :\eflo h ID"t. ,,,oney in every yeCL but.one (CPF 5- 73) Wl,de N( fco Iws had problems in producing
a line with suHiciently bra,"! cove,age. its pci",,,,-y difficulty, in t.lw eyes of Aneo , lje in its lack of marketing
t\dcu has H'mainerl

1ssi u,nc" (ePF 5- 7(J)

", Recognizinl' tl", t., "ditio' 1al channel's d,wmnd for higl",r quality, Roberk' s parent company, I'arkei' Hanni(in,

attempled in HJ79 to enler (I", t.radition"j ch"nnel through a sep"r"te subsidiary, Ideai. (CPF 5- 45) Ioven here,
however, ldenl envisioned pk'cingitsell'urllyas a '" secund line" to be carried by johlwrsHlong with a " primary
Aneo 0' Triro line, not. 1\ line thelt would repiace an Anco or Trieo aewunL (CPF 5- 46) Even with UH se limit"d
goals and a corllnitrlenllo produce a high quality product, ldeal by the end of 191m beld secured less than 2% of
U",oH"' ali IT""k,,:, nn 18:0
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reasonably be considered to have the incentive or capability to expand
into the traditional channel.15
AU
found that there were twelve potential entrants , including
The
Champion. The AU' s principal error here is in his apparent conclusion that firms can be considered potential entrants if they manufac-

ture or distribute some automotive product and have suffciently
large financial resources to purchase the requisite technology to enter
the

overall

market. When each of the firms are examined on the

tradichannel , however , it becomes clear that only Champion possesses the relevant capabilities, interest , and incentives. (CAB 72 to
attributes required to become a significant competitor in the
tional

78) (16)

Given the conclusion that the market is not ,

as the

AU

found
if

reasonably competitive, and the further finding that there are few ,

any, other expanders or potential entrants as well suited as Champion

to cause significant deconcentration , I conclude that Champion s acquisition of Anco effectively deprived the market of the benefit of
Champion de novo entry. Accordingly, I would find that Champion
acquisition of Anco violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act by substantially lessening competition in the replacement windshield wipers
and blades market , and that divestiture should be ordered.
FINAL ORDER

This matter having been heard by the Commission upon the appeal
of respondents and complaint counsel from the initial decision; and
The Commission having considered the oral arguments of counsel
their briefs, and the whole record;I and

The Commission having denied in full the appeals of respondent
and complaint counsel; and
The Commission having determined that the initial decision and
order contained therein shall become the decision and order of the
Commission.
Therefore,

it is ordered

That the initial decision and the order

, The only pos jhlc canrlidMl' in tl,is gruup would he Tridoo , who pos rss"" " product with DE approval status
etIcient produclion capabilities- (ID 42%- 477) )\( rl.hdeRR , Tridon s prior attempts to enteJ
may have given its product
pllL'!tion of low qua);ty, it still I"ck the sal!'!; force necessary for pull- through
TIOIrkding and it has failed 1.0 promote the produrtaggTessively. OD 107 , 112 , 440; CPF S-146) Whjlt these neg-ati,,!'
fe;;tures may well explain Trjdon s failure to ublaill significant WD bu iness , lhe record do"s not pl' r",it aR strong
a conclusion about its lack ofti!ture potential as the other pn' senl manufacturers, Even jfTridon weno'a pot.entiiJl
expander , however , that fact would not. bar a Jjnding t.hat. Champion s acquisit.ion ofAncl! viobted Section 7 . RincO'
we need find only tJ,attl,e acquiRiiion eJiminal"rlon" ofa " limited ournber of'nth",iirmsreasonabJylikelyt.o
wide applir.ation
, iJlJd

enter or expand in the relevalltmarket.

lfeublein.
supra at 588
t By t.his action the Commission also denies Respondent s Motion to Strike four tables and ,,,t,,rences tlwret,
from Complaint Counsel' s Heply Bricf
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contained therein shall become the decision and the order of the
Commission on the date of issuance of this order.
Commissioner Pertschuk voted in the negative.

